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ABSTRACT

COMPETITION FOR SOFT POWER IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY ANGLO-AMERICAN
RELATIONS AS EXEMPLIFIED BY MID-VICTORIAN BRITISH NOVELS

Melina R. Probst, Ph.D.
Department of English
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Brian May, Director

The representation of America in Victorian fiction follows a trajectory of increasing
favorability after the War of 1812 and before the Civil War, when America, still an interested
subject across the Atlantic, became more uncouth and unjust by the British standard; however,
the reasons for this trajectory are not as simple as pointing to a damaged economy and disfigured
political image brought about by the Civil War. Favorable depictions of America depended on its
power and the strength of competitive countries; in other words, as long as America remained
powerful and attractive, thereby possessing more than just brute military strength, Great Britain
respected and at times deferred to America. I use Joseph S. Nye’s international relations theory
of soft power to explain British representations of America and, at times, Canada as functions of
a state’s need to adapt to international shifts in values and interests; in other words, America’s
popularity and upward immigration trend each decade before the Civil War forced other
powerful Western states to acknowledge its status as a competitor.
The most favorable fictional representations of America coincide with its soft-power
apex, the high point in the kind of attractiveness derived from culture, values, and economic
opportunity. A noticeably substantial change in the nineteenth century occurred at the time in the

early 1840s when Charles Dickens and Frederick Marryat travelled to North America and then
narrated and fictionalized their experiences; at this time, America’s relatively newfound strength
challenged preconceived British notions of the former colony, thereby resulting in ambivalent
attitudes towards it. Additionally, the importance of soft power is evident in the late 1840s when
many European states were facing tumultuous revolutions, the United States was prospering by
its westward expansion, and Charlotte Brontë and Elizabeth Gaskell were writing novels
preferring the North American frontier to the settled British landscape. But by the 1860s, when
America’s internal fighting and weak economy during the Civil War damaged its reputation,
British authors, such as Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Charlotte Yonge, used that opportunity to
aggrandize Great Britain. While many European states were zealously participating in an arms
race, wielding their hard power, which can be described as aggressive military or economic
strength, mid-Victorian British novelists understood the potency of soft power in negotiating
international relations and capitalizing on the weaknesses and strengths of another state.
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INTRODUCTION
Some aspects of human culture are universal, some are national, and others are particular
to social classes or small groups. Culture is never static, and different cultures interact in
different ways. More research needs to be done on the connection between culture and
power behavior.1

Popular Victorian novelists, particularly canonical authors Charles Dickens, Elizabeth
Gaskell, and Charlotte Brontë and extra-canonical novelists Frederick Marryat, Mary Elizabeth
Braddon, and Charlotte Yonge, often appear to be quintessentially Victorian; these novelists
offer social commentary on issues of their time that appear to pertain primarily to Great Britain’s
national cohesiveness and strength. But these novelists are relevant not only in their status as
national writers but also in a nineteenth-century international context. The novels of these six
authors illustrate that a country’s representations of its own and other cultures and values held as
much importance two centuries ago as they hold today in terms of a country’s global power, an
idea supported by Joseph S. Nye, Jr.’s, twenty-first-century international relations theory of soft
power, which is a political framework through which relations among states can be understood.
Basically, soft power derives from the aspects of a country’s values (political, social, economic,
etc.), culture, and even economy that are attractive. Soft power is important especially when
hard-power strategies alone (e.g., military aggression) fail, and the combination of soft power
and hard power is what Nye calls smart power (Nye, The Future of Power 84); therefore, culture,
values, and foreign policies, as well as military strength, are important to improving or

1

Nye, The Future of Power (84).
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maintaining a state’s reputation. Smart power is the most influential form of power because it
combines the two major forms of power, soft and hard, neither of which alone is sufficient in
maintaining a country’s power. Clearly, the setting of Victorian Britain, at the apex of its
imperial hard power, encourages the application of international relations theory. Dickens’s
Martin Chuzzlewit (1843-44), Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada (1844), Gaskell’s Mary Barton,
(1848), Brontë’s Shirley (1849), Braddon’s The Octoroon (1861), and Yonge’s The Trial (1864)
are selections of mid-Victorian literature that influenced and were influenced by international
relations. As has already been established for at least half of these authors and novels, these
prominent figures and popular texts possess cultural importance, but, as I argue in each chapter,
these novels and authors represent and participate in a direct connection between culture and
national power.
In the first half of this introduction, I justify my use of this twenty-first-century political
theory to interpret nineteenth-century literature. In the sections that follow, I elaborate on the
principles of the theory in its intended context before showing in more detail its nineteenthcentury relevance and offering brief summaries of the dissertation chapters.

I. Critical and Theoretical Framework

The question of why one might seek to apply twenty-first-century international relations
theory to nineteenth-century fiction must be answered before offering an explanation in the next
section of key concepts of international relations theory that relate to the mid-Victorian novels in
this dissertation. Scholars have applied other theoretical frameworks to these novels to explain
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their international purview, but I will show in the dissertation how such scholars have
overlooked valuable aspects of the novels that reveal the temperament of the age. For example,
postcolonial theory has explained Great Britain’s relations with colonized peoples. But for North
America in the nineteenth century, which consisted of former colonies that comprise part of the
United States as well as of Canada, a colony where there were revolutions in 1837,2 imperialism
does not completely explain Great Britain’s interest abroad in the middle of the century. As I
show in Chapter 1, scholars have portrayed Captain Frederick Marryat as an imperialist, and
critics such as John Jordan have applied postcolonial theory to Dickens’s body of work. But
these accounts leave much unexplained. While Marryat does present paternalistic ideas about
Native Americans that would support a postcolonial reading, these readings do not completely
account for the international implications of his novels, as I will show in my reading of the
novels. His treatment of Native Americans, for example, is also explained by international
relations theory, which suggests that he uses them not just as postcolonial examples of the
supposedly paternalistic British need to export their ideology but also as examples of a need not
to export their people—that is, a need to represent North America as a dangerous place to settle
in order to thwart immigration to that continent.
In Chapter 2, I explain the international purview of the novels and show how interest in
international issues is more pronounced than some critics have chosen to see. Because Mary

2

The United States and Canada, of course, have separate colonial and postcolonial histories, though both were
settler colonies. And Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin point out the importance of distinguishing
between the different settler colonies’ cultures and distinguishing the settler colonies’ literatures from the
“metropolitan centre” (133). The settler colonies’ cultures are similar in that three basic tensions exist in all of them:
“the relationship between social and literary practices in the old world and the new; the relationship between the
indigenous populations in settled areas and the invading settlers; and the relationship between the imported language
and the new place” (Ashcroft et al. 135). But of course, though Canada gained autonomy in 1867, it never achieved
the same independence as the United States.
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Barton, for example, discusses the plight of the working class in England, critics have focused on
Gaskell’s domestic interests, thereby labeling the work as a condition-of-England novel;
however, a broader framework is necessary to understand the novel’s political implications in
their entirety. Gaskell’s novel, even, which takes place in England, ends in Canada; indeed, the
decision to have it end so is no less than a major move in transatlantic relations. Gaskell shows
approbation of, even preference for, a North American frontier scene; the titular heroine departs
an urban, diseased Manchester. The point is that this artistic move, which may seem romantic, is
also a soft-power move; with North America becoming increasingly more attractive at the end of
the 1840s (when the novel was published) and with Great Britain attempting to avert the
revolutions sweeping across Europe (populist movements put European states at risk of
revolution, and England wanted to quell any rebellion), Great Britain would have incentive to
capitalize on the strengths of others who had achieved peace. England wanted to avoid a
revolution at home and in its colonies; in other words, England had incentive to show sympathy
so as to avoid animosity. Such an alignment with North American frontier culture, which
attracted a record number of immigrants, could give England the appearance of adapting to
popular values at a time when it wanted to avoid appearing too reactionary. Furthermore,
Gaskell’s decision to end her novel in Canada tactically makes England appear stronger than
other European states by its ability to maintain peace in areas that could otherwise be affected by
revolution. England made soft-power moves at the end of the decade, and the novels in Chapter 2
articulate such moves.
The two authors in Chapter 3 are often ignored by critics; however, feminist critics do
pay them attention because Braddon is both traditional and iconoclastic and Yonge is perceived
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as patriarchal. Naturally, feminist scholars would be interested in The Trial and The Octoroon,
but few other scholars examine these authors’ works. What is missing from the critical discourse
is that these popular novelists were not as aesthetically and politically simple as they are
typically thought. Yonge is not simply a domestic, didactic novelist, and Braddon is not simply a
Sensation writer. Because these novels are not canonical, their merit is often overlooked;
however, a study with a broader purview will acknowledge, as mine does, the novels’
complexities. For example, Yonge is not simply trying to assert Great Britain’s superiority in
setting part of her novel in the United States during the American Civil War; rather, by
contrasting the refuge of New Zealand with the disappointment of U.S. opportunity, Yonge
shows Great Britain tactically distancing itself from a pariah so as not to lose soft power, a
concept I will discuss in more detail in the next section of this introduction.
As I hope that I have just made clear, what is missing from scholarship has prompted me
to turn to political science. At a time when academia encourages interdisciplinary studies, I have
designed this dissertation to understand cultural artifacts in a political science context. Literary
critics often overlook political science as well as other theories when they try to explain the same
trends that political scientists analyze (naturally, because these are different disciplines). But
scholarship in the distinct disciplines can coexist and even complement one another; therefore,
my unconventional approach of applying a political science theory efficiently contributes to two
disciplines: English studies and political science. My premise is that authors typically do not
write in a vacuum; scholars, therefore, should not isolate literature from its political, historical,
social, and cultural contexts. Furthermore, nineteenth-century literature has relevance beyond the
Victorian period. There are cultural trends apart from fiction that we have ignored, though the
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trends follow similar trajectories. Because of the parallel trends in the broader culture and the
fiction, literary studies must become ever more interdisciplinary.
My study thus applies the exemplary interdisciplinary principles from the critic James
Buzard indirectly, but this dissertation is unique in applying Nye’s international relations theory
to nineteenth-century British fiction. While Buzard focuses on the 1840s and 1850s to examine
the novel’s transformation, I look at these mid-century decades to identify changes in British
culture, American culture, and an often-distinct Canadian culture in relation to one another and
to global power dynamics. My purpose is to understand the English novel’s trajectory in these
decades in relation to historical, cultural, and political changes. Buzard appropriately tries to
explain the novel’s shift toward more social consciousness and commentary as “an important
event in the story of culture’s emergence” (13). He wants readers “to grasp [the nineteenthcentury novel’s] relation to twentieth-century cultural anthropology, with which it participates in
a general system of cultural representation whose shape and coherence has [sic] been obscured
for us by separate disciplinary agendas since the early 1900s” (Buzard 7). While I agree with
Buzard’s overall interdisciplinary approach and his reasons to emphasize culture, I am interested
in defining cultural artifacts, these popular novels, as well as describing their formation, as a
function of international relations. Buzard is not interested in the international political
implications of the novels as I am; he would rather explore the ethnographic implications of
these cultural artifacts, in other words how these novels represent a certain English people at a
certain (Victorian) time. Of course, he does study how these novels participate in the ongoing
formation of a culture, but he does not explore the larger scale political pressures leading to
particular cultural formations; furthermore, he is so focused on cultural formation that he misses
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ways in which the novels are integral to diplomatic international relations. Our studies are not in
competition with one another but, instead, are complements and supplements, his work
supporting my decision to interpret these works of literature via international relations theory.
Buzard’s study also sets a precedent for using a contemporary approach to interpreting
nineteenth-century literature, apparently waxing anachronism, thereby suggesting my own
methods are not unprecedented. While this interdisciplinary dissertation employs a theory from
political science, the international relations concept of soft power coined by Nye was intended to
describe the twenty-first century, thereby making it appear anachronistic in the nineteenth
century. Some may argue that such an anachronism is inappropriate for discourse in Victorian
studies; however, literary scholars have often employed latter-day theories to interpret literature
published before certain critical approaches were ever developed. For example, Marxist literary
critics, such as Terry Eagleton, interpret literature that was published before Marx’s ideas were
popularized with a Marxist critique. Such an example shows that there is strong precedent for
applying a latter-day theoretical framework to earlier works of literature.
Before I explain further how international relations theory plays a role in literary studies,
it is important that I note a particular movement in literary scholarship that supports my use of
international relations theory. Popular now in literary studies, transatlanticism shows a reciprocal
relationship between both sides of the Atlantic instead of a strictly exploitative relationship in
one direction. It offers a fresh lens through which to understand British novels of the nineteenth
century and gives more purpose to my dissertation’s use of Nye’s theory. Furthermore,
transatlanticism concentrates my use of international relations theory, which can be rather broad,
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on a select part of the world during an increasingly global age; transatlanticism provides an even
narrower framework for this dissertation.
This transatlantic trend of literary studies is especially important to my dissertation
because states with the Atlantic between them were connected culturally, politically, and
economically. One culture was not simply exploiting or directing another; rather, they were
influencing one another. Power struggles over cultural, political, and economic appeal are part of
a transnational political age that characterizes not only the twenty-first century but also the
nineteenth century, and this dissertation shows that with the United States and Canada
increasingly more powerful, Great Britain was not only influencing but also was influenced by
events across the Atlantic. My dissertation uses this transnational framework that is part of
international relations theory. Nye’s concept of soft power explains transnational politics in an
information age that efficiently connects people across the globe. However, this concept is
relevant to transatlantic relations in a century that might appear distant in history and, more
importantly, shows how nineteenth-century studies still have modern relevance. When events
and cultural interactions from history parallel concepts that explain relations between modern
states, the past requires attention and re-examination. It is important to understand the derivation
and development of relations between transatlantic allies and dominant powers in current global
society.
The transatlantic scope of this dissertation broadens the discourse on literature. Several
critics have embraced the transatlantic framework for interpreting the genesis, publication, and
transmission of nineteenth-century literature, while some overlook the transatlantic influences on
British and American literature. Although Buzard advocates for an interdisciplinary approach to
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literary scholarship, as I noted, he nevertheless ignores the British transnational interest
influencing their fiction. He says, “[A] self-delimiting (or, in narrative terms, a self-interrupting)
autoethnographic project informs—that is, does not merely arise in but comes to preoccupy—the
British novel after the 1801 Act of Parliament creating the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland” (11). I argue that while events at home could appear to encourage an inward national
focus, events on the Continent and across the Atlantic attracted British attention directly and
indirectly in the fiction. A secondary goal of his book is to explain the desire to conquer and
control British motivation for relations with other cultures as something more than simply
imperial goals. Buzard’s purpose is integral to my argument; British motivations were more
varied than these common attributions. Great Britain was not simply interested in America for
the purpose of reclaiming parts of it, or in Canada so as to maintain it, but at times British
transatlantic interest can be explained by self-interest in aligning itself with popular ideas and
values or distinguishing itself from human rights violations during the American Civil War, as I
show in Chapter 3. We must examine these novels as transatlantic texts due to the international
power dynamics at the time.
Transatlantic studies are increasingly more relevant to literary studies. David Weigall
explains that political scientists might tend to associate the twentieth and twenty-first centuries
more than the nineteenth century with Atlanticism because of a British security policy postWWII that stresses the importance of British connections with the U.S. (18). But I would argue
that transatlanticism is integral to nineteenth-century studies, in part to show how literature was
influenced by frequent transatlantic exchanges, though some critics and historians still insist on
separating America from its transatlantic history. Stanley Palmer says, “One need not look to
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Europe—its Middle Ages or Renaissance, its Teutonic racialism or British constitutionalism—to
explain America. America’s history itself was sufficient” (86). While North America’s history
certainly did not begin when Europeans settled the land, even Palmer later points out the
widespread presence of Europeans for centuries. He provides evidence of Europeans’ indelible
influence on North America even after colonization: “Settlers swarmed ever westward—by river,
canal, national road, and then railroad. Already by 1850, two million Euroamericans had crossed
the great river, and in the next two decades 5 million more ‘westering emigrants’ left the settled
Euroamerican civilization east of the Mississippi” (S. Palmer 117). Palmer is pointing out that
Europeans were an indelible part of America because of the number of European immigrants
influencing the cultural makeup of the U.S. Also, Weigall points out that international relations
in the twenty-first century are discussed more often than international relations in the nineteenth
century as part of an international system (210). But although economic and cultural transactions
are more global now, nineteenth-century powers were not insular but transnational. These
countries do not need to show alignment to expose a transnational influence and motivation; in
other words, it is important to remember that competing and coordinating nations are
transnationally influenced. Hence, this dissertation explores transatlantic inclinations arising
before the world wars.
Amanda Claybaugh and Paul Giles would certainly argue for a transatlantic reading of
these texts. Indeed, their recent scholarship points nineteenth-century scholarship in this
necessary direction. Claybaugh, for example, attributes British transatlantic interests to reform.
In her influential book, The Novel of Purpose, Claybaugh shows that “social reform was
crucially Anglo-American in scope. Nearly all nineteenth-century reform movements involved
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both the United States and Great Britain” (3).3 She goes on to say, “[R]eformers in each nation
allied with those in the other in order to alter both” (3). Giles, too, has pioneered transatlantic
studies. In Transatlantic Insurrections, Giles emphasizes the importance of a transatlantic
framework in reading British and American literature. In fact, the purpose of his book is to assert
the validity of the transatlantic lens. Giles, primarily a scholar of American literature,
acknowledges that “British literature itself reveals strange and unfamiliar aspects that are brought
into play by the reflecting mirrors of American discourse” (1). He even recognizes the role of
international relations, specifically transatlantic exchanges, in nation building: “To read national
literatures in a transnational way is thus to suggest the various forms of contingency that have
entered into the formation of each naturalized inheritance” (1). Their contributions are invaluable
to this field of study and, therefore, to my dissertation. Claybaugh and Giles significantly
improve our understanding of British culture and how it relates to other cultures. I agree with
their claims, but I also see that international power shifts determined transatlantic interest in
these three decades in the middle of the century. Great Britain had an interest in maintaining
harmonious relations and, ultimately, both protecting and projecting its own culture.
The transatlantic interests of America and Great Britain were more pronounced in the
middle of the nineteenth century than earlier in the century. Like Buzard, I focus on the midVictorian generation because this was a pivotal time in Anglo-American relations and in the
ongoing development of the novel and of culture; with these parallel trends, it is valuable to
search for convergence and similarity. Also, Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit and Marryat’s The
Settlers in Canada appeared on the cusp of this mid-Victorian generation of writers. They do

3

It is important to note that reform acts or amendments were not always passed simultaneously in both the United
States and Great Britain.
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represent a different time, to an extent, because the literature of the later 1840s presented
America more favorably, as I show in Chapter 2 with Shirley and Mary Barton; however,
Chuzzlewit and Settlers exist in a liminal space, not participating in the same typical enthusiasm
of the generation of travelers who preceded them and showing more skepticism than their
immediate successors. Dickens’s and Marryat’s work is integral to this study because the task of
delineating America’s soft-power loss in the nineteenth century can be demonstrated only by
examining the mood building up to America’s arrival at its soft-power apex at the end of the
1840s and 1850s.
The rationale for transatlantic studies generally not only justifies my use of Nye’s
international relations theory but also the choices I make in using certain terms. I often refer to
the transatlantic relationship as an exchange between Great Britain and “North America.” I
choose to refer generally to North America often because the phrase describes Great Britain’s
transatlantic neighbor more comprehensively. One of the two novels I discuss in Chapters 1 and
2 takes place in Canada, which, the evidence indicates, often represented to the British political
and literary imagination the same values and principles as did the culture of the United States
wilderness. This is not to deny, of course, that the two have distinct colonial histories and could
also serve a contrasting study.4 However, with westward settlement growing in both Canada and
the United States throughout the nineteenth century, but particularly in the late 1840s,
ruggedness and opportunity for independence characterized the landscape in Canada and the
United States, and a sense of this ruggedness and this opportunity emerges in these novels.

4

I show in a preceding footnote that postcolonial critics, such as Ashcroft et al. in The Empire Writes Back, describe
the different colonial histories of Canada and the United States. As I have mentioned, a postcolonial study of the
novels in my dissertation would be a worthwhile pursuit, but international relations theory makes this distinction
between their colonial pasts less imperative.
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Chapter 2, for example, assumes this broader scope in which I often consider the American and
Canadian wildernesses together, and certainly there is precedent for such a move. Historian
Howard Temperley, for example, discusses “North America” and the “New World” as a single
large entity when he describes the vast, unsettled land in the west (38). Also, the fact remains
that if the land were unsettled, it could very well best be described as North American rather than
belonging to any individual state.
To be sure, people often saw the culture in Canada as different from Great Britain. Yet
Laurence Kitzan describes the intellectual culture for emigrants from England as equally sparse
in both locales: “It was not a land that would immediately see a Bloomsbury type of culture
established, and presumably those who required it would not come. Country culture, complete
with cricket matches and fox hunts, could be tried, though with limited success. To succeed, it
was necessary to become North American” (20). Kitzan even views people in Canada and the
United States as possessing one identity, that of a North American. After all, as I have said, the
frontiers were similar, and existence, even subsistence, on the frontiers encouraged the same
activities and habits. Chapter 2 shows how broadly British authors considered the frontier in
Canada and the United States, almost to the point of not being able to distinguish between the
two. Also reflected in the novels is the historical fact that Great Britain showed political,
economic, and cultural interest in both of these parts of the North American continent. Out of
fear of losing influence in North America, Great Britain needed to establish peace with the
United States, Canada’s neighbor.5 Favorable interest in one country encouraged peaceful,

As I point out in Chapter 3, historian Katherine Morrison observes that “[t]here was a close relationship between
the American Civil War and Canada’s Confederation, which came just two years after the end of that war” (21); this
suggests that Canada’s political history was influenced by America’s politics.
5
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amicable relations with the other country. Yet even in the 1860s, when the American Civil War
made relations with the United States a curse, Great Britain lost interest in the entire continent,
not just the United States.6
Great Britain’s interest in Canada required a relationship with the United States, and
Britain needed to remain close to the U.S. for separate reasons, of course. Temperley points out
that at mid-century ties between Great Britain and the United States “were, if anything, stronger
… than they had been in colonial times” (35). This is true “[i]n spite of political separation,
territorial rivalry and war” (all of which have implications for Canada), and a number of other
factors, such as Great Britain’s imports of cotton from the United States, bound the two
economies together (Temperley 35). Great Britain had to be present on the continent, and with
the United States becoming more powerful and Canadian sovereignty gaining more momentum,
the British would need non-violent, non-aggressive (i.e., soft-power) means to maintain strength
in North America. When discussing mid-nineteenth-century British interest in America, one
cannot eliminate Canada from the equation.
Nineteenth-century territorial rivalry between Great Britain and the United States cannot
be underscored enough. Both felt they had claim to Canada, and both competed for cultural
influence in Canada; each country had power to gain from influencing the ideas and values in
Canada. Temperley points out that popular opinion in Canada was in favor of a democratic
system, and, as a result, a rebellion in Upper Canada arose in 1837 (39). Two of the causes of the

As Theodore Hoppen points out, “Canada continued to soak up money, not least because the potentially
destabilizing impact of the American Civil War (1861-5) required the dispatch of additional troops” (223). The
politically volatile America diminished its attractiveness to Great Britain, and America’s pathological political
circumstances put Canada at risk. Furthermore, the British North America Act of 1867, just two years after the end
of America’s Civil War, “setting up a Canadian Federation along what became known as dominion lines was,
therefore, among much else, a determined attempt to reduce calls upon the imperial exchequer” (Hoppen 223).
6
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rebellion were “French Canadian opposition to British rule” and “the demand of Canadians of
British stock for democratic institutions like those south of the border” (Temperley 39). Clearly,
as early as the late 1830s, there was momentum in Canada to dissociate from Great Britain and to
align with the United States. The complex relationships between Canada and Great Britain and
Canada and the U.S. are so important that it is irresponsible simply to dismiss Canada from this
discourse, strictly align Canada with Britain, and ignore the similarities between Canada, or at
least Upper Canada, and the United States. My choice in terminology is thus both supported by
and justifies my use of a transatlantic framework.
My choice to include British novels about Canada might require additional explanation or
even justification. As I have said, it would be challenging to examine Anglo-American relations
without factoring in Canada, a major source of competition and connection between England and
the United States. I extend Nye’s use of the term “soft power” to Canada even though it is not a
state and did not even gain sovereignty until after my last novels were published. Regardless,
Canada’s history in the nineteenth century is far too complex to relegate it simply to the status of
a colony that the British were trying to exploit. Canada’s political climate made it a force with
which to be reckoned, and its culture often shared similarities not only with Great Britain,
naturally, but also to the United States, as I show in Chapters 1 and 2. But as I have shown, it is
important not to forget that Canada also shows an independent spirit in the middle of the
nineteenth century, displaying attitudes both distinct from and similar to those of its neighbor
and its occupant.
My use of Nye’s international relations theory to interpret British literature during the
mid-Victorian period is particularly appropriate because of the parallels between America in the
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twenty-first century and North America in the nineteenth century. (I elaborate on the parallels in
more detail later in this introduction.) Nye points out the error of realist theorists in describing
America in the current global information age, and I find that North America from the Victorian
period follows a similar trajectory, which I will show; therefore, we must broaden our approach
to interpreting international relations in the nineteenth century. Nye observes challenges to U.S.
“primacy,” as he calls it; as he argues, the mentality that “America is invincible is [equally]
dangerous if it leads to a foreign policy that combines unilateralism, arrogance and parochialism”
(Power in the Global Information Age 97). The heightened interest in America’s stability as a
dominant world power (even “[a] number of adherents of ‘realist’ international-relations theory
have also expressed concern about America’s staying-power” [Nye, Power in the Global
Information Age 97]) should encourage historical study of America’s power; America’s rise and
fall in the nineteenth century becomes immediately relevant to a study of American power in
current global affairs, and the inverse should also be important and valuable.
As I have stated, one good reason to apply Nye’s theory to the nineteenth century is
because of the similarities between Victorian Britain and the current U.S. The power of midVictorian Great Britain prefigures current U.S. power. Nye compares nineteenth-century Great
Britain to the United States today in his discussions of soft power, which shows the relevance of
this theory to my dissertation. Nye even draws a parallel between mid-Victorian Britain and the
United States in the 1990s:
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, no country could match or balance us [the United
States]. We had unsurpassed global military, economic, and cultural power. The Gulf
War at the beginning of the decade was an easy victory; and at the end of the decade, we
[Americans] bombed Serbia without suffering a single casualty. The economy grew and
the stock market boomed. We [Americans] resembled Britain in its mid-Victorian glory,
but with even greater global reach. (Nye, The Paradox of American Power ix)
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At the height of its prosperity and global power, the United States held a potential to influence
other states that rivaled Great Britain’s potential in the middle of the nineteenth century.
Moreover, just as America could not maintain its power on its own and depended on others
(America’s culture, policies, and government had to appear attractive to others), nineteenthcentury Great Britain needed to maintain peace by looking outside itself for cultural allies.
Furthermore, Nye’s international relations theory of soft power is particularly useful
because realism can no longer exclusively explain world power in the nineteenth century.
According to Weigall, realism, which was popular before the First World War, “is commonly
contrasted with … internationalism” (189). Realism “emphasizes the realities of the pursuit of
power and self-aggrandizement, conflict, the dominance of the state as the primary actor in the
international order, the importance of military strength and the maximization of security”
(Weigall 189). Clearly, realism lacks explanations for the role of culture and values in a state’s
power and does not acknowledge enough agents of power. While realism describes behavior of
states in the nineteenth century, there are other factors and less obvious players in the multipolar
world that can only be noticed by using another theoretical framework, mainly Nye’s theory of
soft power.
But my use of Nye’s international relations theory might need to be justified even to
political scientists. Though they might not contest my decision to examine nineteenth-century
international relations by way of a twentieth- and twenty-first-century theory, they might
question the use of this particular theory, Nye’s theory of soft power. While political scientists
describe nineteenth-century international relations through the theory of realism, recent U.S. and
global events parallel certain nineteenth-century events, which suggests that a newer theory may
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be pertinent to an understanding of mid-Victorian Anglo-American relations. Nations in the
nineteenth century attempted to defend their international positions, their hard and soft power,
and their influence on other countries, much like the United States is trying to do today. Various
soft-power struggles in the nineteenth century become clearer in comparison to the exercise of
soft power today, or the global cultural war. The premise here is that nineteenth-century
international relations prefigures twenty-first-century global society in important respects.
Countries during the Victorian era exported their culture around the globe to maintain their
power, just as the United States does in the twenty-first century.

II. Soft Power in the Twenty-First Century, Its Intended Context

Now that I have explained the value of approaching mid-Victorian fiction with an
interdisciplinary and transatlantic focus on international relations, I will explore briefly Nye’s
theory in its twenty-first-century context before I show in the third section of this introduction its
relevance to nineteenth-century transatlantic relations.
Nye’s international relations concept of soft power explains the importance of cultural
exportation in the twenty-first century but shows applicability to cultural exchanges in previous
centuries, as I will show. Nye, a political scientist at Harvard University, explains that a state
needs soft power, or attractiveness, the counterpart of the more aggressive hard power. When a
state loses its international charm, it loses resources integral to its security and international
influence. Nye does draw attention to the decline of Great Britain to illustrate the United States’
hegemony today and points to an ancient example to show the wide applicability of his theory. A
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dominant culture or state declines, he observes, when people lose confidence in their own
culture, the decline of the Roman Republic being one of his examples of how such cultural
pessimism might function. Nye refers to Rome’s internal problems that led to the empire’s
decline: “People lost confidence in their culture and institutions, elites battled for control,
corruption increased, and the economy failed to grow adequately” (Nye, The Future of Power
187). The example of the Roman Republic illustrates the importance of people’s confidence in
the culture.
United States culture currently appears to have a hegemony over other cultures.
American industries have strived to promote brands, singers, and restaurants so as to have cachet
in other countries, but a culture that is unjust or based on hypocrisy, as sometimes the United
States appears to be, could undercut its own efforts to export its culture and values abroad. Note,
for example, the damage done to U.S. power from the shutdown of the U.S. federal government
in October 2013. I will elaborate on these events to illustrate the function of soft power. At the
beginning of October 2013, the United States federal government shut down largely due to
congressional budget disputes. At that time, the internal fighting caused countries around the
world to marvel at, mock, and lose respect for the United States, that invincible financial
powerhouse, or so Americans thought. With the rest of the world watching how the events
leading up to America’s failure would unfold, America’s reputation was at stake. People abroad
and Americans at home lost confidence in America’s global dominance when its own elected
officials could take down their own government.
In order to improve its soft power, a state must focus on its culture, values, and policies
towards other states. As Nye explains, “The soft power of a country rests heavily on three basic
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resources: its culture (in places where it is attractive to others), its political values (when it lives
up to them at home and abroad), and its foreign policies (when others see them as legitimate and
having moral authority)” (The Future of Power 84). Nye points out that American hubris and its
inability to reconcile two very different factions within its political system could prove to be
debilitating. Indeed, prior to the events of October 2013, Nye predicted just such an American
loss of “power”: “There are two ways in which such cultural judgments could adversely affect
American national power. First, if Americans were so distracted or divided by internal battles
over social and cultural issues that the United States lost the capacity to act collectively in
foreign policy, hard power would diminish” (The Future of Power 188).7 These ways in which
perceptions of American culture could diminish American power describe the events leading up
to the government shutdown.8 Regardless of how Americans felt about government spending or
where they placed the blame for the shutdown in 2013, the influence these events had on
America’s attractiveness and perceived strength is undeniable. A perception of U.S. cultural
weakness diminished its strength globally.
Americans and people around the world saw the United States fail at branding itself
favorably. Articles from October 2013 in publications such as National Geographic and The
Washington Post highlighted America’s failure.9 In the National Geographic opinion article
from October 2013, “Amid Shutdown, U.S. Government Should Learn from Apple,” Tara D.
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A state develops soft power by possessing charm, attracting other states to its culture, economic opportunities, and
values. Hard power, on the other hand, is aggressive and forceful—military power is often hard power, used to
coerce people or states, not entice them.
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The connection between the potential future demise of the U.S. and the country in the nineteenth century is
relevant to Chapter 3, in which I discuss the effects of U.S. internal fighting during the Civil War on its international
reputation.
9

See Nye, “American Power in the 21st Century Will Be Defined by The ‘Rise of the Rest.’”
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Sonenshine identified the effects of the government shutdown on the U.S. national parks. The
temporary closure of many federal government establishments, including parks, made the U.S.
look unattractive. But American companies, such as Apple and Coca-Cola, continued to
dominate (and still do dominate) their respective markets; therefore, at least according to this one
reporter, the United States would benefit from its cultural trademarks’ examples of marketing.
With a diminished reputation, America could learn from its corporations how to attract others,
something labels like Apple have successfully done around the world. Sonenshine says,
“Companies have figured out how to market to youth. Nations could learn a few things from
corporate America about how to shape the ideas of young citizens across cultures” (para. 17).
Here is a journalist advocating for a state to make itself more appealing to enhance its
international reputation, capitalizing on already sympathetic views towards its cultural icons.
A country that focuses on its “brand” is concerned about its soft power. Its image among
not only peers but also weaker countries is integral to maintaining or enhancing its soft power.
By December 2014, after months of promotional trailers and advertisements for the film The
Interview, North Korea became obsessed with its image when the film was to be released. This
one film, in which two Americans are sent on a mission to assassinate North Korea’s dictator,
was powerful enough to cause an international uproar. North Korea understood a cultural product
could be used to strengthen or diminish its power. The American filmmakers, too, understood the
widespread influence that one film could have. Also in December 2014, President Obama
announced that the U.S. and Cuba were talking again, thereby appearing to make amends after
fifty-three years of animosity. Even with the ostensible amelioration of US-Cuba relations,
according to the Associated Press, people quickly observed that the U.S. would try to strengthen
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its soft power, exporting Starbucks, Gap, and McDonald’s to Cuba.10 With sanctions on Cuba
lifted, the U.S. would find opportunities to export its culture, in effect to strengthen its
international image. These current examples show that a state’s cultural products, for example a
film or fast-food chain, alter the state’s soft power and affect international relations.
Nye’s theory of “soft power,” his term for that power within a culture to attract,
influence, and persuade others, can explain these events.11 Soft power as a sort of cultural capital
is a viable source of America’s share of power in the Western world. Although examples of the
invasive and military power major states exerted over other nations are prevalent in discussing
the multipolarity, balance of power among multiple states in international relations, force, it
seems clear, is not the only means of influence and source of power on the international level.

III. Nineteenth-Century Relevance

Having explained soft power in its twenty-first-century context, it is now necessary to
supplement my introductory explanation of the theory’s nineteenth-century relevance in Section
I. Britain and America were competing for soft power in the middle decades of the nineteenth
century, as I will show. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, some twenty-nine years after
the Revolutionary War, the British and Americans struggled for power against one another a
second time in the War of 1812. This was the last military conflict between the British and
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Note that Nye’s commentary on the government shutdown, in particular, was even sought after by journalists.
Seen as an expert on international relations, Nye identified international implications of the government shutdown.
For further reading, see Russell-Sluchanksy.
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Americans, but in the decades leading up to America’s next great military conflict and its
defining moment in the century, the Civil War, the British recognized America’s power and the
need to maintain relations with the U.S. Although Great Britain obviously developed policies
towards other territories or parts of the world, Great Britain did not in so doing seriously divert
its attention from America. At times America, as well as Canada, was attractive to Great Britain,
and because Great Britain realized it could not control the continent as it once did, Great Britain
at times capitalized on trends America was setting, trying to align its culture with America’s. If
Great Britain avoided military conflict with the United States after the War of 1812, then it was
not due simply or solely to a fear of America’s strength. One reason they avoided another
military struggle is because the United States developed strength to maintain its independence.
As I point out in , historian Donald Hickey observes that the United States was decidedly
stronger, or perceived to be, after negotiating a successful end to the War of 1812 (284). But
another important reason for their peacefulness was so that they could maintain an important
alliance, albeit at times merely a cultural one. Chapter 1 provides evidence for this claim; for
example, Dickens and Marryat, like many other British authors, were interested British
representatives invited to the United States because of their cultural prominence. And inversely,
as I show in Chapter 2, Ralph Waldo Emerson was a respected figure on both sides of the
Atlantic and was a welcome representative of America in Great Britain. Also, simultaneously,
the United States culture and Canadian rugged lifestyle attracted many English, and English
immigration to the United States paralleled the trends in Canada; therefore, the waxing and
waning of interest in North America as a whole during these decades in significant part suggests
similarities in Canadian and American culture. It would be remiss to ignore the economic
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importance of transatlantic harmony during this century, but I will discuss it only in relation to
soft-power interest and goals.12
Soft power derives from a state’s values, in how they are followed and expressed within
the country but also internationally. As Nye states, “These values [that enhance soft power] are
expressed in our culture, in the policies we follow inside our country, and in the way we handle
ourselves internationally” (The Paradox of American Power 9). A country needs to attract others
to accrue soft power, and one way of attracting others is to find common ground; the country
needs to share values with others. Nye’s theory is relevant to current international relations, but it
is also, especially in his discussion of the current power of the United States, relevant to
nineteenth-century Great Britain. In this information age, the United States sets the international
tone for many values and ideas. Shared values can both enable a country and constrain a
country’s relations with other countries, according to Nye: “When values are widely shared, they
can provide a basis for soft power that works in multiple directions, both to and from the United
States. Americans may benefit but simultaneously find themselves constrained to live up to
values shared by others if the United States wishes to remain attractive” (The Future of Power
87). A country must relate to those it wants to attract so as not to isolate itself and repel others.
For example, I argue in Chapter 1 that Dickens and Marryat must be good diplomats, asserting
their country’s soft power while acknowledging and accepting a rival’s strength.
Indeed, a country must share values with other countries to be competitive, relevant, and
sympathetic internationally. Nye describes current American soft power as hegemonic (The
Future of Power 88), which would also be an accurate description of nineteenth-century British
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soft power. Nye describes current American power and arrogance as detrimental to its
international influence. Nye argues, “Americans will need to stop asking questions about who is
number one, and entertaining narratives about dominance, and start asking questions about how
the various tools of power can be combined into smart strategies for power with rather than
merely over other nations” (The Future of Power xvii). Like the United States in the twenty-first
century, Great Britain needed soft power in the nineteenth century to remain attractive to its own
citizens and other countries. Great Britain, although possessing a strong empire, was forced to
surrender control of America and Canada. Great Britain was strong, but to maintain its strength
in this increasingly multipolar Western world, it would need to negotiate power in other ways
than brute strength. Accordingly, in Chapter 1, for example, I show that authors serving as
cultural diplomats in an informal capacity, such as Dickens and Marryat on their tours, could
encourage positive perceptions of their country by demonstrating willingness to embrace certain
customs of Canada (those separate from Great Britain) and the United States, which were
attractive to some British individuals, so much so that emigration from Great Britain was
rising.13
Furthermore, though the British Empire reached its zenith in the late nineteenth century,
to maintain its imperial strength Great Britain needed to diversify its power and maintain healthy
relations with other major world powers. A state needs cultural strength to appeal to other
countries, but Nye also emphasizes cultural strength to keep inhabitants content. Great Britain
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There was fear, nonetheless, among some British of total American domination on the North American continent;
therefore, according to Elizabeth Jane Errington, some British determined that “[t]o maintain a true British colony, it
was believed, [their] residents must be unquestioningly and totally committed to preserving British institutions”
(Errington 170). This, however, in no way, suggests disinterest in the continent; on the contrary, the British would
have more interest in North America, particularly the United States, to keep an eye on American maneuvers.
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had incentive to relate to America but also to maintain its culture’s strength to reassure its
citizens. Great Britain’s imperial aggression was not enough to turn away others from its values;
its power could decline because of inattention to problems at home, sources of discontent for
those emigrating from Great Britain. Nye propounds that the current status of the United States
“could decline in terms of relative power not because of imperial overstretch, but because of
domestic underreach” (The Future of Power 187). The same principle could apply to Great
Britain in the nineteenth century.
Great Britain had incentive, then, not only to promote its own culture at home but also to
spread its culture abroad. Great Britain would appear more powerful if it had cultural influence
on others. If Victorian Great Britain, or the current United States, could gain power by imposing
its culture and political values, then competition for cultural influence would be inevitable. As I
will explain in Chapter 1, America in the nineteenth century was becoming an international
competitor to other Western states. Great Britain not only needed sympathizers across the
Atlantic but also care in forming positive relations that favored other cultures. The United States,
more than other parts of North America, was increasingly an attractive place in the first half of
the nineteenth century, and Great Britain showed interest in protecting itself by aligning some of
its ideas with foundational principles of the United States, particularly with the idea of liberty,
which was representative of Canadian values as well.14 Yet Britain’s need to align with a
powerful culture was balanced with its need to assert its strength over another. I show in Chapter
1, for example, how this tension encourages ambivalence in Dickens and Marryat. Dickens and
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Errington propounds the idea that Canada was ambivalent toward American culture and values (35). Even some
American Revolutionary War refugees in Canada, Richard Cartwright most notably, showed approval of the
American republic (Errington 35). But to Canadians, abuses and corruption in the United States often overshadowed
“public virtue and private morality” in the United States (35).
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Marryat acknowledge benefits to settling in the United States and Canada but ultimately
champion their own culture.
But another reason states show interest in another’s culture or values is to assert their
strength, which is most evident in the works of Braddon and Yonge. Nye recognizes this
competitiveness on an international scale: “Not only do actors try to influence each other directly
and indirectly through soft power; they also compete to deprive each other of attractiveness and
legitimacy, thus creating a disabling environment either in public opinion in the other country
and/or in the eyes of relevant third parties” (The Future of Power 99). Soft power can encourage
countries to adopt the attractive values of the strong country, but it can also encourage
competitiveness. And as Nye points outs, competition can create power struggles. In pursuit of
world dominance, the British would have incentive to assert their superiority over other cultures,
which is what motivates Yonge and Braddon’s depictions of the American Civil War and
slavery, respectively.

IV. Textual Selection and Organization

My theoretical framework dictates the particular texts I have selected. Ultimately, I chose
Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit, Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada, Gaskell’s Mary Barton,
Brontë’s Shirley, Braddon’s The Octoroon, and Yonge’s The Trial because of their relevance and
their representation of mid-Victorian British culture. Because my study examines the role of soft
power (which can derive from culture) in nineteenth-century international relations, it is
imperative that I identify major indicators of nineteenth-century British identity; therefore, I have
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selected only novels that were popular during the Victorian era, though some have now become
canonical. Their popularity in both Great Britain and America also justifies my transatlantic,
international relations framework.
I have arranged my chapters chronologically by the texts’ publication dates, and I focus
primarily on the mid-nineteenth century. My purpose in tracing the development of AngloAmerican relations in the middle of the nineteenth century requires chronological order. In
Chapter 1, Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit and Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada will serve as
examples of ambivalent British responses to purported opportunities in the United States and
Canada. By the end of the decade, political circumstances in Europe had become more volatile,
and the U.S. expanded its territory and economic opportunities in the west. As a result, Brontë
and Gaskell more than Dickens and Marryat favorably depict America and Canada, which I will
show in Chapter 2. Although immigration and American soft power was on the rise by the end of
the 1840s, internal conflict and violations of the basic human rights that have come to serve as
the foundation of the United States soft power jeopardized that very power, thereby creating an
opportunity for British literary agents, such as Yonge and Braddon, to assert their own culture’s
superiority, which is the focus of my final chapter.

V. Detailed Chapter Summaries

In Chapter 1, I show how British authors struggled to accept North American soft power,
thereby creating ambivalent portrayals. In the first few decades after the War of 1812, AngloAmerican relations appeared to be on the upswing. The United States’ performance in the War of
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1812 encouraged Europeans to recognize that it was a formidable power in the Western world
and could hold its own against ambitious European countries. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, North American land was appealing to those who wanted economic occupation but also
those who were inclined to storytelling, for there were stories in the new experiences to narrate.
After 1830, travel literature increased as the number of British travelers increased. Chapter 1,
then, focuses on two successful, popular novelists in the early 1840s, Frederick Marryat and
Charles Dickens. They were interested travelers much like the numerous other British subjects
who were charged with the duty to report back to their home country their musings on the culture
and landscape of North America. As ambassadors of sorts of British culture on their tours and as
journalists reporting to a curious audience back home, Marryat and Dickens show the potential
of soft power in mediating transatlantic relations, so as to secure power over and with another.
Although there is ambivalent treatment of North America in Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada
and Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit, both ultimately champion England, which demonstrates not
only competition for soft power but also soft power’s appeal.
Chapter 2 examines the end of the decade, just a few years after Marryat and Dickens
published the novels I discuss in Chapter 1. Poorer conditions in Great Britain and increased
opportunities in North America marked a more positive shift in the depiction of North America,
Canada and the United States, in fiction as well as an exponential rise in immigration to North
America in general. Published at the end of the decade, Elizabeth Gaskell’s Mary Barton and
Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley look westward across the Atlantic for solutions to problems within
England. Significant changes, including California’s Gold Rush and the U.S.’s new acquisition
of southwestern territory, increased America’s, especially the broad frontier’s, appeal. America’s
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attraction, or soft power, was greater by the end of the decade, and the number of immigrants
reflects that. Gaskell’s and Brontë’s novels reflect the expansionist policies of the United States.
Brontë’s novel idealizes land in North America, referring to no specific province, state, or city
and thus associating the land with an idea, with North America’s perceived ideological and
economic differences. Gaskell, too, champions a rural setting in North America, particularly
Canada, for her oppressed characters’ mental, spiritual, and financial security. Although some
literary critics perceive transatlantic literature to be influenced by impulses for reform, and while
Gaskell and Brontë are commenting on the social condition in England, Gaskell and Brontë are
acknowledging America’s and Canada’s potential, their soft power. Ignoring the impulse to
concede strength and appeal to America and Canada is as irresponsible as ignoring the
undercurrent of reform in the novels; therefore, the novelists are both reforming their country’s
inequalities and negotiating international relations, however indirectly.
In Chapter 3, I discuss Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s The Octoroon and Charlotte Yonge’s
The Trial, both popular novels at the time of their publication in the 1860s. These two female
authors are strong British nationalists with a dislike for the United States, which of course at that
time was facing violent internal struggle and an extreme shift in values. America looks more
unattractive in this decade than in any previous mid-Victorian decade, which has strong
implications for transatlantic relations that had been on the mend in previous decades. Evidence
of this change in Anglo-American relations is the decline overall in immigration; the 1850s, by
contrast, attracted a record number of immigrants. These authors condemn America; however, it
is important to read these works by their attempts to detract from America’s soft power and
enhance England’s. Changes internal and external to America diminished its soft power; Great
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Britain’s attention eastward detracted from America’s appeal, and North America’s decline in
quality of life as well as its lack of equal and universal justice were also factors in this
international power shift.
This dissertation concludes with fiction from the 1860s, as that decade explains how
America’s infighting diminished or even reversed positive momentum it had earlier in the
century after it proved its strength in its last war. After the Civil War, America had to recover
from the damage to its reputation, and British idealization of it was at its highest just before the
1860s. The recovery period, or reconstruction, though interesting, will not be the focus of my
dissertation, which focuses on how America enhanced its soft power and then risked losing it
within just a few decades. Immigration trends returned to a model of growth, though, after
America was able to resolve some of its own issues. Understanding these trends in the nineteenth
century explains America’s role in today’s global society as well as its tentative reputation.

CHAPTER 1
THE ROLE OF SOFT POWER IN DICKENS’S AND MARRYAT’S AMBIVALENCE
TOWARD NORTH AMERICA
In the first few decades after the War of 1812,1 British-American relations appeared to be
on the upswing. The U.S.’s performance in the War of 1812 encouraged Europeans in general to
recognize that it was a formidable power in the Western world and could hold its own against
ambitious European countries.2 The newfound respect the British had for the United States
contributed to an upswing in relations. Also, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, North
American land was appealing not just to those who sought economic opportunity but also to
those who were inclined to storytelling because there were stories in the new experiences on the
North American frontier to narrate. After 1830, travel literature increased as the number of
British travelers increased.3
There is little wonder that two popular novelists of the early 1840s, Frederick Marryat
and Charles Dickens, should travel to North America and use their experiences as inspiration for
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Donald Hickey argues that the causes of the War of 1812 are complex but that many historians agree that primarily
it was a result of British manipulation and restriction of trade with the United States in efforts to weaken France in
the Napoleonic Wars and U.S. resistance to impressment, the British Royal Navy’s “practice of removing seamen
from American merchant vessels” (1).
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Hickey points out that the United States was decidedly stronger, or perceived to be, after negotiating a successful
end to the War of 1812 (284). Indeed, it was no small feat to get Great Britain, one of the most powerful empires at
that time, to negotiate.
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Travel narratives grew as hard and soft power of North America as a whole became strong, according to Jane
Louise Mesick: “[B]ooks of travel multiplied and the list of works for the facilitation or the discouragement of
emigration grew apace. Guide books for the new land were a natural consequence. Travellers vitally interested in
some particular form of occupation,—agriculture, trade, etc., could not resist the temptation to tell of the new and
promising field for such ventures” (3).
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writing travel narratives and fiction. Much like the numerous other British subjects who reported
back to their home country their musings on the culture and landscape of North America, they
were interested travelers. But they were more. As cultural ambassadors on their tours and as
journalists reporting to a curious audience back home, Marryat and Dickens show how soft
power, or cultural and economic persuasion, may help ameliorate transatlantic relations as well
as secure power against a competitor. In Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada and Dickens’s Martin
Chuzzlewit, British characters emigrate from England to North America with the intention to
become wealthy, but most of the characters ultimately return to Great Britain, regardless of their
success or failure. Dickens and Marryat inadvertently but clearly demonstrate the importance of
soft power in nineteenth-century transatlantic exchanges, though of course they do not intend to
propound this twenty-first-century international relations theory, specifically the concepts
political scientist Joseph S. Nye, Jr., develops.4 Although there is ambivalent treatment of North
America at times in these novels, they ultimately champion their own national culture, which
demonstrates competition for soft power and thus soft power’s persuasive appeal.
In my first section I discuss two common critical approaches to Dickens and Marryat that
are illuminating but that fail to perceive the cultural diplomacy at work in their travel narratives
and novels. In Section II, I sketch in more detail the international situation of the early 1840s that
prompted—indeed, necessitated—such complex acts of cultural diplomacy. Section III then
briefly turns to the question of whether Dickens and Marryat had the personal experience

As I mentioned in the Introduction, this theoretical framework requires me to commit the “intentional fallacy” and
to risk anachronism. Political scientists did not develop this theory until well after Dickens and Marryat published;
still, as I argue, the theory has nineteenth-century relevance. We do not know that these authors “intended” to make
these diplomatic moves; however, their novels and travel narratives were influential texts on both sides of the
Atlantic.
4
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necessary for effective cultural diplomacy. (I argue they did; both travelled to North America,
pen in hand, as it were.) The chapter, having thus discussed the biographical and historical
background of the texts under study, then turns—Section IV—to the texts themselves. Section
IV distinguishes economic and imaginative motives behind the writing of the travel narratives,
both of which motives were strong and both of which went against the grain of the authors’ more
diplomatic motives, but the section ends by showing strong evidence of diplomacy’s presence
and influences. Section V then goes on to the novels, arguing that Dickens and Marryat most
notably champion England when North America appears corrupt and flawed politically,
capitalizing on the greatest apparent weaknesses. In Section VI, I show that Dickens and Marryat
try to deter transatlantic travel and settlement because of the apparent dangers and risks involved,
and ultimately such criticism attacks North America where it is strongest (these deterrents would
cut off the greatest portion of North America’s immigrant supply). The final section before the
conclusion, Section VII, highlights portrayals of characters who are or could be successful in
North America, important features of the novels due to Dickens’s and Marryat’s roles as
unofficial cultural ambassadors. Because of the tradition of immigrant success in North America
perpetuated through travel narratives in Great Britain, the authors must acknowledge some truth
of the matter; however, Dickens and Marryat try to show few immigrants would have been
successful and that only the uncharacteristically British could thrive in North America. Finally, I
conclude the chapter by explaining these features of their novels show that they champion their
own culture and try to diminish North American soft power, which was in fact real, by falsifying
it and reducing it to mostly illusions of greatness—these attempts to influence international
relations ultimately produce ambivalent texts.
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Other critics have not examined these novels from the perspective that international
relations theory offers; therefore, I will show how critics have overlooked important aspects of
these novels before explaining the relevance of this theory. I argue international relations theory
provides a framework that emphasizes North America’s increasing competitiveness among the
greatest powers of the nineteenth century; this framework also explains Great Britain’s
motivation to regain soft power. In addition, this theory is very helpful in explaining the
ambivalence toward North America in these novels. North America’s attractiveness and Great
Britain’s recognition of North America sometimes encouraged competitiveness, as exemplified
in these two popular novelists’ works. Although this theory is useful, as I will discuss later, other
critics have ignored the special interest in power these authors displayed in their novels.5
Although Marryat and Dickens ultimately defend their own culture and represent the U.S.
and Canadian cultures and their own national culture as different, the two authors’ interest,
which is at times positive, reflects North America’s growing importance and Europe’s new
warmth toward New World customs. Marryat and Dickens influenced one another, Marryat even
inspiring Dickens to tour North America for profit, and their relationship as well as parallels in

Antonio Gramsci’s discussions of culture and its role in a hegemony would appear relevant and are worthy of
discussion in another critical argument on the mid-nineteenth-century novels that I discuss in this dissertation;
however, I must make a distinction here between what Gramsci was doing and what I am doing. Because the novels
I discuss in this dissertation were popular when they were published, Gramsci would argue they inherently cannot be
iconoclastic. A scholar of Gramsci’s ideas, Steve Jones, summarizes Gramsci’s attitude towards popular literature:
“[C]ultural forms such as the novel and the film are so deeply immersed, both formally and institutionally, within
capitalist, racist, patriarchal and heterosexist structures that they inevitably depict the world in ways that reproduce
and thereby maintain these inequalities” (70). I make important observations that these texts do subscribe to
dominant ideologies at the time, but many of these texts display ambivalence, which reveals their resistance at times
to the dominant culture, or at least their country’s dominant culture. Both authors represent to an extent the
dominant ideology of Great Britain, though at other times they counter the dominant culture. Their treatment of
North America is further evidence of their ambivalence towards their own culture, not just North America’s.
5
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their writing and careers are necessary subjects for a transatlantic study of literature from the
early 1840s, distinct from literature at the end of the decade. Research has not adequately
compared these two authors, who were two of the most popular novelists in the early 1840s, but
such comparison is fruitful.6 By comparing the two novelists, the temperament of early midVictorians becomes clearer.

I. Why Nye?: Critical Approaches to Dickens and Marryat

When critics describe Dickens as a condition-of-England novelist, Dickens’s domestic
social commentary receives the recognition it deserves. Nevertheless, it is important not to forget
that Dickens has international interests. Critics such as Susan Meyer aptly interpret Dickens’s
social criticism of Great Britain as interest in reform. Even criticism of Charles Dickens’s works
in an imperial context recognizes him as simply unequivocally championing his own culture,
which is reflected in his attitudes toward colonization in India and Australia, as Sajni Mukherji
points out (PE9). Yet, I am arguing in this chapter, Dickens should not be removed from the
international contexts of his novels, ones in which Dickens’s writing assumes greater
complexity.
I am using a transatlantic international relations approach, which I discussed in my
introduction. Because this chapter, like the ones that follow, examines transatlantic concerns, it is
useful to position Canada and the United States under the common umbrella term “North

6

My study discusses events on both sides of the Atlantic that influence British literature, which prove the novels are
transatlantic. This dissertation study does not attempt to describe the transatlantic influences on American literature,
but scholars have examined American literature already. Refer to Paul Giles’s extensive scholarship (his
scholarship, like mine, primarily examines literature on one side of the Atlantic).
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America”; doing so provides shape to the British authors’ depictions of the New World. Without
examining transatlantic trends (European–North American influences), the implications of either
study are more narrow; for example, Dickens’s interest in the United States in Martin Chuzzlewit
becomes clearer in light of broader transatlantic attraction. Canada and Great Britain majorly
influenced U.S. policy and culture; therefore, it behooves me to discuss them together.
In Atlantic Republic, Paul Giles also points out Dickens’s transatlantic interest in Martin
Chuzzlewit. Giles’s important work moves in a positive direction in nineteenth-century studies
because he does not ignore the international context that sheds light on British culture, their
response to other cultures, and other cultures’ responses to them. Giles argues that
“representations of the American West in the works of English writers such as Dickens and
[George] Ruxton might be understood as a textual refraction of these [certain] transatlantic
disputes. This will suggest how English literature of this time needs to be understood as a
transnational rather than a merely domestic phenomenon” (Atlantic Republic 73). Giles observes
that in the middle of the nineteenth century the image of the North American West in British
fiction reflects the authors’ perceptions of seemingly fragile Anglo-American relations, which I
will elaborate on later in this chapter, in the parts of North America where the United States and
Great Britain fought over claims to land. Indeed, nineteenth-century British authors perceive
North America’s competitiveness, which at times is threatening, and their literature reflects
Anglo-American conflict.
Giles is not the only critic who has challenged the notion that Dickens is wholly a
condition-of-England novelist. For one, Amanda Claybaugh recognizes that Dickens’s work is
transatlantic in nature because the reform issues he takes up have effects on both sides of the
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Atlantic. But Claybaugh wants to see Dickens, as well as other reformists, as deeply
“prejudiced” in favor of his own country and its interests: “[S]tatements of American selfassertion, like the statements of British prejudice, were powerless to stop the transatlantic
circulation of texts, which would not be regulated in any way until the 1891 ratification of an
international copyright law” (Claybaugh, “Toward” 441). Authors on both sides of the Atlantic
asserted their own state’s rights and its superiority, and Claybaugh points out that these
assertions were often merely reflections of prejudice against the other side of the Atlantic. Other
critics also want to see Dickens’s interest in North America as hostile; they tend to read
American Notes for General Circulation, his travel narrative, and Martin Chuzzlewit as seething
accounts of North America’s ugliness. John Waller describes Martin Chuzzlewit as “a
devastating counterblast” to the negative reviews in North America and England of American
Notes (535). Clearly, Claybaugh is not alone in her perceptions of Martin Chuzzlewit as strictly
resistant to U.S. customs and culture. Claybaugh’s criticism, although transatlantic in focus,
develops ideas that other scholars have established: Dickens advocated for an international
copyright law. His reformative impulse is an important explanation for his attitudes in Martin
Chuzzlewit and an explanation I offer as well; however, the idea of Dickens as strictly a
principled reformist must be revisited, and competition for soft power offers a reason for British
authors’ attention across the Atlantic in the early 1840s and their ostensible dismissal of North
American culture.
Another Dickens scholar, Jerome Meckier, concludes that Dickens’s interest in North
America is based on an interest in himself: “Dickens’s unfavorable comments have less to do
with America than with the revelations he had about himself—about his bedrock Englishness—
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while preparing them” (1). In Innocent Abroad, Meckier does acknowledge some events in North
America that attract Dickens’s attention and criticism, but, according to Meckier, Dickens’s
writings that resulted from his first tour reflect Dickens’s ideas about his English identity.7 To an
extent, Meckier’s argument is perceptive, offering complex reasons for Dickens’s apparently
harsh treatment toward North America, where he visited the United States and Canada. Indeed,
Dickens’s writing about another country reflects his attitudes towards his own, but North
America plays a more significant role than Meckier affords it. Dickens’s depiction of the United
States in Martin Chuzzlewit is more than a self-reflection, and Meckier’s reading overlooks the
complex international relations at the time that make the United States very important to Great
Britain. Still, Meckier’s book makes a valuable contribution to scholarship on Dickens.
Indeed, criticism exhibits a tradition of portraying Dickens’s attitude toward North
America as unfavorable, thus ignoring the ambivalence in his works and overlooking his selfsatire in this attention to his satire.8 As I will argue, Dickens does have sincere moments
describing North America, which is where his travel narrative becomes most relevant.9
Furthermore, I will show that Dickens satirizes England in Martin Chuzzlewit as well, though he
is a proud Englishman—it is in his nature to satirize; therefore, his satire of a particular country
does not automatically abolish any possibility that he might also be offering favorable
impressions of it.

7

Meckier points out that Dickens aligns himself more with England after his visit to North America, even though he
sees “selfishness and deceit” characterize people on both sides of the Atlantic (2).
8
Of course, Dickens’s satire complicates critics’ readings of his depictions of North America. Because this is satire,
it is important to note that the portrayals are exaggerations of the truth.
I will show that Dickens’s travel narrative presents more authentic moments for Dickens than the character of
Martin Chuzzlewit, who appears to be a mouthpiece for the author.
9
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Although many of these critics challenge earlier scholarship that Dickens is merely a
condition-of-England novelist, we must continue to avoid such narrow categorization. Similarly,
critics have pigeonholed Marryat; therefore, it behooves us to reexamine labels on him.
Marryat’s recent biographer, Tom Pocock, lionizes him, even though the public was not
concerned with Marryat’s death in 1848. Pocock devises plausible reasons for Marryat’s quiet
passing. Events on the Continent detracted from events in England. Furthermore, the English
public recognized Marryat for his work as a writer of children’s literature. At the time of his
death, Dickens had surpassed the accomplishments of Marryat, who once was popular, and
people remembered Marryat chiefly for his literature written for younger audiences. Marryat’s
work appears to consist of either simplistic narratives or imperial indoctrination. But, as I shall
argue, there is more depth and complexity to his novels (he is not simply propounding imperialist
propaganda, for example, though of course his views are sympathetic). The concept of soft
power shows Marryat’s broader relevance to nineteenth-century and modern culture; this theory
provides a framework to discuss the relevance of Marryat’s work in negotiating international
relations.
As I mentioned, critics associate Marryat solely with the goals of the British Empire.
After all, Patrick Brantlinger correctly acknowledges that scholarly discussion of Victorian
literature cannot be separated from discussions of empire (“Let’s Post-Post-Post” 99). Marryat is
perceived as a forefather of the imperialist adventure writers of later years, such as Haggard,
Stevenson, Kipling, and Conrad. One could show the implications of Marryat’s influence on later
imperial writers as a pioneer novelist propounding imperialist ideology, and there is some truth
to these notions. Imperial literature is meant to maintain the dominant culture’s power.
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Brantlinger refers to Robert Louis Stevenson’s phrase of “literature of conduct” to describe
imperialist adventure stories in general; he also describes Marryat as the “initiator of the
Victorian literature of conduct” (Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness 70). Victorian imperialist
adventure stories taught boys how to be men, encouraged patriarchal ideology, and asserted
Great Britain’s strength. Great Britain’s importance even overshadows the individual, who
cooperates and maintains the imperial stronghold even at his own cost. Clearly, imperialism
pervades Marryat’s novels and postcolonial criticism is necessary; however, as I will show, the
international relations framework offers additional explanations of a novel such as The Settlers in
Canada, explanations that take into account a certain ambivalence about Canada that I will take
pains to define.10
Scholars have also discussed Dickens in an imperial context, among them Kate Flint,11
Lillian Nayder,12 and Robert E. Lougy. In Dickens and the Children of Empire, Lougy’s chapter,
“Nationalism and Violence: America in Charles Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit,” ostensibly traces
the U.S.’s childish behaviors to the time under Great Britain’s rule. He explains, “Midnineteenth-century America is still re-enacting, Dickens suggests, its earlier battles with England,
which were themselves but repetitions of earlier conflicts structured along kinship lines and

10

It is important to note that the cultures in the settler colony of Canada and the newly formed United States were
meant to be distinct from Great Britain. Postcolonial theory helps highlight this point. There were efforts to build
their own culture in Canada and the United States in “the early stages of settlement and national assertion” (Ashcroft
et al. 139). Regardless of independence, then, Canada and the United States share much in common at this time in
nineteenth-century history—there were “concerted calls” to develop their identities separate from Great Britain
(Ashcroft et al. 139); therefore, their status as independent state or colony, while definitely important in other
scholarship, in my theoretical framework does not necessitate always making this distinction.
11

See Flint, “Dickens and the Native North American.”

12

See Nayder, “Dickens and ‘Gold Rush Fever’: Colonial Contagion in Household Words.”
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reflecting Oedipal antagonisms and desires” (Lougy, “Nationalism and Violence” 109). While
Great Britain’s imperial history does influence the U.S.’s actions and reactions in midnineteenth-century England, the power dynamic does not simply reflect the relationship of a
former colonizer and colonial subject. The postcolonial framework does not adequately account
for the climate of transatlantic relations because it simplifies power relationships as the
international relations framework does not.13 Nayder describes Great Britain’s transatlantic
interest only partially by way of the imperial terms she purportedly sets out to use.
While such postcolonial and other sociopolitical explanations are illuminating, then, the
international relations framework, which is commonly used in political science, elicits readings
of The Settlers in Canada and Martin Chuzzlewit that scholars have overlooked. The framework
I use extends the discussions that at least recognize transnational influences in the literature at
that time. Joseph S. Nye, Jr.’s, concept of soft power helps us to see certain factors in the
controversy and overlooked competition between the United States and Great Britain and the
tense relations between Canada and its parent country; as I began by noting, competitiveness and
indirect measures to avoid another conflict characterized relations between the United States,
whose direction led the continent of North America, and Great Britain at the beginning of the

The international relations theoretical framework offers different explanations for Great Britain’s treatment of
North America by acknowledging a multipolar Western world with North America as an emerging major player.
13
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1840s.14 Furthermore, as I have mentioned, this theory naturally anticipates ambivalence arising
from one culture’s perception of a rival culture’s appeal.15
To all appearances, Marryat is the more ambivalent—less one-sided, less uniformly proBritish—of the two. Like Dickens, Marryat, known as the “seafaring Dickens” (Brantlinger, Rule
of Darkness 47), relies on both his experiences and his imagination to define the land to which
his characters travel in The Settlers in Canada. Contrary to Dickens, though, Marryat appears
relatively sympathetic to the prospect of immigration to Canada (after all, his characters, unlike
Dickens’s, are successful in restoring their wealth in Canada). Yet what follows is a too
convenient and problematic ending in England. Marryat, then, is as defensive of England as
Dickens is, though Marryat presents more exciting, adventurous, successful experiences in the
North American wilderness. Marryat imagines, though, a settlement in North America where
privileged British subjects remain privileged, or blessed, in North America, which incidentally
occurs in Canada. Although Marryat and Dickens have somewhat different goals, then, they set
their novels in locales that aid their overall goal of challenging the appeal of North America,
which has been either actively distinguished from Great Britain (in the United States) or is
naturally but complexly distinct (in Canada). Each author held different prejudices and motives
in depicting North America, yet both crafted their narratives around evidence that confirmed
their biases.

14

Sam W. Haynes reminds us not only of the less aggressive relations between North America and Great Britain but
also of unresolved tension between the competitors: “It was widely believed that Britain, having failed to subdue its
wayward North American colonies by force of arms, would now seek to accomplish the same object by indirect
means. The belief that the danger from Great Britain would henceforth appear in veiled form only made it more
menacing for many conspiratorially minded Americans” (8).
15

We must remember the United States was a rival to the British in part because of tension over control of Canada.
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Nevertheless, Dickens and Marryat both perceived and reacted to the appeal of a North
American lifestyle that could rival any traditional English lifestyle, but they also reacted to but
did not dismiss the British people’s favorable interest in North America. At times scathing and at
other times generous, Dickens’s and Marryat’s depictions acknowledge that North America is a
force with which to be reckoned. Clearly, from the 1837 revolution in Canada, Canada was not
simply a colony to swear blind allegiance, and the United States defined itself by challenging
Great Britain. In shoring up Great Britain’s waning soft power,16 they offer depictions of Canada
and the United States that do not wish away soft power of those countries so much as try to
contain it. Before turning to these depictions, however, I must first return briefly to my account,
so far sketchy, of the international situation of the early 1840s that produced them. As I will
show, that situation was itself one of ambivalence.

II. Early 1840s—The Transatlantic Balance of Soft Power

With events in the early 1840s encouraging states across the Atlantic to remain partners
rather than become enemies, ambivalence towards their partner would be natural; they were
competitors as well as partners. International relations theory becomes relevant to these novels
when we understand the context of nineteenth-century transatlantic relations. Both sides of the
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It is important to remember the distinction between soft power, which is persuasiveness and attractiveness, and
hard power, which is aggressive and coercive strength. Although Great Britain possessed great militaristic strength,
which is hard power, England’s culture, values, and economic opportunities took a hit, as I will show. Meckier’s
description of England’s unattractiveness to Dickens offers a fine summary of English problems: “[S]ocial
institutions had acquired undesirable characteristics over centuries; consequently, they did not manifest themselves
as clear-cut externalizations of inherent shortsightedness. It seemed plausible to assume that if corrupt agencies were
swept away, man’s better self, if not his innate goodness, might reassert itself. But once Dickens saw flaws crudely
similar to those in England quickly emerging in the American character, he was bound to decide that all social
orders are extensions of men’s characters and personalities, hence defective” (11-12).
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Atlantic understood the importance of a balance of power. A balance of power can require states
to form alliances; at least states historically formed alliances out of necessity. According to a
study of nineteenth-century international relations, “Equilibrium in power within a balance-ofpower system is suggested to be effected principally by alliance formation. Alliances are perhaps
the clearest manifestations of collective power in the international system, particularly in the
prenuclear era” (Midlarsky 271). For states to maintain their power, they must compete for
power but also connect with other states. Nye recognizes the importance of alliances in
maintaining a balance of power even in today’s transnational political climate. The current
situation of the United States, which parallels the dominance of Great Britain in the nineteenth
century, requires it to adapt to emerging powers and maintain old alliances for success (Nye, The
Future of Power 231). Like the current United States, Great Britain needed to adapt to shifts in
the balance of power and factor the United States into its foreign policies, thereby showing more
concern over maintaining a stronghold in Canada so as to remain strong in North America. And
strength in North America, by way of Canada, meant the British needed to establish amicable
relations with the United States.
Alliances become a source of power because of the influence states can have. As Nye
explains, “On many transnational issues, empowering others can help us to accomplish our own
goals. In this world, networks and connectedness become an important source of relevant power”
(The Future of Power xvii).17 Power to influence other states is different from power over other
states because although such soft power is direct and indirect it is different from force and
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After all, no country can protect itself on its own; alliances are necessary. Nye predicts a failure of American
power in the twenty-first century if the United States tries to act without alliances, “without the help of others” (Nye,
The Future of Power xvii).
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aggression. Nineteenth-century Great Britain was much like America in the twenty-first century,
as I have noted; a state with a global military, economic, and cultural presence, Great Britain was
the world leader and exercised its brute strength over other lands, but then, like now, a state
cannot simply possess hard power, aggressive power, over another state. Soft power is
persuasive, attracting others and not forcing others. Some situations “do not lend themselves to
forceful solutions” (Nye, The Future of Power 31); therefore, soft power is necessary for a state
to accomplish its goals.
Before applying concepts from international relations theory to Dickens’s and Marryat’s
novels, it is necessary to describe North America’s attractiveness to the British leading up to the
1840s and provide reasons for Dickens’s and Marryat’s attention to North America, both Canada
and the United States. By the beginning of the 1840s, when The Settlers in Canada and Martin
Chuzzlewit were published, the United States had emerged on the international scene as a
competitor with European governments, not just a dependent. In other words, the U.S.’s
economic opportunities increased, and other nations noticed; they perceived U.S. soft power,
which often manifested as cultural appeal. As mentioned in my introduction chapter, Nye argues
that three resources are available for acquiring soft power: culture, values, and foreign policies
(Nye, The Future of Power 84). Soft power is important especially when hard-power strategies
alone (e.g., military aggression) fail, and the combination of soft power and hard power is what
Nye calls smart power (The Future of Power 84); therefore, culture, values, and foreign policies,
as well as military strength, are important to improving or maintaining a state’s reputation. Smart
power is the most influential form of power because it combines the two major forms of power,
soft and hard, neither of which alone is sufficient in maintaining a country’s power.
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North American cultural appeal attracted many curious travelers and desperate
immigrants by the beginning of the 1840s, when Dickens and Marryat published Martin
Chuzzlewit and The Settlers in Canada respectively.18 People emigrated from Great Britain to
North America for a variety of reasons: British emigrants were attracted to North America’s
novelty or exoticism, its economic opportunities, and even its literary opportunities. Sources of
discontent in Great Britain include disenfranchisement for a majority of the population,
impoverishment, squalor, the evils of industrialism in cities such as Manchester, etc. Richard
Oastler’s letter, “Slavery in Yorkshire” (1830), and James Phillips Kay-Shuttleworth’s The
Moral and Physical Condition of the Working Classes Employed in the Cotton Manufacture in
Manchester (1832) were influential publications on the plight of the working class. Oastler
championed the rights of children workers, and Kay-Shuttleworth advocated for improvement
among the working classes’ living conditions for the betterment of the entire social system. The
British culture and values must remain unified and attractive to British inhabitants, as well as to
people abroad, to maintain soft power. In other words, British people travelling to North
America or other parts of the Western world would need to encourage favorable impressions of
their own culture to people in other countries and in their own. The British presence in the
United States shows competitive motivation, and British travel to Canada can be attributed to
maintaining a positive persona abroad so as not to frustrate its own subjects who could be
vulnerable to U.S. soft power.
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It is useful to discuss Canadian and American cultures together at times because European attraction to both
countries was nearly the same. I discuss more extensively later the distinctions, such as British loyalty for British
immigrants to Canada.
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The competition for soft power simply arises not only from the U.S.’s soft-power gain
but also Great Britain’s diminishing reputation. If living conditions in North America, even in
Canada, appear to be more favorable than British living conditions because they are so poor,
Great Britain can lose soft power because it appears incapable of keeping its own residents
content. Colonies available for exploitation can, of course, enhance imperial strength, but when
an imperial powerhouse appears attractive only by its colonies, its soft power becomes at risk.
Just before Dickens and Marryat published Martin Chuzzlewit and The Settlers in Canada, the
British government published Edwin Chadwick’s Report on the Sanitary Condition of the
Labouring Population of Great Britain in 1842. Although the government published the Sanitary
Report, Mary Poovey points out that Chadwick’s name was the only one that was signed to it
because “the poor-law commissioners were unwilling to take responsibility for it” (116).
Chadwick’s report, which Mary Poovey describes as “probably the most widely read government
document of the Victorian period” (116), presents the argument that life expectancy is correlated
to the location of residence (117). The Sanitary Report unfavorably portrays the living conditions
of the working class in Great Britain, which in effect diminishes Great Britain’s soft power. At
times with emotionally charged language, Chadwick’s incisive report exposed British
inequalities. Although the Sanitary Report intended to draw attention to these problems to fix
them, the internal problems could diminish Great Britain’s reputation and consequently its soft
power. A country must be attractive to possess soft power, and if there are official reports of
degradation, the country is at risk of losing appeal.
Transatlantic travel increased during the relatively new peacetime in the United States.
Relations between America and Great Britain were beginning to improve when trade became
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easier after the removal of the 1807 embargo and when developing infrastructure encouraged
Europeans to seek opportunities in the New West. Mesick identifies the turning point around the
years 1816 and 1817, “the beginning of the great western movement which was destined to
receive its first real check in the circumstances of the World War” (11). After the War of 1812,
then, immigration to North America was on the increase. Canals and highways enabled travelers
to settle further west (Mesick 11), presenting greater and more variegated opportunities, while
U.S. territory grew.
Great Britain and the United States gradually became less aggressive and more
cooperative with one another in the nineteenth century subsequent to the War of 1812. Events
such as the Webster-Ashburton Treaty encouraged seemingly amicable Anglo-American
relations so that both parties could protect themselves from armed conflict with one another. The
United States and Great Britain disputed claims to the northeastern border between the United
States and Canada. The Maine–New Brunswick border forced Great Britain and the United
States into contact, and the two states needed to resolve the border dispute or face calamity.
Canada was an important land for both the United States and Great Britain with which to align
itself. (Canada became an important ground not only for maintaining peace but also their power.)
Historian Howard Jones describes the relationship between the countries in 1842 as an
alternative to a third war that could have resulted from unresolved resentment on both sides of
the Atlantic after the tension from the previous two wars, the American Revolution and the War
of 1812, never completely dissipated. This same historian noted that “this shaky AngloAmerican understanding [of peace] almost collapsed by 1842 when the elements working for
good relations seemed about to give way again to war,” but the two sides resolved the matter
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diplomatically, “taking advantage of the complementary nature of the two nations’ relationship,
as well as their domestic and foreign troubles, to push them closer together after their last war in
1812-14” (H. Jones xi). Webster and Lord Ashburton succeeded in drafting the treaty because
the two states recognized the other’s strength and each believed cooperation was more favorable
and safer than aggression.
Reaching a resolution was challenging for both states, though. According to Howard
Jones, Americans wanted the advantage in the U.S.-Canada boundary dispute because they
perceived it “as a major British challenge to their sovereignty” (3). Sir Robert Peel as Prime
Minister sent “a special minister to the United States to discuss all problems between the
nations…. Yet a special mission, they thought, would impress Americans with Britain’s
sincerity” (H. Jones 95). Peel displays the intent to improve transatlantic relations with
diplomacy, and it proved effective: Americans welcomed Ashburton and regarded his presence
as “auspicious” (H. Jones 114). The states had interest in maintaining a balance of power,
avoiding missteps that could brew another war.
However intent both the United States and Britain were in avoiding another war, literary
interest was not always positive, though; some British travel writers generated interest in the
New World by pointing out the drawbacks of living in Canada and the United States. Their
travels may not have inspired others to travel to North America, but their description of a foreign
land was enough to engage some readers. Many of these writers with harsh criticisms of what
they saw in North America operated under the guise of objectivity: “Many Englishmen, having
travelled more or less extensively with professedly unbiased judgment, felt that it was their duty
to enlighten their fellow countrymen on the subject of the evils of emigration” (Mesick 15). As
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part of their duty, they revealed shocking aspects of North American life, such as corruption and
disease, and colored them with their ideology. Nonetheless, bad publicity is still attention to the
subject, however degraded it is represented.19 Of course, detracting from the benefits of living in
the United States would enhance British soft power, and challenging settlement in Canada could
be perplexing. But Great Britain’s strength, although dependent on a number of factors, required
the mother country to maintain its attractiveness, and mass emigration, even if within the British
Empire, could indicate weakness of the mother country.
Sentiments in this early part of the century were mixed, but curiosity alone often
compelled many people to transatlantic travel and even settlement. Interest in America ranged
from its customs to its people, and this is evidence of its soft power, its attractiveness. In the
1820s and 1830s, for example, travelers were curious about the American gentleman and
gentlewoman. According to Christopher Mulvey, Americans were specimens for observation,
and travelers from across the Atlantic found them both agreeable and disagreeable: “[T]ravellers
spoke primarily about the finding or the not finding of the gentleman in the United States. And
they spoke about not finding as frequently and as enthusiastically as finding” (Transatlantic 19).
Americans were shocking to some British expectations, both pleasantly and alarmingly, but the
British were nonetheless interested in economies, landscapes, and even personalities in America.
Now that I have completed brief accounts of transatlantic events in the early 1840s, I will turn
my attention to unofficial, nonstate diplomacy by which states on both sides of the Atlantic
forged amicable yet competitive relations.

Mesick points out, “The influence of these men was offset by that of a group of writers who looked at the United
States through rosy spectacles and who encouraged emigration thither” (15).
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III. Dickens and Marryat: Cultural Diplomats

Although a state can enhance its soft power, “cultural diplomacy,” among nonstate
actors, also is important in the pursuit of soft power. Soft power is discussed by Nye, though, in
relation to governments or states; however, not all international relations were facilitated by
governments, of course. Because soft power of a state necessitates positive impressions of that
state internationally, nonstate actors, such as Dickens and Marryat, are integral to the reputation
of a country. From inhabitants of a country, e.g., ordinary citizens as well as politicians officially
responsible for policies, to visitors to other countries, e.g., missionaries and diplomats,
individuals of a country have the power to alter their country’s soft power. A country with
individuals or types of individuals who are familiar to people in other cultures has the potential
to enhance or diminish its soft power, its attractiveness. In other words, representatives of a
culture can be good diplomats or bad diplomats, which can characterize people who harm their
country’s image or do not adequately negotiate differences. Nye talks about the United States’
current cultural prevalence around the world: “In soft power as well [as hard power], the United
States has more resources than most countries, though this depends upon varying degrees of
attraction to American culture and values in other countries. Of the means of projecting
American values, the city on the hill approach is less costly than active intervention abroad” (The
Future of Power 223).20 Because the United States exports its culture across the globe, the
United States has great soft power to influence values abroad. Dickens and Marryat, as well as

In “A Modell of Christian Charity” (1630), American Puritan John Winthrop popularized the idea that the biblical
allusion of “a Citty upon a Hill” referred to the Promised Land in the New World.
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other famous British travelers to the United States, are nineteenth-century examples of British
“nonofficial generators of soft power,” as Nye terms them (The Future of Power 228). As
famous authors, Dickens and Marryat represent Great Britain as cultural diplomats,21 terms I
prefer to use, when they travel across the Atlantic.
As a result of North America’s increasing attractiveness that was attracting British
emigrants, which I have just discussed, Marryat and Dickens focused their travels and writing on
the popular places, the United States and Canada, where they both travelled. They had different
goals, but both wanted to profit from British transatlantic interest by writing about their
experiences. Marryat depicts North America as a whole less unfavorably than Dickens does,
though both authors present characters who grow weary of their situations and return to England,
where they profit. Furthermore, Marryat and Dickens published their transatlantic novels at the
same time, Dickens between 1843 and 1844 and Marryat in 1844. The comparison of these two
authors writing and travelling nearly concurrently describes the motives and perceptions of many
early Victorian travelers, some of the first in the large influx after ameliorated relations between
Great Britain and the United States following the War of 1812.
As cultural ambassadors of sorts in their travels to North America, Dickens and Marryat
observed American lifestyles to gauge their competitor’s strengths but ultimately promoted their
own culture. Cultural ambassadors would have to be influential, and Dickens and Marryat
possessed the stature at the beginning of the 1840s to reach wide audiences on both sides of the
Atlantic. Dickens is a natural choice in an investigation of this early period, given the extensive

The term “cultural diplomats” is important to my discussion of Dickens and Marryat, mainly because Dickens and
Marryat were not charged with any sort of official state duty but were influential, non-violent arbiters of power and
culture internationally, particularly in the early 1840s. Furthermore, cultural ambassadors would represent their
country of origin for amicable relations with other countries and report back to their own country.
21
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criticism of his works and the popular interest in his works during his lifetime. In The Life of
Charles Dickens, John Forster recognizes that Americans “claimed [Dickens] equally for their
own” because he “embodied protest against what was believed to be worst in the institutions of
England” (1: 211). Americans felt that they could trust Dickens, then, as an informal British
cultural attaché.
Marryat as a choice for this study, however, needs further explanation, but his novels
were just as popular Dickens’s novels at the time, though Marryat’s stature was changing, as I
have noted. Popular during his lifetime but less widely read among critics, Marryat influenced
generations of Victorians, sparking interest in foreign lands that offered adventures. Furthermore,
Marryat’s novels were archetypes for novelists working towards the end of the century, including
Haggard, Stevenson, Kipling, and Conrad. Brantlinger identifies his influence as extending
throughout the century: “Marryat’s novels set the pattern for the imperialist adventure fiction that
flourished from the searfaring writers who emulated him in the 1830s (Frederick Chamier,
Edward Howard, Michael Scott, and others), through the Mexican westerns of Captain Mayne
Reid, the ‘Robinsonades’ of R.M. Ballantyne, and the historical romances of Charles Kingsley”
(Rule of Darkness 49). Marryat’s experiences were fodder for his fiction and inspired subsequent
writers who craved adventures, or at least wanted to inspire adventurousness in readers. From the
1830s to the period in question in this chapter, Marryat’s tales were still the best known of
imperial adventure tales (Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness 49). Marryat was regarded as an expert
on subjects of travel and adventure abroad and thus had potential to influence other people’s
perceptions.
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Marryat’s expertise is evident in his naval background. Marryat was an English Royal
Navy officer and wrote prolifically about his experiences as a midshipman and then officer. His
heroes were usually midshipmen who served mostly during the Napoleonic Wars (Brantlinger,
Rule of Darkness 49). Marryat began his career at 14 in 1806 and retired 27 years later, serving
in the Mediterranean, Canada, and the West Indies (Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness 47). His
lengthy career provided a wealth of topics and plots for his novels. Marryat’s experiences were
appropriate subjects for the adventure novels constituting his literary legacy. It is little wonder
that he became a prominent novelist in the genre of adventure fiction.
Dickens and Marryat were different kinds of travelers, and the nature of their travels
directed their interests when abroad. Dickens’s own views of America were not as sympathetic
as they likely would have been if he had intended to settle in America. As Harry Stone points
out, Dickens had no intention to settle, which made him both less likely to notice America’s
potential upon arrival and less inclined to narrate its graces in fiction:
But Dickens had still another difficulty to contend with when he tried to create a truthful
portrait of America. He was unable to see America with the eyes of the immigrant, the
settler, the visionary, or even the sympathetic traveler. Significantly, he did not send
Martin to America with the idea of having him settle there and build a new life, but with
the avowed purpose of having him make money and return to England. (476)
Like Dickens, Marryat did not have the intention to settle in North America, but, even by proxy,
Marryat’s extended stay allowed him to see North America’s living conditions differently.
Marryat spent two years in the United States and Canada during his tour that began in 1837,
which he covers in his Diary in America (“Captain Marryat” 168). Dickens, on the other hand,
toured fewer sites and regions over a shorter length of time. But to British audiences, Dickens’s
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tour gives him credibility as an observer of American culture and soft power, and to American
audiences, Dickens’s popularity makes him a trustworthy representative of British culture.
Marryat and Dickens were also influential commentators on travel and immigration to
North America because they use detail and have firsthand examples to support their views of it.
Not only was Dickens’s and Marryat’s prominence as authors beneficial to their role as cultural
ambassadors and as credible sources on the cultures in North America, but also the degree of
detail in their travel narratives gives their accounts the appearance of credibility and verifiability.
Dickens and Marryat show different orders of meticulousness in their attention to incidents in
and on the way to various destinations throughout North America. Dickens finds the appearance
of his mattress worth noting, while Marryat glosses over more significant events aboard the ship
to devote more attention to the adventures that follow; this difference is in part due to the nature
of their travels. Dickens spent a shorter amount of time in all of North America, with a purpose
of self-promotion; conversely, Marryat’s stay was much longer and more exploratory.
Their claim to firsthand experience also gives their travel narratives and novels the
appearance of validity and accuracy. Dickens even reassures readers that his account of his
experiences in the United States is trustworthy. In his “Preface” to American Notes, Dickens
verifies the contents of his narratives and indirectly acknowledges that people might assume the
work is exaggerated; he wants to debunk people’s ideas that he could be prejudiced. He defends
himself, “Prejudiced I am not, and never have been, otherwise than in favor of the United
States…. To represent me as viewing AMERICA with ill-nature, coldness, or animosity, is
merely to do a very foolish thing, which is always a very easy one” (7). Public opinion that
Dickens was prejudiced and thus unfair in his representation of the United States could hurt his
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image and sales; we may assume that Dickens understands he must tread lightly. In an account
that is meant to be truthful and accurate, such as a travel narrative, Dickens’s non-fiction prose
piece must have the appearance of fidelity to the actual New World. In that work, Dickens must
have the guise of truthfulness in order to be effective in downplaying America’s appeal.

IV. The Travel Narratives: Vehicles of Soft Power

Not surprisingly, British authors looked for professional and economic gain from their
transatlantic travel experience. By 1830, travel literature was a popular genre of writing, and in
the years that followed, the genre grew “as rapidly as did the number of the curious” (Mesick
12). The New World was piquing the curiosity of the British. The relationship between interest
in the New World and the burgeoning genre of travel literature was reciprocal and selfperpetuating; the rise in curiosity in the New World partially grew out of the boom in travel
literature, but the boom in travel literature can be attributed to the renewal of interest in North
America.22 Claybaugh points out that “more than two hundred British men and women published
accounts of their travels in the United States during the first half of the nineteenth century, and
an equal number of men and women from the United States published accounts of their travels in
Great Britain” (The Novel of Purpose 5).23 And booming European immigration to North
America that began shortly before the 1820s follows the same trends of English travelers;
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British attraction to Canada and to the United States (mainly in the form of travel narratives and immigration)
follows the same trends.
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Harriet Martineau and Frances Trollope were two prominent travel writers who preceded Dickens and Marryat as
travel writers. Martineau’s travelogue, Society in America, was published in 1837 and Trollope’s Domestic Manners
of Americans was published in 1832; both were influential.
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furthermore, English travel writers had both intents to emigrate and to tour.24 Non-fiction and
fiction writers capitalized on the developments in North America and improvements in AngloAmerican relations. There were new generations of people who did not have experiences in
England, but the end of wars and the policies that facilitated transatlantic trade made contact with
people across the Atlantic more feasible. With the ameliorations of Anglo-American relations,
interest in affairs across the Atlantic grew on both sides. Writers surveyed the interests and met
the readers’ demands with narratives of their own experiences.
Furthermore, North American audiences were a market British writers knew was
expanding. Some writers, such as Dickens, understood they needed to adapt to their audience
that was all the while exploiting them. Dickens was interested in North America and liked many
aspects of it, but he was invested in reform to protect writers’ intellectual property. Howard
Temperley points out, “[Dickens] was much impressed by Boston’s public and benevolent
institutions and the civic effort that had gone into their creation” (49). Dickens’s attitude from his
visit, though, was colored by “the United States’ refusal to subscribe to international copyright
conventions” (Temperley 49). This was a contentious issue until the Chace Act of 1891 that
made pirating illegal.25 Dickens had a strong North American audience; however, he lost
considerable profit from a lack of laws to protect him in North American sales of his books.
Although North Americans were taking advantage of British authors, this North American
reading public was a large market. Authors such as Dickens could not just disregard the North
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Frances Trollope is a noteworthy English settler in the United States, though she, like Dickens, sought
professional gain from her travel.
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Authors and politicians on both sides of the Atlantic wanted to reform transatlantic publishing practices. As I will
show in my last chapter, authors in the 1860s, notably Mary Elizabeth Braddon, were still advocating for protection
of intellectual property.
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American literary market because they did not earn as much profit as they would have with legal
protection.
British authors often travelled to North America out of interest in financial gain or
curiosity. British authors travelled to North America because they wanted to capitalize on a trend
in literature; writings about North America were marketable and profitable. Presumably, Dickens
and Marryat understood the profitability of works that described North American experiences.
North America, the New World, still generated interest in the first half of the nineteenth century
among Europeans who wanted to explore the land. Even after decades of strife with the United
States, British travelers sought experiences in the New World because its novelty had not worn
off. As I have mentioned, after the War of 1812, more Europeans began to recognize that the
United States was a formidable opponent and could hold its own against ambitious European
countries. In other words, the U.S.’s hard power positively influenced its reputation.
Marryat’s travel narrative, like Dickens’s, shows intent to capitalize on the relative
novelty of transatlantic travel. Evidence of this is in his financial and professional predicament
before writing about his experience. Marryat went through a crisis in his literary career in the
early 1840s, around the time he published the narrative of his North American travels from the
prior decade. Dickens’s competition prompted Marryat to reassess his own career, indicating that
he was writing for profit, for an audience. Marryat needed to diversify his literary pursuits: “[H]e
had used his store of seafaring experience and needed to explore new avenues in fiction; he had
written about his travels on the Continent and in America, but Dickens – now off for a tour in
Italy – now commanded that readership” (Pocock 170). Dickens was unseating Marryat as “the
most celebrated English novelist” (Pocock 9); when Dickens appeared on the literary scene, he
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surpassed Marryat’s reputation. Although Marryat saw Dickens as the dominant British writer
among North American readers, he attempted to reach those audiences, though his published
travel narrative was critical of North Americans. A market of American book buyers, as well as
uncovered topics, focused Marryat’s attention on North America in some of his later works.
Indeed, Marryat wanted to reclaim his laurels, but he also was motivated by strains on his
finances. A professional writer, Marryat needed to earn more money from his writing due to
other failing endeavors. At the time he wrote his travel narrative and The Settlers in Canada,
Marryat was in relatively dire circumstances: “Marryat had enjoyed spending his money more
than investing it and now he heard that the investments in West Indian plantations, which he had
inherited from his father and were the mainstay of his income, had slumped, due to a depression
in the sugar trade” (Pocock 171). Marryat had intended to write popular tales that would make
him money to compensate for his poor investments. His circumstances made it necessary to write
for money, and he capitalized on the popularity of North America by writing about his
experiences, seeing as this had been a lucrative practice.26
Dickens, who was influenced by Marryat’s travel narrative, also wrote about North
America for profit, which demonstrates the soft power North America possessed at the time. The
serialization of Dickens’s story enabled him to adapt the narrative to demands of the public, an
interest Dickens always exhibited. As an author by occupation, Dickens wanted to satisfy
audiences by delivering interesting tales. Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch describes the composition and
the adaptations Dickens made in Martin Chuzzlewit as a response to readers’ expectations:
Dickens had been, quite conscientiously, in the opening chapters of Chuzzlewit,
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I reiterate the point that the fact that Marryat turned to North America to regain his laurels shows the interest
British audiences had in North America and demonstrates the need to appeal to a North American audience.
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working against the grain of his genius. His public recalled him to it in the brutal way the
public uses. When he sat down to write Chuzzlewit he had never an idea of carrying
Martin off to America. Suddenly in fear of falling sales and many challenges to make
good his American Notes, he became the improvisatore again and switched his hero
across the Atlantic. (47)
Dickens revised the focus of his novel, adding scenes set in the United States to appease his
audience. In these scenes, Dickens turns Martin Chuzzlewit into a travel narrative. Dickens
understood he needed to make a change of some sort so as to curb the disappointing trend of low
sales, and the choice became clear to write about America, to which he recently voyaged for
several months in 1842 and, as we have seen, the subject of interest still among Europeans.
Quiller-Couch essentially dares anyone to deny that the American scenes in the book are the best
and most memorable, emphasizing the effect these added scenes had on the financial success of
the novel. Although Quiller-Couch’s dated approach can appear to be narrow, the American
scenes in Martin Chuzzlewit attract considerable attention still among readers and critics.27 Most
importantly, though, Dickens’s revisions, which included the additions of the U.S. scenes, made
his novel more interesting to his audience, or at least increased its sales. Dickens, like the
numerous authors during the first half of the century, wrote about America because America was
of great interest to people across the Atlantic.
We see that Dickens tailored the subject matter of his novel to British interests in
America; also, his travels to North America catered to his British audience. There is evidence
that Dickens travelled purposely for his craft. Dickens read other travelers’ narratives before he
left to gauge the market and prepare himself for the North American sights and customs.
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The sustained interest over time includes Quiller-Couch’s Charles Dickens and Other Victorians (1925) and
Larisa T. Castillo’s 2008 article, “Natural Authority in Charles Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit and the Copyright Act
of 1842,” in which America is still the subject of scholarship on the novel.
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Temperley attributes Dickens’s travels to his intention to record and publish his observations:
“Dickens set out with the specific intention of writing a travel book. In preparation for his
journey he read Mrs Trollope’s and other English travellers’ accounts, attributing their
unfavourable impressions to their having started out with their minds already made up”
(Temperley 49). Although Frances Trollope had unfortunate experiences in North America,
Dickens was still hopeful. But Meckier points out that “America’s inhabitants, ignoble as well as
savage, forced him to reconsider his assumption that a Brave New World would be less corrupt
than the old” (10). Dickens read for impressions of American culture but also to avoid methods
with which he, as a reader, finds fault. Dickens capitalized on the popularity of North America in
other travelers’ narratives by travelling across the Atlantic to both the United States and Canada
for writing material. It was Marryat’s narrative, published in parts in 1839, that was an impetus
for Dickens to write his travel narrative in 1842:
Writing furiously, Dickens was able to see his American Notes published in October of
that year. Obviously based upon Marryat’s Diary, it was equally amusing but more
urbane and concise, omitting the serious surveys of politics, economics, transport and the
condition of the Indians. It was an immediate success; far more so than Marryat’s,
although that had given more general insight into American life. (Pocock 169)
Time was of the essence for Dickens, who wanted to profit from the market for non-fiction
narratives. The speediness with which Dickens wrote reflects his ambition to reach a wide
audience.
Even though Dickens’s financial interest in North America is evident, Meckier cites the
line of travel narratives before Dickens’s as the source of his inspiration, both in travelling and
writing. In an attempt to assign more honorable intentions to Dickens, Meckier explains that
reading other travel narratives piqued Dickens’s curiosity, but “[Dickens] took a reviser’s glance
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at the travel literature that had sparked his interest in the New World. Thus he began the decisive
round in the battle of the travel books by straining to transfix the Victorian image of America
once for all” (75). Essentially, Meckier is saying that Dickens meant to disabuse British people
of their false preconceptions of North America. Meckier does not factor into Dickens’s decisions
the profitability of writing about North America, thereby weakening his own argument. The
other factor that contradicts Meckier’s plausible argument shows the complicated nature of
literature that is meant to appeal to readers on both sides of the Atlantic. Dickens’s motive to
disabuse the British of their errors in judgment is plausible; however, critics must remember
literature about North America was in vogue because of North America’s increased
attractiveness from immigration and perceived work opportunity as well as its novelty, and
authors at this time capitalized on the trend in literature and international relations. Both motives,
the first being to correct “utopic” records of North America and the second being to appeal to
American readers, can appear to be in conflict, though.
But the economic motive was not the only motive pushing both Dickens and Marryat to
turn their literary attention to North America. British people in North America who crossed the
Atlantic before Dickens and Marryat painted variegated pictures of the west, from bustling city
scenes to frontier adventures. As I have noted, among the writers whose travels Dickens was
familiar with are Harriet Martineau and Frederick Marryat. According to Lougy, Dickens would
have read other travel writers’ books before his visit (“Desire and the Ideology” 572). These
writings would include Harriet Martineau’s travel writings (Society in America and Retrospect of
Western Travel) and Marryat’s Diary in America (1839). Marryat’s diary, supposedly factual
accounts of rugged North American adventures, influenced Dickens’s mindset before his travels.
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Dickens could imagine North America from the worlds other writers constructed. Lougy is not
the only one to note how Dickens’s imagination filters other people’s experiences. J. Hillis
Miller points out that Dickens “had to put himself in an imaginative relation to the world in
which he could see others without being seen” (470). Dickens would refashion other people’s
experiences, as well as his own, to suit the purposes of his fiction.
Creative opportunity, as well as profit, motivated many writers at this time. While
emigration from England at this time was not solely transatlantic and British emigrants explored
other international lands, North American spaces presented greater opportunities for the
imagination, or the ideal, than other countries. Authors inclined to imagine a world, however
intent they were on providing realistic depictions, found in North America opportunity. North
America was, and still is, an idea in itself that people (especially writers) fashioned for
themselves. Lougy finds that Dickens capitalized on the opportunity to create North America:
“As such, America is a trope, standing for something else, identifying that which cannot be
named directly. North America, Dickens suggests, attempts to inhabit its own dreams or
constructions about itself, creating a language and set of myths through which it perpetuates and
sustains such dreams” (“Desire and the Ideology” 577). Dickens recognizes that the United
States in the early 1840s stood for ideas, such as liberty, and it has a history that provides
evidence of that. North America as a whole appealed to many British people, particularly writers,
in the first half of the nineteenth century, and Dickens was aware of the attention North America,
specifically the United States, received.
Thus, many travelers were compelled to write about North America because they wanted
to color a blank canvas, and in so coloring it, they felt they could see their own literary skill.
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Authors saw that the supposed blank canvas of North America was a writer’s paradise for
creativity and for profit. Nevertheless, the blank canvas also offered writers a means to uphold
the culture or ideologies of Great Britain, especially if they were writing about Canada. Mesick
points out that writers professed their pure intentions: “By far the greatest number of travelers
wrote to answer questions or to set forth the real state of affairs in America. Their name is
legion; each purports to be telling the absolute truth about what he has seen and heard, to be
swayed by no prejudices, and to be desirous only of improving upon the accounts that have
antedated his work” (16). Although writers asserted their credibility by their supposed
commitment to reality, their narratives were argumentative in nature and often embellishments of
the actual circumstances in North America.
Whether out of curiosity or interest in financial gain, many British people preferred
transatlantic travel that would not undermine the British monarchy and culture, a sturdy
foundation of British soft power. And Dickens and Marryat were no different. Dickens and
Marryat pushed back against economic and imaginative pressures, to an extent. They wrote
about North America to capitalize on the profitability, but they pushed back because of the softpower implications. Although the American wilderness in Martin Chuzzlewit is meant to appear
to be similar to the wilderness in The Settlers in Canada, the British sometimes distinguished
between them solely because of Canada’s status as British territory. One man, for example,
Thomas Douglas, Earl of Selkirk, famously wanted to colonize land in North America,
particularly Canada, at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Canada had more appeal to
Selkirk because British transatlantic travelers could still be part of the British Empire:
Selkirk regarded North America with interest and concern for it was on this continent that
he had decided to resettle several hundreds of his crofters from the Highlands of
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Scotland. He did not intend for these fisher-farmers to settle in the seaboard cities of the
United States. When it came to it, he elected to place his community on Prince Edward’s
Island, in the Canadas. There, they might still benefit, as he saw it, from the advantages
of British rule. (Mulvey, Transatlantic 9)
Selkirk’s intentions in North America represent some people’s desire to settle in North America
without forsaking the home country so that they could escape economic failure. At the beginning
of this changing trend in immigration and travel, many people remained loyal to their native
land.
Indeed, many British people travelled to North America because of its attractiveness, but
many of them also wanted to protect Great Britain and its soft power. Years after Selkirk’s
settlement, at the time of publication of Marryat’s and Dickens’s travel narratives and the two
novels discussed in this chapter, another British person in North America championed the British
culture. Thomas Colley Grattan was Her Brittanic Majesty’s Consul for the State of
Massachusetts from 1839 to 1846, and in his contribution to the body of literature on North
America he followed the “Tory sentiment on this point [of British supremacy] in the first volume
of the book that he called Civilized America: ‘The nobility of England, which is really the class
to which these ambitious Americans would claim a similitude, forms a picture at once the most
graceful and dazzling that civilisation can present’” (Mulvey, Transatlantic 23). Although he is
sympathetic to Americans, England, he is certain, is the original after which other countries
model themselves. Canada, in particular, is acceptable as a place to visit or even in which to
settle because of its likeness to the original; nevertheless, people like Grattan upheld British
superiority.
Dickens and Marryat were not only writing about North America, whether it was Canada
or the United States, to champion England or seemingly diminish America’s power; they had
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interest in special relations, more agreeable relations, so as to enhance their own country’s
power. These competing goals could produce ambivalent texts. Great Britain did not want to lose
power, but it needed to be careful in dealing with North Americans. The United States possessed
more territory than ever before in North America in the 1840s and had become the dominant
power on that continent; therefore, North America no longer appeared to be only an uncivilized,
unpopulated space. Rather, the United States was a player in international politics and economy,
as I noted earlier.
On some level, the British wanted amicable relations with Americans and Canadians,
especially readers, while protecting Britain. Even though Great Britain would have incentive to
diminish North America’s appeal, Great Britain would also need to have sympathizers itself,
people who perceived Great Britain’s strength and admired its culture. The United States would
not be able to compete for soft power with strong countries if its values and culture were
unappealing. Nye’s example of the present-day United States parallels Great Britain’s need for
soft power in the nineteenth century. As mentioned before with the authors’ tours of North
America, Great Britain could not possess soft power if people in other countries did not share its
values. Nye even draws a parallel between nineteenth-century Great Britain and the United
States today: “The United States can learn from the lesson of Great Britain in the nineteenth
century, when it focused on maintaining the balance of power among the states in Europe,
promoting an open international economic system, and maintaining open international commons
such as the freedom of the seas” (The Future of Power 220-21). In the nineteenth century, Great
Britain had incentive to maintain a multipolar balance of power to protect itself.28 Although Nye
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overlooks the U.S.’s competitiveness in the nineteenth century and Great Britain’s reactions to
its transatlantic competitors, the example of nineteenth-century Great Britain shows its interest in
maintaining amicable relations with other major powers. British authors wanted to maintain a
balance to protect Great Britain because they could not eradicate the hard power across the
Atlantic and they did not want to eradicate America’s hard power; North America, particularly
the United States, was stronger than ever, and Great Britain wanted to forge a valuable alliance,
as I noted earlier as evidenced particularly by the Webster-Ashburton Treaty.
Additionally, at this time, copyright issues aligned many authors on both sides of the
Atlantic. The lack of an international copyright law became part of a major transatlantic debate
in the middle of the nineteenth century. Advocates on both sides of the Atlantic, though, could
not ensure progress and protection of authors’ work when the U.S. Congress repeatedly rejected
bills to pass international copyright. According to Edward Hudon, Frederick Saunders, from the
British publishing firm of Saunders and Oatley, and Charles Dickens launched a movement for
international copyright, and in the late ‘30s and early ‘40s, more than later in the decade,
activism was strong in raising awareness of this issue (1158). Henry Clay presented the bill in
1837 to the Senate and again in 1838, 1840, and 1842, to no avail (Hudon 1158). When repeated
attempts met with failure, international copyright activists such as Dickens might have grown
weary and frustrated, so much so that they might have launched vituperations against North
America. Dickens wanted to reform transatlantic literature. North American audiences both
expanded sales of British novels and deprived British authors of profit. Dickens’s North
American readership was so great that he was a prominent British figure when he toured the

in the nineteenth century following the Napoleonic Wars; these powers included the Austrian Empire, France,
Germany, Britain, and Russia (104). But it is important to recognize North America’s competitiveness with Europe.
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United States, but some critics speculate that Dickens’s reason for travelling to the United States
was primarily to advocate for international copyright.29 Copyright disputes became a point of
both division and agreement, at the same time a cause for hostile relations and a reason to
maintain amicable relations.
Although Dickens and Marryat show no interest in conceding their country’s power to
the United States and to colonial property in North America (Canada) and are often prejudiced in
their portrayals of those lands, their novels do show ambivalence at times; in other words, their
novels are critical of North America and ultimately champion England, but they try to strike a
balance between criticizing the United States and Canada and Great Britain. They have incentive
to criticize their country’s competitor, the United States, and their growing, increasingly strong
colony, Canada, in order to keep it less strong than England. North America is not as appealing
as Great Britain for the Campbells and Martin. Although these characters prefer English society,
the authors are not blind to their country’s shortcomings; after all, the characters have legitimate
reasons to leave England, but the authors want to show that leaving England for North America
may not be the best solution to their woes. Meckier points out, “Throughout Martin Chuzzlewit
the main trouble with Americans is that they are not English. An English virtue exists for every
American failing catalogued: for sharp practice substitute good sportsmanship; for oratorical
bragging, reticence and modesty; for neglect of one’s toilette, the fastidiousness that motivated
sanitary reform” (15). Meckier insists that Dickens exalts the English culture and is disgusted
with customs in the American wilderness and in American cities because they are cruder than
British mores; however, this logic simplifies the complexities of international relations at the

Dickens “dwelt on the subject [of international copyright] so much that later he was accused of having made his
1842 trip primarily to agitate for an international copyright law” (Hudon 1159).
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time. Dickens does not exalt his own country; rather, he has fidelity to his flawed country, and
North America’s strength appears to threaten British dominance.
The United States must actually possess the ideals it represents to maintain soft power
and remain competitive. After Martin and Mark, his travel companion, escape Eden and death,
they encounter the Congressman Elijah Pogram. Martin’s attitudes toward America have
changed, having seen the worst of the land and its inhabitants. Martin says to Pogram, “From
disregarding small obligations they come in regular course to disregard great ones; and so refuse
to pay their debts. What they may do, or what they may refuse to do next, I don’t know; but any
man may see if he will, that it will be something following in natural succession, and a part of
one great growth, which is rotten at the root” (462). People in the United States apparently lack
civility and decency because they are essentially self-serving here. Dickens exposes Americans
as rude, selfish people, and this depiction would be damaging to America’s soft power. If
Americans do not actually possess the positive or ideal characteristics they are reputed to hold,
they do not actually have soft power.
Dickens’s novel may appear to be anti-American, but his attitude toward America after
his visit can be described differently, more as envy of America’s soft power than as purely
disgust. Jesper Gulddal still describes the attitudes in European literature toward the United
States as anti-American but explains them as “intercultural resentment” (494).30 Gulddal
describes Martin Chuzzlewit as the “single most influential specimen of anti-Americanism in
European literary history” (495). Although this critic attributes unambiguous sentiments to the

Gulddal uses three texts from different eras to exemplify his point: Charles Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit (184333), Georges Duhamel’s Scenes de la view future (1930), and Graham Greene’s The Quiet American (1955).
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novel, the underlying explanation for the attitudes is resentment and envy. The United States as
the dominant North American power was not simply disgusting to many British authors who
represented all of North America unfavorably. To them, North America was a competitor that
needed to be checked; Canada could not grow to be too strong, and the United States could
threaten British power both in North America and internationally.
Propounding ideas that Dickens, as well as Marryat, is simply anti-American could
falsely direct readers to the perception that Dickens, as well as Marryat, blindly favors England.
While Dickens was lambasted for his seemingly overly harsh criticisms of the United States,
evidence of his ambivalence, even in the 1840s, exists in his views and reflections on his
experiences. Robert Harris points out that it is important to remember that Dickens began his
career in writing weeklies and pamphlets, in which “he berated his countrymen for their neglect
of the poor” (174), and he sustained that censure in his fiction; social commentary was part of his
business as a writer. Dickens is not mild in his treatment of his own country, of which he is
proud, a point many critics apparently overlook in their assessment of his fairness to the culture
in America. Furthermore, Dickens was accustomed to perceiving issues and places with censure;
thus, his depiction of the American West would not be free from lampoon.
Like many mid-Victorian travel writers and novelists in North America, Dickens and
Marryat react to North American soft power, which serves as the impetus for travel. Dickens and
Marryat travelled and wrote to capitalize on the attractiveness of North America. But because
soft power is competitive, Dickens and Marryat portrayed America, as well as at times the
stronger Canada, mostly unfavorably to secure Great Britain’s position in a multipolar world.
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The tension between aligning with North America and competing against the United States and
downplaying the strength of its colony produces ambivalent texts.
In the remaining sections of this chapter, I will show how the authors capitalized on
apparent American and Canadian weakness to assert British cultural strength. Dickens and
Marryat present themselves as cultural diplomats, an effective position to negotiate soft power,
and they establish common ground between them and their transatlantic neighbor. I have shown
how Dickens and Marryat entice North America with some gestures that inspire trust, showing
they can be considered allies, but the following sections show that they reveal controversial
issues Americans, in particular, fail to resolve and the hardship and terror immigrants would face
in the New World. But ultimately, their criticism of the New World must be considered against
their criticism, albeit mild, of England in order to see their ambivalence. Furthermore, their texts
appear ambivalent because of the necessity to be faithful to reality. The authors could not
completely exaggerate the dangerous circumstances immigrants face in the New World, though
they capitalize on obvious flaws of the New World; rather, Dickens and Marryat needed to afford
North America some greatness. Fidelity to the complete truth and protection of their own country
were sometimes competing goals.

V. Soft-Power Competition in Dickens’s and Marryat’s Depictions of Controversial Issues

Bad diplomats, or representatives who do not negotiate soft-power differences
effectively, can diminish their country’s appeal internationally. Recovering strength for Great
Britain could motivate writers with appeal on both sides of the Atlantic to tarnish a rival’s
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reputation. In addition, Nye shows how “a decline in the quality of [a country’s] social
conditions could reduce soft power” because a country could lag behind competitors in rates of
“infant mortality, life expectancy, children in poverty, and homicides” (The Future of Power
188). Obviously, if North America is weak, and if it is shown to be weak, it would not appeal to
people across the Atlantic who believed in the strong potential of upward mobility in North
America. In the nineteenth century, politics in the United States weakened its power, and
because of political disagreement within the state, its power and politics appeared fragile.
Dickens and Marryat attacked politics and government in America, thereby striking its soft
power; if America’s established institutions and government appeared fractured and fragile, its
hard power (its aggressiveness) and its soft power (its persuasiveness) would become weaker.
Although a state cannot seize another’s soft power, as it can take hold of another’s hard power,
influential cultural figures, as I have shown, such as Dickens and Marryat, can alter perceptions
of a rival’s appeal to diminish its charm.
One of the common threads between Martin Chuzzlewit and The Settlers in Canada is the
characters’ appreciation for England over North America, both Canada and the United States; of
course, the authors may still be critical of their home country, but the authors depict the policies
and institutions in America as inferior, thereby softening America’s competitive edge. As I show
in the next chapter, later in the decade authors favorably imagine North America as an alternative
to England, where many underprivileged and marginalized English were desperate for change.
Dickens and Marryat, by contrast, chose to uphold English institutions against the corruption and
flaws of the new systems in America.
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Stone views Dickens’s disillusionment with the United States in his fiction as a reaction
to political, as well as personal, vexations:
Dickens’ imagination was also at work when he came to deal fictionally with American
institutions and people. And here, too, one can see how his memory of what he had seen
became darker and more critical with the passage of time and the distorting demands of
satire. Of course, his change of attitude toward America was connected to personal
disappointments, newspaper abuse, invasion of privacy, and the vexed question of an
international copyright law. But these personal and political disappointments soon
colored all that he saw in America and all that he remembered of what he had seen. (469)
Political discontentment and a demand to be satirical darkened his outlook on America’s promise
and progress, and his fiction gave him an outlet for his reactions. The British people would have
been sensitive to the points of censure in Dickens’s writing when he shows U.S. violations of
British customs and values. America cannot be seen as an ally among the British when authors
portray its values as less honorable than British values; Great Britain’s reputation could diminish
if it appeared to align itself with a state that appeared to espouse corruption, greed, and violent
racial discrimination.
In American Notes and Martin Chuzzlewit, Dickens expresses disapproval of U.S. politics
and government, thereby disabling open communication and diplomacy between Great Britain
and the U.S. Dickens exaggerates the U.S.’s political landscape as totally lacking order and
morals. Even legal proceedings in the United States become a point of criticism in attempts to
degrade the culture. Dickens’s fiction shows his bad diplomacy in attempting to strengthen Great
Britain, though he realizes it as well is flawed; his nonfiction, on the other hand, is less incisive,
though critical, of American culture and politics. His nonfiction is a measured attempt at
negotiating relations with America.
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In Martin Chuzzlewit, Dickens is less careful to criticize the legal proceedings than he
appears to be in American Notes. There is more freedom in fiction, or at least fictional characters
may be vehicles for the author’s ideas. In American Notes, Dickens admits after his visit to
Cincinnati that the judges were “gentlemen of high character and attainments” (194). And even
more complimentary was his description of his brief duration touring the courts: “A nuisance
cause was trying; there were not many spectators; and the witnesses, counsel, and jury formed a
sort of family circle sufficiently jocose and snug” (American Notes 194). Unlike Frances
Trollope, whose travel narrative that depicts America unfavorably preceded Dickens’s own
account and whose business venture in Cincinnati was unsuccessful, he was overall impressed
with Cincinnati, recognizing its inhabitants as “intelligent, courteous and agreeable” (American
Notes 194). His favorable depiction gives the impression that U.S. court proceedings are fair,
simple, and low key; however, his fictionalized depiction in Martin Chuzzlewit makes U.S.
courts appear to be corrupt, sensational, and highly publicized events. Dickens’s attitude toward
American journalism, politics, and justice might not be the most apparent in this moment of
satire, but one could only be persuaded to abhor the sensationalism of the press by his
descriptions. Although many of his descriptions in the novel are caricatures, the degree of
seriousness found in the satire is critical of U.S. court proceedings. One sensational newspaper in
New York takes on these ugly, obnoxious characteristics when Martin travels the streets of the
city where people are trying to advertise their products, including this suspect newspaper.
Although the newspaper itself embodies the ugly American character, the events that make news
are not flattering portrayals of the U.S.’s legal system. Martin hears:
Here’s the Sewer! Here's some of the twelfth thousand of the New York Sewer! Here’s
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the Sewer’s exposure of the Wall Street Gang, and the Sewer’s exposure of the
Washington Gang, and the Sewer’s exclusive account of a flagrant act of dishonesty
committed by the Secretary of State when he was eight years old; now communicated, at
a great expense, by his own nurse. Here’s the Sewer! Here’s the New York Sewer, in its
twelfth thousand, with a whole column of New Yorkers to be shown up, and all their
names printed! Here’s the Sewer’s article upon the Judge that tried him, day afore
yesterday, for libel, and the Sewer’s tribute to the independent Jury that didn’t convict
him, and the Sewer’s account of what they might have expected if they had! Here’s the
Sewer, here’s the Sewer! Here’s the wide-awake Sewer; always on the lookout; the
leading Journal of the United States, now in its twelfth thousand, and still a-printing
off:—Here’s the New York Sewer! (220)
The Sewer newspaper represents the ugliness of the American character. The journal
sensationalizes stories that are already salacious. The events the journal reports show the
corruption that Dickens tries to depict it as running rampant in the States. If institutions in
America as depicted in Martin Chuzzlewit appear to be fraught with turmoil, America loses its
attractiveness.
But even at the beginning of his “Concluding Remarks” of American Notes, Dickens
maintains that he tried to be objective, but he must not withhold his true sentiments any longer:
“But I may be pardoned if, on such a theme as the general character of the American people, and
the general character of their social system, as presented to a stranger’s eyes, I desire to express
my own opinions” (283). He acknowledges good traits, such as frankness and cordiality
(American Notes 283); however, he quickly enters a censure of newspapers, the lack of an
established church, and public health issues. Dickens complains of Americans’ lack of restraint,
which derives from American ideas of liberty and manifests in newspapers. The aspects of
American culture, its religion, public health, and forms of government, are failing by Dickens’s
account. Dickens’s process is more measured here than in his fiction, acknowledging favorable
attributes (liberty) and then condemning the injustice he witnessed. He is more rhetorically
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conscious here of his various audiences and how the reform he tries to negotiate can only occur
if it rationally addresses Americans.
A country’s attractiveness is founded on others’ perceptions of its principles and values;
if a country’s values, such as liberty and democracy, are popular internationally, the country has
appeal to and influence on sympathizers. Accordingly, the U.S.’s democratic principles, which
became more popular in the 1840s,31 were a model for people in other countries who fought for
the rights of the working class. Even though Dickens supported reform that benefited
underprivileged people in Great Britain, the U.S.’s democracy was distasteful to him, or at least
he depicts it unfavorably. Indeed, Dickens saw the crowds in American cities as “vulgar and
intrusive” (Temperley 49). Even though Dickens travels to America as a British reformist, he is
not convinced of the effectiveness of its political structure. In Martin Chuzzlewit, Colonel Diver,
the editor of the New York Rowdy Journal, describes his newspaper as “the organ of our
aristocracy” (222). Although Diver says American aristocracy is built on “intelligence and
virtue” (222), America still has an aristocracy. An aristocracy is actually pleasing to Martin, but
although Martin initially accepts that this system values the intellect, “Dickens found democracy
a leveling downward, a movement away from intellect and social grace toward a vulgar, greedy
mediocrity, an uncouth sameness” (Meckier 17). Dickens, a reformist, does not champion the
system in America that was meant to revolutionize a class system such as Great Britain’s that
Dickens wanted to reform.
Like Dickens, Marryat depicts American democracy as inferior to British customs.
Although critical at times of the British way, the Campbells, the British family in The Settlers in
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Canada who emigrate from England to Canada, defend their homeland. Frontier life is
challenging, its customs different from British customs, and the Campbells adapt in many ways
but also remain staunch British subjects in other ways. Mr. Campbell, who is the mouthpiece and
head of his marriage and family of sons and orphaned nieces, explains to his family why
democracy does not always have positive consequences. Modern democracy is not a sustainable
form of government, Mr. Campbell believes. He remarks, “[H]ow far a modern democracy may
succeed, I am not prepared to say, … but this I do know, that in ancient times, their duration was
generally very short, and continually changing to oligarchy and tyranny” (176). Marryat
moralizes in his novel by characterizing some people’s strong loyalty to God and country, and
Mr. Campbell is meant to be seen as a beacon of light and goodness for his family members who
sometimes waver in their confidence in God’s plan and their acceptance of hardship to succeed
on the frontier. Because Marryat depicts Mr. Campbell as a paragon father of the middle of the
nineteenth century, Mr. Campbell’s detestation of something on moral grounds is meant to be
justifiable. Critical of the United States and democracy in general, he describes democracy as
“contemptible” and “unpleasant” for an “honest man” (177). Honest men, like himself, would
not thrive under a system so corrupt, as he portrays it. Mr. Campbell points out that slavery
contradicts democracy and that America’s offspring will suffer from this system. Marryat depicts
the U.S.’s political structure as flawed and unjust, more so than Great Britain’s, in an attempt to
show America’s weakness. An unfavorable depiction of America can break down diplomacy, but
Mr. Campbell appeals to a British audience’s sensibilities to support his position.
Slavery becomes an easy target for mid-century British travelers in their censure of
American culture. Mr. Campbell astutely predicts that the U.S. government will create problems
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for later generations. As Brantlinger elaborates on Mr. Campbell’s views, which parallel
Marryat’s own views, “In his Diary in America (1839), Marryat attacks the northern white
hypocrisy that discriminates against supposedly free blacks … Marryat goes to some length to
show that ‘the African race,’ while on the whole inferior to the white race, is not very inferior,
and also that individual blacks can often prove superior to individual whites” (Rule of Darkness
61). Marryat’s own relatively mild prejudice against Blacks does not interfere with his views that
American Whites, even Northerners, treat Blacks poorly, an easy position for a man foreign to
America to take. Marryat recognizes that slavery could implode in the United States; therefore,
he does not miss an opportunity to comment on the matter. His commentary does not simply
encourage reform but also exposes weakness in America and its potential for a soft-power loss.
Marryat strikes a balance in his novel, though. Unlike his position on slavery, the example of Mr.
Campbell finding fault with democracy is not a matter of preference or justice; Mr. Campbell’s
position is predicated on history, citing corruption within prominent examples of democracy. Mr.
Campbell takes a rational approach to support his position, and audiences would more easily
accept his criticism that is founded on evidence and logic and not personal bias.
Nonetheless, Marryat does challenge favorable perceptions of American justice. The
U.S.’s hypocrisy in denying justice to all presents opportunities for its competitors to denigrate
America.32 At this time, Great Britain prided itself on its own abolition of slavery earlier when
the United States was perpetuating the evils. Having abolished the slave trade in Great Britain in
1807, Great Britain further distanced itself from slavery after its official abolition in the empire
in 1833. The British tried to maintain an appearance of promoting tolerance and justice even in
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its grade-school curriculum. According to Kathryn Castle, Great Britain needed a positive image
internationally at the height of its imperial strength under Victoria’s reign. British schoolchildren
received history lessons that downplayed Great Britain’s role in the slave trade and in the
“commercial interest which had encouraged [slavery’s] expansion” (66). By the end of the
century, British authors narrated their empire’s history in textbooks that “absolved [Great
Britain] of responsibility for the slave trade” and identified their country as “the major force in
[slavery’s] abolition” and “the protector of the African” (Castle 67). Great Britain understood in
the nineteenth century that its international image could diminish or enhance its appeal, or its soft
power; therefore, it reconstructed history in its favor.
Dickens also examines slavery in a country that purportedly stands for justice and liberty.
Although Dickens is more open about his views on slavery in American Notes, Martin
Chuzzlewit does not ignore one of the most glaring problems with U.S. society, which is also a
gap in its soft-power resiliency. Temperley observes that many British people at the time noticed
America’s hypocrisy: “The fact that the British saw slavery as incompatible with liberty made its
continued existence in the United States, supposedly the land of liberty, appear not merely
incongruous, but grotesque” (50). Just like other British people morally opposed to U.S. slavery
practices, Dickens found the institution of slavery morally repugnant. Furthermore,
representations of the repugnant institution of slavery challenges perceptions of liberty in
America and, therefore, indirectly alters American soft power.
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VI. Defeating North American Soft Power by Discouraging Travel and Immigration

As I have shown, Dickens and Marryat are cultural diplomats, which requires them to be
accepting of cultural norms in North America, but they also serve the purpose of protecting their
English traditions that are even threatened in a British colony. The United States, as well as
Canada, was imperfect, and its flaws become more pronounced in the novels in attempts to
protect England. The unjust, corrupt political landscape of the dominant North American state,
the United States, could be a deterrent for idealistic British people interested in immigration.
Although their texts are ambivalent at times, Dickens and Marryat depict unfortunate situations
that British emigrants who settled in North America could encounter. Dickens was on a literary
tour when he first travelled to North America, unlike the imperial missions Marryat carried out,
but both authors were acting as cultural ambassadors, if in different capacities, of course. Their
presence in a foreign country and their celebrity made them representatives of British culture,
influencing American attitudes toward Great Britain, but they also possessed the power to
influence British audiences by their depictions of travel to and in North America.
Immigration was important for North America in the nineteenth century, even more so
than in the twenty-first century. Nye describes the U.S.’s twenty-first-century dependence on
immigration for soft power:
That people want to come to the United States enhances America’s appeal, and the
upward mobility of immigrants is attractive to people in other countries. America is a
magnet, and many people can envisage themselves as Americans. Many successful
Americans ‘look like’ people in other countries. Moreover, connections between
immigrants and their families and friends back home help to convey accurate and positive
information about the United States. In addition, the presence of multiple cultures creates
avenues of connection with other countries and helps create an important broadening of
American attitudes in an era of globalization. (The Future of Power 191)
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North America, both Canada and the United States, are optimally positioned to attract
immigrants because these North American cultures incorporate other cultures, and obviously, the
dominant cultures in Canada would be French and English. Furthermore, as Nye points out,
when North America attracts immigrants, its international reputation rises. North America thus
has strong soft power to encourage people from across the Atlantic to immigrate there. Indeed,
so important is British immigration to North America for the rise of North American soft power
that in order to diminish North American soft power, Dickens and Marryat would have to
prevent too much British emigration, even if it were to a colony.33
The authors could discourage immigration by describing hardship in the actual journey
across the Atlantic. Dickens had fewer adventures than did Marryat, yet Dickens’s travel
narrative thrived on the excitement and shock he experienced in the lands to which he ventured.
Marryat’s experiences on board the ship to North America reflect his comfort on the seas, while
Dickens has more novelties to narrate. From the beginning of his travel narrative, it is as if
Dickens is determined to belittle standards to which the privileged British are not accustomed
and discourage travel across the Atlantic. Dickens comments on the “one-fourth serious and
three-fourths comical astonishment” with which he viewed a state-room on the ship (American
Notes 9). Dickens acknowledges that he could not see in the rooms he first encountered on the
ship “the ideal presentment” for which he likely would have hoped (American Notes 10). “[W]ith
the spirit of prophecy” and “imagination” (American Notes 9), before accessing his actual room,
Dickens had divined a space that was modest yet comfortable; instead, Dickens viewed a room

It is important to note that before 1900 Canada “took in British and Irish almost exclusively” and the United
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that contradicted his hopeful idea of the travel he had before boarding. Like many British people
interested in travelling to North America, Dickens says he had unrealistic, idealistic expectations.
Having actually made the journey, Dickens could report to the hopeful people in Great Britain of
the discomforts and the inadequacies of North American life.
Although Dickens appeared to be disappointed from the first leg of his journey, his
descriptions are overblown, suggesting his inclination to exaggerate. The state-room that
disgusted Dickens and feasibly wounded the pride he had in his prestigious status as an invited
lecturer to the United States compares to deprivation: “That this state-room had been specially
engaged for ‘Charles Dickens, Esquire, and Lady,’ was rendered sufficiently clear even to my
scared intellect by a very small manuscript, announcing the fact, which was pinned on a very flat
quilt, covering a very thin mattress, spread like a surgical plaster on a most inaccessible shelf”
(American Notes 9). Dickens’s description of his disappointment that appears in the second
paragraph of his travel narrative sets the tone for the remainder of the work. This shocking
anecdote, because the experience would be unfamiliar to many British readers, captures readers’
attention and can give them an unfavorable first impression of their soft-power competitor.
Although his example might make British audiences uncomfortable, Dickens’s
acknowledgement of his exaggeration is an attempt at balancing between good and bad
diplomacy. He admits discomfort, but he reassures readers his descriptions are fictive. He
straddles between harsh criticism and embellished, almost fictional, representations, both of
which give his rhetoric the appearance of negotiating two different audiences.
Marryat’s diary account of his voyage across the Atlantic to North America is not as
embellished as Dickens’s, though his trip was not without excitement. People aboard the ship on
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Marryat’s voyage faced dangers such as influenza and a burglar who was caught and removed
from the ship. These incidents might yield detailed narration; however, Marryat gives little
attention to them beyond cataloguing them as events. His description of the flu outbreak is
straightforward, and as the final event of the narration of the passage, the sickness afflicting
passengers is understated and certainly not hyped for readers’ curiosity. Marryat’s matter-of-fact
attitude is evident in this passage: “It was hard, after having sniffled with it for six weeks on
shore, that I should have another month of it on board. But who can control destiny? The ship
was like a hospital; an elderly woman was the first victim—then a boy of twelve years of age.
Fortunately, there were no more deaths. But I have said enough of the passage” (Diary 16).
Marryat makes light of the situation that took only two lives, though the events could have been
more captivating in a longer, more dramatic description. Marryat’s experiences aboard the ship
would not be so uncomfortable for a naval officer, and having travelled extensively around North
America, the minor occurrences on board ship would be less interesting and adventurous than the
actual travels around the continent. Nonetheless, Marryat’s narrative could be both enticing and
discouraging to British audiences.
British people might be less inclined to immigrate to the curious yet wild New World if
authors and reporters of the rugged North American experience show how British fears of it are
realities. Native North Americans were both interesting and fearsome, which was a good
combination for a scapegoat. At this time, British people, as well as European-Americans, feared
miscegenation, some distrustful of immigration to North America because of their sense of its
risk. In just the decade before Dickens’s and Marryat’s travel narratives, a woman named Eliza
Field crossed the ocean from Great Britain to marry a preacher who happened to be the son of a
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White man and a Native North American woman. Kate Flint describes this story in The
Transatlantic Indian, and Field’s actions caused controversy in Great Britain because “[d]espite
the fact that Eliza, who came from a devout background, would be working on an Indian
mission, friends and relatives opposed the marriage—her brother-in-law looked upon it ‘in
horror’” (71). The presence of Native North Americans in London also fed fears of
miscegenation because exposure to these people only emphasized their apparent difference and
exoticism. Native North Americans often were part of travelling shows in Great Britain, but
Native North Americans were astonished by Anglo society, just as the British were shocked by
aspects of Native North American culture (Flint 79), thereby reinforcing impressions of
difference. Marryat can appear to portray Canada negatively when the Native North Americans
appear so dangerous and wild; his portrayals could deter British from settling the North
American wilderness.
These portrayals do encourage fear, but they also encourage curiosity and paternalism (an
example of this is in the Strawberry character, as I will show), which would have been enticing
to some British. Attention to Native North Americans raised not only fears, as I have pointed out,
but also piqued British people’s curiosity. Marryat’s examples of Native North Americans show
his attempts at good and bad diplomacy. He wants to encourage British people to learn more
about Native North Americans to fulfill their paternalistic responsibility, but he also realizes
Native North Americans would deter British immigrants. Marryat, who depicted a variety of
Native North Americans and their relationships with the White settlers, played upon fears that
were real in England at this time. There was a man, Catlin, who invited Native North Americans
to be showcased in England. Catlin recognized the British fascination with the Native North
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Americans and capitalized on that interest: “Catlin’s combination of showmanship and urgent
rhetoric led him to present his visitors as creating a startling impact; he played up their visual and
aural strangeness, and—a theme that would be insisted upon again in the publicity surrounding
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Shows later in the century—the unrepeatability of witnessing at
firsthand a people facing extinction” (Flint 60). If any North American was a specimen of
observation, the Native North American was an even more interesting object of study because of
differences, perceived to be profound.
Interest in Native North Americans gave the impression that North America was exotic.
Some women even betrayed sexual attraction to the Indian men in Catlin’s exhibition (Flint 65).
There was excitement about meeting new people, particularly those whose appearances were
unfamiliar. By this time, the Pocahontas story had become something of a legend. Felicia
Hemans’s “The American Forest-Girl” (1826) “had more recently offered a poetic version of the
Pocahontas story, although the events are sanitized through her making it clear that the ‘young
slight girl—a fawn-like child’ is motivated by her love for a lost brother. And in 1841 Lydia
Sigourney’s Pocahontas was published in London” (Flint 66).34 British people were able to read
about Native North Americans; seeing them on display in Great Britain, away from their native
land, then generated even greater interest and presented a stark contrast. Dickens was aware of
Catlin’s project and described him in a letter to his Irish novelist friend Anna Maria Hall: “I am
greatly taken with him, and strongly interested in his descriptions” (2: 438). Catlin’s project was
well known to many British and Irish people. Marryat, too, attuned himself to those prevalent
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Pocahontas serves as a safe, exemplary Native American for authors to depict because she was transported to
England and acculturated to English customs.
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interests, focusing many subplots of The Settlers in Canada on the interactions Native North
Americans have with their superior White neighbors.
British people were interested in or at least curious enough about Native North
Americans to receive a travelling show that displayed Native North Americans and their
customs, but they still feared these “different” people. Because of their fear, this interest would
not necessarily work in North America’s favor. British interest was negative, and the fearsome
people in the New World could detract from North America’s attractiveness to British emigrants.
Marryat, playing upon European fears, depicts Native North Americans in The Settlers in
Canada with airs of racial superiority. There is no doubt that these portrayals are racist to the
modern reader, regardless of the emotion Marryat evokes or the responsibility he encourages.
Conceptions of Native North Americans’ exoticism still sparked interest in North
America, thereby making them reasons to mediate and encourage diplomacy between Great
Britain and North America. A pattern of the nineteenth-century British adventure story is the
exotic location, and Marryat’s setting is a variation of the exotic; Canada is both familiar to the
British but also unknown enough to generate excitement, in a narration or in settlement. Marryat
depicts positive and negative characteristics of Native North Americans. Marryat acknowledges
traits he views as strengths but also where they appear to him inferior or degraded. Although
some writers purportedly want to promote less racial inequality, some writers, such as Marryat,
maintain their racial superiority. In achieving a balance between acknowledging the need to
interact with Native North Americans and inciting fear among British audiences, Marryat is
being a good diplomat.
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Marryat chooses to depict British people who are privileged in their home country,
socioeconomically superior to even most other British people. The Campbell family in Marryat’s
novel have the benefit of formal introductions and letters of recommendation to trustworthy
people in Canada. They are a family to whom influential, privileged people in Great Britain
could relate but not individuals typically who were immigrating to North America. The family
has fewer struggles than Martin and Mark because they have profitable connections across the
Atlantic. From letters of introduction from Quebec merchants to a lucrative connection to
Captain Lumley, the Campbells have resources to ensure their survival and success, although
Marryat often honestly depicts their hardships. The Campbell family’s connections even
privileged them with an introduction to the governor of Quebec. The governor tells them, “I feel,
of course, a strong interest in any English family so well brought up, and accustomed, as I find
yours has been, to luxury, being placed in such a situation” (38). While letters of introduction are
often requirements to be trusted among elites in foreign countries, most British emigrants in
North America would not have this advantage. Marryat positions this British family’s privileges,
then, as atypical of the British emigrants. Although the Campbells successfully run their farm on
Canada’s frontier, they have resources that many people do not; therefore, their success would
not encourage the British individual most inclined or needing to emigrate from Great Britain.
Nonetheless, Marryat’s choice of characters with their former position of privilege presents a
fine contrast to his depiction of Native North Americans; Marryat’s depictions of Native North
Americans make them appear more savage against the images of the previously pampered, elite
Campbells.
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The Campbell family’s privilege and class superiority influence their perceptions of
Native North Americans. In the novel, Pontiac is a well-known chief in the area in which they
settle and who was purportedly killed by a fellow Native North American, and the Campbells
simply dismiss him as a proud, haughty “savage” (54). Captain Sinclair, who takes a special
interest in the new family in the area, says, “It is a pity they are not Christians” (61),
emphasizing their inferiority because of their difference. Captain Sinclair also later warns the
Campbells of the dangerous heathens: “We must, therefore, be on the alert, for we have a
treacherous foe to deal with” (96). Captain Sinclair expected more strife between the settlers and
the natives, and his anticipations became a reality later in the novel when Angry Snake abducts
Percival and his cousin Mary. Although Angry Snake endangers Mary, Alfred reassures his
family that his cousin Mary will be safe because “it is well known that an Indian always respects
a female” (275). This stereotype does not ease the Campbell family’s minds, though, until Mary
returns and Angry Snake is dead. Brantlinger points out, “[T]here is always the threat that the
children of light may revert to darkness. Conversion operates in both directions in The Settlers in
Canada” (Rule of Darkness 64-65). Proximity to Native North Americans could cause European
settlers to become less civilized, it would appear. As the paragon of British values, the Campbell
family are persuasive examples of the unfit British person in North America, or any non-British
country or place of wilderness. The fear of going native was palpable to many British. Marryat
gives readers reasons to fear the exotic native in North America, which could discourage
immigration there, but stories of encounters with Native North Americans were popular.
The Native North American is often portrayed as dangerous, and the family’s encounter
with savage Native North Americans generates conflict. On the other hand, Strawberry is a
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Native North American who has been acculturated to Anglo customs and consequently poses
less of a threat than does Angry Snake. Strawberry even marries Martin, a rugged White settler
in the area. Strawberry, or “the Strawberry” as she is often named, is the model Native North
American to the European settler; she is helpful to White settlers and even adopts the White
settler culture. In Diary in America, Marryat emphasizes the importance of the heathen’s
conversion and the taming of the savage. Brantlinger points out, “But although conversion of the
heathen seems to several of the characters—and to Marryat himself—to be an important goal,
possible if pursued patiently enough, their conversion will also entail the destruction of what is
most savage, warlike, and therefore admirable about them” (Rule of Darkness 64). Marryat
appears to appreciate the noble savage, even though he also advocates for their conversion and
civilization. Brantlinger elaborates on Marryat’s ideas: “[I]n his Diary in America, Marryat
depicts American Indians as noble savages as long as they remain wild but as drunken, dissolute
buffoons when they become half-civilized. Nevertheless, Indians rank much higher than most
other races on Marryat’s totem pole of social worth” (Rule of Darkness 64). Yet in depicting the
Native North American as a savage, Marryat is both encouraging and discouraging British
emigrants; he establishes a paternalistic need to expand the empire but at the same time creates
terrifying fictional encounters between the Native North American and the European settler in
North America. Marryat seems to deter the average European settler seeking economic
opportunity, but clearly Marryat depicts opportunities for Great Britain to strengthen its power
by suggesting a colonial need to populate the wilderness.
The Native North American as the antagonist serves Britain’s interest in preserving not
just its position in North America but also its soft power among other state competitors, which
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would encourage imperially minded individuals to venture to North America. Marryat depicts
Native North Americans as enemies of the British, a sentiment held by many because they had
allied themselves previously with the French. In the interest of protecting soft power from
competitors, such as the French, Marryat is even more distrustful of Native North Americans,
ascribing negative qualities to a British competitor and that competitor’s former ally. Of course,
when a state seeks to amass soft power, the state wants to protect its own values and culture from
other states’ whose values could appear pernicious. British interest in amassing soft power
reinforces already unfavorable impressions of the French, and Marryat readily fashions Native
North Americans as extensions of the evil French. For example, Captain Sinclair distrusts the
Native North Americans explicitly because of their associations with the French: “No doubt but
they have French emissaries inciting them to attack us” (96). The British ascribe such ill motives
to the French that the reputation of any people with whom they are connected, not surprisingly, is
thereby sullied. He provides details of the French and Indian War and the Revolutionary War,
linking Native North Americans to French evildoers of the past. Mr. Campbell attributes a
French loss to French greed. According to Mr. Campbell, Great Britain became richer and
admittedly more arrogant as a result of their victories over the French: “She wronged her
colonies. She thought that they dared not resist her imperious will. She imagined that now that
the French were driven from the Canadas, America was all her own” (174-75). Marryat’s
depiction of the Native North American as both a savage and the confidant and agent of the
French generated distrust and diminished North America’s appeal.
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VII. Few, But Often Vulgar, Characters in the Novels Prepared for North American Life

Only certain people are suited for life in North America, and Dickens and Marryat depict
struggles that many British emigrants could face if they settled in North America. The British
emigrants in Martin Chuzzlewit and The Settlers in Canada are roused by the New World’s
wilderness, where they believe they will have greater economic and social opportunities than in
urban environments in Great Britain, as well as North America.35 But Dickens and Marryat
depict the land as either unprofitable or as profitable only by means of a great sacrifice, and the
characters in their novels are not suited to the task of cultivating land in North America. The
space in North America that is attractive to British emigrants in the middle of the century
becomes the target of Dickens’s and Marryat’s critiques.
Dickens shows in Martin Chuzzlewit that only certain people can succeed in America,
thereby implying that America’s appeal is limited. The characters in Martin Chuzzlewit who
represent the U.S.’s political and legal systems are also the ones who most grievously manipulate
and deceive others, and this is no coincidence. According to Stone, Dickens generalizes
observations of despicable people and practices to the American culture at large, and “thus the
heat of political campaigning which Dickens noted in his letters from America (CD, p. 251), is
treated as ingrained lawlessness and rowdyism in Chuzzlewit (i, xvi, 315-316), and is finally
exhibited most symbolically in that novel in the person of Hannibal Chollop” (470). Martin and
Mark struggle in Eden, as most people would, but one character points out some types of people

Anxiety over urban civilization becomes more prevalent with the mid-Victorians’ pessimism and despair. The
uncertainty of the city’s growth and concern for social harmony are evident in Victorian works. See Arnold, “Dover
Beach,” for example.
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are more suited for the North American ruggedness than others. Chollop says one must possess a
certain kind of mind to appreciate North American wilderness, and Martin’s and Mark’s
experiences demonstrate that. When Chollop visits the ill Martin in Eden, Chollop asks how
Martin likes the United States. Martin speaks honestly, but Chollop says he is not surprised to
hear a European say as much. Chollop says, “It re-quires An elevation, and A preparation of the
intellect. The mind of man must be prepared for Freedom, Mr. Co.” (447). Chollop’s character
resembles a “violent vagabond” (448), but in that region many people share his qualities.
Chollop’s words and behavior are ironic in that his apparent commitment to freedom includes
supporting slavery and shooting down a man whose views differ from his own. Failing to see his
own inconsistencies, Chollop remarks that there are “[n]o stakes, no dungeons, no blocks, no
racks, no scaffolds, no thumbscrews, no pikes, no pillories” (449). Mark is sharp, though, and
points out that there is “[n]othing but rewolwers and bowie knives” (449). Mark’s honest, kind
disposition contrasts Chollop’s disingenuous, vulgar nature, and the United States looks less like
the land of opportunity and more like a den of disease and deceit. Dickens values liberty, like
Americans are supposed to, and it is mainly the lack of economic opportunities that makes
Dickens critical, though Dickens’s criticism is wide ranging. Dickens values what Americans are
supposed to stand for but expresses disapproval with inconsistencies. This depiction of the
United States differs from the reputation it had among the discontent and curious in Great
Britain. The discrepancy between the idea many inexperienced Europeans had of America and
the fiction of Dickens, who actually travelled to North America and was widely respected, would
alter America’s soft power, or perceptions thereof among British readers.
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In addition to this contrast between Chollop and the British characters, Dickens shows
that his main character Martin does not even possess the wherewithal, let alone the spirit, to be a
settler in any part of North America, whether it be city or provincial landscape. Immigration to
the United States does place a financial burden on the interested, hopeful people leaving their
own country; they need money for the journey and to obtain resources upon arriving to build on
the assets they have. Martin’s meager funds run dry, leaving him more destitute than he was
before venturing across the Atlantic. Readers would see that even a character from a genteel
British family can fail in America, thereby making it nearly impossible for anyone to succeed.
After Martin’s grandfather, after whom he is named, disowns him, Martin is “destitute” except
for a half-sovereign a generous character secretively transfers to him (185). But Martin travels to
America with unrealistic expectations that he will be different from other destitute immigrants.
Another character brings to his attention that many leave North America with no profit. When
Martin and Mark realize the disappointment of Eden, Martin will not pursue a life in America
any longer. Eden leads to disease and disability, preventing Martin and Mark from relying on the
fruits of their own labor. Martin still is not the type of individual to make a swamp his paradise:
“But many a man who would have stood within a home dismantled, strong in his passion and
design of vengeance, has had the firmness of his nature conquered by the razing of an air-built
castle. When the log-hut received them for the second time, Martin lay down upon the ground,
and wept aloud” (326). Martin is in despair in the “gloomy wilderness” (451), from losing
strength and wealth. His failure even cripples him as he cries on the ground, utterly weak from
disease and financial ruin.
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In Eden, Martin has little hope, and other American areas do appear more promising. One
person remarks that there is more hope in a nearby metropolis, but Dickens settles his characters
in the ironic Eden. Dickens shows that settling in America is not as profitable as many anticipate,
but Martin does not possess potential for success either in his skills or his finances. Martin’s
position shows Dickens’s attempts again to balance between good and bad diplomacy; Dickens
creates a situation in America where many would fail, but Martin is especially ill-equipped.
Dickens comments upon the suitableness of American life for only some settlers. Clearly, Martin
was not equipped to succeed in the New World, and Dickens makes a point to show readers how
underprepared and ignorant Martin is. Had Dickens chosen to make Martin truly suited for life in
the wilderness, like some of the Campbell sons in Marryat’s novel, economic opportunity in
America would have appeared hopeless for any British settler. Although Dickens is satirizing the
American wilderness as Eden, his move to depict Martin as an ill-prepared settler should not be
ignored.
A metropolis might not have had as much pestilence and disease, though the cities Martin
and Mark visit are breeding grounds for corruption and deceit. Some authors at this time
idealized the rural setting as a respite from urban decay and insalubrious living conditions. David
Bordelon finds that “many urban writers, beginning in the early 1840s, contrasted the Eden of
the country with the Gomorrah of the cities. While this is a stock literary device with antecedents
going back through Virgil’s Eclogues, the contrasts made by sensationalist writers between an
urban reality and a rural ideal seemed to capture the popular imagination” (68). Although some
urban writers had a proclivity for the rural, the rural environment is no idyllic setting for
Dickens’s Martin and Mark. Dickens’s rural settings compare neither favorably nor unfavorably
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to urban environments in America; neither setting is conducive to his characters’ safety or
happiness.
Martin and Mark do not settle in a metropolis where their actual skills might be of more
use to them, but they settle where they are most likely to fail because of the land’s inhospitable
climate for growing crops and because of their dispositions and backgrounds; this point is
especially important in seeing Dickens’s balancing act. Their failure both contradicts the illusion
that North America has endless financial opportunities because of its vast unsettled land and
comments on the characters’ ill-preparedness. Captain Kedgick even tells Mark that people in the
area are interested in Martin because “[h]e ain’t like emigrants in gin’ral” (Dickens 321). Martin
does not represent a working-class population in Great Britain that might more typically settle in
the North American wilderness; rather, Martin is an aberration in emigration because of his
higher social class than typical British emigrants, even if he represents a great number of
individuals in Great Britain struggling to change their poor living conditions, who happen to be
in the working and middle classes. Martin shows how unpreparedness and blind enthusiasm
result in failure; therefore, if British individuals were to settle successfully in North America, in
the United States in particular, Dickens points out they would need more wherewithal and
resourcefulness than Martin had.
We know from his travel narrative and from his letters that Dickens did not find all of the
American scene disagreeable; however, for his goal of presenting a pestilent America, Dickens
created “Eden” for Martin, based on his views of the land outside Boston and Baltimore,
ignoring the more unsettled areas further west that were more attractive to adventurous, risktaking young men. Westward territorial expansion drew immigrants to that part of the continent,
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but Dickens places Mark and Martin in an area that yields no productive crop and that has a
stifling climate. Furthermore, some of North America’s nature was impressive to Dickens;
according to Stone, “[T]he physical aspect of the American scene which impressed Dickens the
most, if one is to judge by the number of descriptions which he devoted to it, was not the houses,
or the pigs, or the railroads, but the thousands of miles of scenery which he passed through in
trips by train, canal boat, and steamer” (467). Dickens did not detest North America’s landscape,
which shows that the miserable physical environment he chose as inspiration for Eden was
selected. Dickens deliberately depicted a harsh Eden rather than provide more visually pleasing
views of North America.
Marryat, too, depicts individuals who are not the most suited for settlement in North
America. As already mentioned, the Campbells are a privileged family, but they lose their estate
when the entailment falls on another male relative. The Campbells already appear to be a
different type of emigrant because they lost an entail, a privilege only for the gentry, people
already less inclined to emigrate from England; nonetheless, this family, like many others,
believes greater opportunities await across the Atlantic. In The Settlers in Canada the isolation of
the wilderness is difficult for the family to bear. Only through Providence can the family tolerate
the sacrifices they must bear in the harsh wilderness. Mr. Campbell tells his wife that they must
thank God for “his mercies already vouchsafed, and praying for a continuance of his protection”
(Marryat 64), and they continually thank God when they get out of scrapes. For example, the
rolling fire on their land threatens not just their crop but their very existence, but rain suddenly
douses the fire after they put their trust in God, reassuring themselves He will take care of them
and reminding one another to “submit with resignation” (203). Furthermore, the fire proves
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beneficial for the soil. Not surprisingly, the very presence of the wilderness excites fear in the
Campbell family. Maintaining British patriarchal customs, Mr. Campbell believes women are not
meant to handle guns and protect the home; however, dangers nearby encourage Mr. Campbell to
arm his wife and nieces. Mr. Campbell says, “[A] woman ought at least to know how to prime
and load a rifle, even if she does not fire it herself” (45), and “[i]t is necessary to be well armed
when isolated as we shall be, and so far from any assistance” (46). Wild animals and Native
North Americans pose threats; therefore, the Campbell family must alter their ideas of femininity
somewhat to ensure the safety of all. Even though this family adapts at times to their new
environment, overall they maintain their British values. The family survives (and sometimes
thrives from) attacks from nature (and Native North Americans, as already mentioned) because
of their trust in God; in other words, they remain faithful to their British religious upbringing,
and their success results not from anything they discover once in North America but from
steadfastness in their British customs. Marryat is more generous than Dickens but not too
generous to North America; he admits success is attainable but reminds that it comes at a price.
When their settlement no longer looks like a wilderness, or in other words like North
America, they are more at peace. This family, like Martin and Mark, were not attracted to the
frontier because of the isolation and lack of civilization; instead, the Campbells import their
civilization. Their efforts to transform the land into an enclave of British values and customs
demonstrate Marryat’s attempts to find a way in his fiction to sustain British soft power and
extend Great Britain’s international influence. Even the Campbells’ neighbor, Malachi, who at
first prefers isolation and a rustic lifestyle to society, by the end of the novel changes his views
of solitude, wishing for a village and a church in the center of it. After the family transforms the
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physical space into one that will serve the kind of society to which they are more accustomed in
Great Britain, they finally feel solace as immigrants; however, nearly the entire family returns to
Great Britain after only a few years in Canada.
These novelists try to check and maintain a balance of soft power, depicting the people
and land as disappointments of the idea many British people hold of North America. Great
Britain has the potential for a soft-power loss if America has significant gains and if its colony
gains too much strength; therefore, Great Britain would have reasons to detract from North
America’s appeal and assert its own culture’s strength, without aggressively seizing its
competitor’s power. Because Great Britain has incentive to assert its cultural appeal, Canada
receives more ambivalent treatment than the United States.
Soft power works differently than hard power, as I mentioned in the introduction chapter,
for one reason because a state cannot gain soft power necessarily from territorial acquisition after
war, which is a tactic to increase hard power. Soft power correlates to a country’s attractiveness.
Nye points out that without perceived appeal a country may repel people: “Without such
perceived qualities, a given resource may produce indifference or even revulsion—the opposite
of soft power. The production of soft power by attraction depends upon both the qualities of the
agent and how they are perceived by the target” (The Future of Power 92). In other words, North
America’s soft power, which both encouraged and was altered by immigration, depended and
still does depend on favorable perceptions abroad. Prominent British figures could influence
British people’s perceptions of the United States and Canada, inciting varying degrees of
disfavor and thus restoring to some degree their own culture’s appeal. Power can transfer from
one state to another (Nye, The Future of Power 113); therefore, countries compete for an
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attractive culture and values, constituents of soft power, and Great Britain was directly
competing with the United States.
Clearly, to put it mildly, the United States, Britain’s competitor, and Canada, its
increasingly strong colony, appear less attractive than Great Britain in these novels. As I have
shown, the settings of The Settlers in Canada and Martin Chuzzlewit prove often harmful if not
merely disagreeable to the characters. For Marryat’s characters, the Canadian wilderness is not
the best alternative to England (after all, they return to England at the end of the novel). As the
Campbells become acquainted with the British military occupying Upper Canada, the Campbells
appear to be foolish. Captain Sinclair remarks to Alfred, “It really appears almost like madness
on the part of your father to bring out your mother and cousins to such a place, and expose them
to such privation and dangers” (98). Alfred concedes, “I believe that if my father had known
exactly what his present position would have been he would have decided upon not leaving
England” (98). Alfred makes this remark before the family regains enough wealth from settling
in Canada to return to Great Britain. The family has before them long winters and arduous tasks
to make their farm efficient, though, in the meantime. During one winter, “Mrs. Campbell and
her nieces worked and read, and employed themselves in every way that they could, but
constantly shut up within doors, they could not help feeling the monotony and ennui of their
situation” (135). The environment and circumstances often challenge the family’s welfare,
safety, and sanity. Marryat depicts the strife families could expect on the frontier, which detracts
from the frontier’s appeal.
Although the Campbell family eventually succeeds on their farm, they are never so
comfortable that they forget their preference for England. In other words, although Marryat gives
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British readers reason to hope and remain curious, he maintains Great Britain is preferable. In
one scene, Alfred expresses his wishes to return to England eventually. Mary’s sensibility is
reflected in her response: “Repining is useless, if not sinful” (181). Mr. Campbell later says,
“[W]e are English, and can love our country as much now as we did when we lived in it. We are
still English in an English colony…. May the feeling [of pride] never be lost, but have an
elevating influence upon our general conduct!” (184). To Mr. Campbell, living on another
continent does not make him any less British than if he had remained in his homeland.
Furthermore, he retains his British identity by immigrating to a British colony; he has pledged
his loyalty to England by remaining within the empire. Canada as a destination for settlement
makes little actual difference for the characters who would have still faced the same challenges
on the U.S. frontier, but by remaining within the empire the characters do not surrender as much
British soft power. In some ways, Great Britain can become stronger when it loses subjects not to
the United States but to its own colony. This is why, as I have said, Canada receives more
ambivalent treatment than the United States. After the rebellions in 1837 in Canada, Great
Britain’s hold became more tenuous, and immigration increases a territory’s or country’s
strength; therefore, Great Britain would have incentive both to downplay Canada’s appeal and to
show its colony is ordered, well maintained, and lush with natural resources.
To characters in the novel, Canada appears more innocuous. The governor to whom the
family is formally introduced explains that Canadians are “harmless” but “useless” (41). He
concedes, “There are exceptions, no doubt; but their general character is anything but that of
activity and courage” (41). Marryat does not portray Canada positively, but it is a better
alternative to other areas in North America. Their preference for Canada over other North
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American destinations demonstrates the importance of soft power; it shows Marryat’s aims to
suppress North American, especially U.S., soft power. If Marryat presents Canada as a more
natural choice for British emigrants, he is detracting from the United States’ widespread appeal
to emigrants from other countries.
In Martin Chuzzlewit, specifically, the British characters have questionable morals. At the
beginning of the novel, Dickens introduces the Chuzzlewit family by tracing its lineage as far
back as even Adam and Eve. They may have a family lineage they can trace back for centuries,
an advantage over many Americans, but as with the Chuzzlewits, lineage does not signify
manners or good breeding, as they themselves might call it. Instead, the Chuzzlewits are
scheming, deceitful people, even among the more honorable members.
The scenes back in England after Martin and Mark return from America also show the
ugliness of human nature. Although America is unappealing, Dickens, as well as Martin and
Mark, does not champion England; rather, he satirizes the English, though perhaps not as harshly
as Americans. Mercy, before her marriage to Jonas, a man she abhors, is complacent about the
commitment because she looks forward to making her future husband unhappy. She explains to
old Martin, “But as to being miserable, and bitter, and all those dreadful things, you know, why I
couldn’t be absolutely that, unless he always had the best of it; and I mean to have the best of it
myself. I always do now … for I make a perfect slave of the creature” (343). Mercy’s pitiful
circumstances prevent her from marrying for love. Mercy, like Martin, is an example of an
individual dispossessed of opportunities to improve her situation; characters in England as well
as the United States are unable to improve their unfortunate situations.
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As is typical, Dickens is satirizing England as well, though not to the same extent as his
satire of the United States. Gulddal recognizes, “As Dickens points out in the preface to the 1850
edition, the overarching theme of Martin Chuzzlewit is selfishness, represented via the infighting
of a large and colorful family over the fortune of old Chuzzlewit” (495). Martin Chuzzlewit
appears to be a novel about England as much as it is a novel about America, so much so that
Meckier propounds that the United States, as a caricature, is a caricature of England (19).
Although Dickens was committed to reform in England and pointed out its flaws in his social
critiques, Dickens’s America still is a caricature of itself, an image of America’s own flaws and
hypocrisies. To accept Meckier’s point that Dickens is writing about England even when he is
writing about North America can be both helpful and limiting. Selfish traits in the Chuzzlewit
extended family are represented in American characters such as Chollop and Colonel Diver.
Dickens does distinguish, though, between his American and British characters in U.S. scenes;
therefore, we cannot entirely accept the reading of America as a caricature of England and not
also of itself.
Marryat’s British characters are proud to be British, not American, but they are
sometimes critical of British customs. This is important because we now see both authors critical
of North America and Great Britain. In The Settlers in Canada, the Campbell family’s new
lifestyle is of course a disruption of the British tradition, or at least a revision; they cannot carry
on as they were accustomed to in England, though they might try to superimpose British customs
on the frontier lifestyle. Their lifestyle reflects the changing nature of the British Empire. Alfred
is not university bred; instead, he learns from his imperial experiences. He says to Emma, “I
have sailed all over the universe, and that I call a university education” (87). Also, his brother
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John possesses the spirit of a true hunter and no longer needs a formal education (88). The
importance of a traditional education diminishes in Canada, of course, but even for the British at
that time a practical education was becoming increasingly important as the empire grew.
Although they remain essentially British, the Campbell family changes their views of
British values based on their experiences in Canada. Mr. Campbell mentions to his family, “Did
you observe in the Litany, which I read at this morning’s service, how very appropriately is
inserted the prayer for deliverance under the perils of wealth?” (117). Because they lost wealth
after their estate’s entailment transferred the property to a distant relative, Mr. Campbell’s views
about wealth can and need to change. Had Mr. Campbell retained his estate he would have no
need to remark of the “perils of wealth.” Shortly after her husband shares his attitudes, Mrs.
Campbell realizes, “How much better off are we at this moment than many thousands of our
countrymen who remain in England. How many are starving!” (119). The family recognizes their
good fortune when it suits them, and at times their recognition of it violates their British customs.
Marryat, more than Dickens, appears sympathetic to immigration to North America, until
the convenient and problematic ending in England. Marryat, then, is as loyal to England as
Dickens is, though Marryat presents more exciting, adventurous, successful experiences in the
North American West. Marryat imagines, though, a situation in which privileged British subjects
remain privileged, or blessed, in Canada. The Campbell family reclaims their wealth in England
after the heir passes away, and although they feel “not much pleasure … from this re-accession
to property” the family “knew their duty too well to hesitate” (316). The family resumes their
former lifestyle because it is their duty to keep the family’s wealth intact and resume ownership.
Most of them follow British customs; even Mary marries Captain Sinclair, “who sold out, and
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retired upon half-pay, to live upon his estates in Scotland” (318). This character, who is well
equipped to succeed in Canada, abandons the land as soon as he is able to bring his bride to
Great Britain. Most of the family members settle back into the conveniences and luxuries of
upper-class life in Great Britain, presenting a felicitous ending for the family so unfortunate as to
have had to settle in Canada.

VIII. Conclusion

While Marryat’s and Dickens’s views appear to be ambivalent, they ultimately champion
their own culture. Dickens and Marryat needed to appeal to North American audiences to
maintain Great Britain’s strength while simultaneously diminishing the power of the United
States and, to a lesser extent, Canada to appeal to English domestic audiences and maintain a
strong English culture; this tension creates ambivalent texts. For a number of reasons, North
America cannot appear to be entirely corrupt, pernicious, and unjust. Marryat and Dickens must
realistically account for its appeal that attracted many British emigrants, and the authors must
and do account for this reality in their novels, as I will show. After all, Canada and the United
States did actually possess power. The United States, as the dominant North American state,
expanded its domain; many White European immigrants in North America did reach a level of
success because of policies that appeared to promote less inequality in matters such as owning
land, and the urban and rural lifestyles in North America intrigued many people in Great Britain.
Canadian power and U.S. power were stronger than they had been in previous decades, and
Europe saw that it could compete economically, culturally, and politically.
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The British responded to increased North American soft power at the beginning of the
1840s with both competitiveness and acceptance. Lord Ashburton’s example and Dickens’s
literary tour of North America show that diplomacy was essential to maintaining healthy
relations with the United States and Canada. Because of North America’s strength, Great Britain
needed a more persuasive, less aggressive means to negotiate its needs. Furthermore, Great
Britain also had incentive to promote peace with both America and Canada to remain present on
the continent. But with stronger hard power and soft power in America and greater appeal in
Canada, Great Britain could not rely primarily on its hard power for strength. Great Britain
wanted to remain attractive internationally, especially with attention diverted to their
transatlantic neighbors; therefore, Great Britain needed to forge alliances, not enemies.
By the end of the decade, North America’s soft power had peaked during this midVictorian period. The ambivalence in Dickens’s and Marryat’s novels is less pronounced than in
novels at the end of the 1840s, when conflict in Europe made British people fear turmoil and
thereby direct their interests to more peaceful lands removed from the revolutions sweeping
across Europe. By the end of the 1840s, America, still a competitor and once rebellious, was less
threatening than the noxious revolutions in European states.

CHAPTER 2
NORTH AMERICAN SOFT POWER IN LATE-1840s “REGIONAL” NOVELS

A few years after the publication of the novels I discussed in Chapter 1, Charles
Dickens’s The Life and Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit and Frederick Marryat’s The Settlers in
Canada, Elizabeth Gaskell published Mary Barton (1848) and Charlotte Brontë published
Shirley (1849). Many changes occurred in Great Britain, the rest of Europe, and North America
from the beginning of the decade to the end. It was a time of social and political turmoil in
England and across Europe; it was a time of increasing soft power in North America. Unlike
Dickens and Marryat, Brontë and Gaskell warmly portray the west, carefully suggesting that
characters whose conditions in England are limited are more suitable immigrants to North
America. By the end of the 1840s, the political climate in Europe attracted immigrants to the
more stable North America, and North America’s westward expansion provided ample
opportunities for the adventurous, self-reliant British immigrant. As a result of the political
volatility in Europe and economic growth in North America, Brontë’s and Gaskell’s novels
challenge Dickens’s and Marryat’s portrayals of North America’s inhospitable climate,
dangerous wilderness, and economic hardship. The novelists in this chapter, succumbing to
North America’s increased soft power and growing disenchantment with Europe, imagine the
west as rugged and liberating. The authors favor North America, adopting frontier values that
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were becoming increasingly popular across Europe, in attempts to keep Great Britain
competitive internationally.
Charlotte Brontë and Elizabeth Gaskell did not have firsthand experience of North
America, and they rely on their imaginations to construct a part of the western world that was
proving its importance amidst increasing transatlantic exchanges. It is no accident that Gaskell
and Brontë present positive attitudes particularly toward the North American West, a nebulous,
indistinct space in North America. And the Canadian and American frontiers were very similar.
Walter Nugent notes that around this time the “rural populations of the two countries [Canada
and the U.S.] were almost identical” (136). Brontë and Gaskell often discuss North America as a
conglomeration, just one vast wilderness. Also, it is important to note that these authors imagine
North America’s strengths because a crucial part of soft power is perception. To reiterate points
in my introduction, soft power, as Joseph S. Nye, Jr., defines it and as I apply it, must be
persuasive, not coercive; it rests heavily on a state’s cultural, political, and foreign-policy
resources. In other words, a country must possess cultural, political, and economic qualities that
are desirable to other countries. Alongside multipolar European powers, the United States at this
time was developing its soft power,1 and Canada, although a British colony, had appeal that
England did not. In this chapter in particular, I will discuss U.S. soft power extending to Canada;
Canada is integral to the attractiveness of the North American continent, thereby drawing
attention to the United States. Furthermore, Gaskell and Brontë portray a landscape that
characterizes both the American wilderness and the Canadian wilderness to which settlers
migrated in the 1840s. Additionally, the U.S. was viewed as a threat to Great Britain, not directly
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to Canada, in its idea of manifest destiny. The United States was both a threat and a model to the
British; after all, the United States was not just expanding its territory in North America but also
exporting its culture to Europe, and it was appealing to British subjects, in particular.
Brontë’s Shirley presents a time in British history that is transnational in nature, a time in
which domestic policies, issues, and developments had international implications and influences.
Increasing transatlantic exchanges opened doors in North America to European immigrants and
presented attractive opportunities for immigrants like Brontë’s marginalized, unconventional
Moore brothers; in other words, there were literary, economic, and political exchanges between
countries, and though the characters in Brontë’s Shirley do not emigrate from England, they
show their attraction to North American living in their discontentment in England.2
Gaskell similarly imagines North America, particularly Canada, to offer greater
opportunities for socially and economically marginalized characters than does England.
Gaskell’s portrayal of Canada resembles more closely the United States than it does its parent,
Great Britain. Gaskell’s Mary Barton is an exceptional example of transatlantic literature aimed
at readerships on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean because the characters actually do emigrate
from England to North America. Clearly, then, both Gaskell and Brontë perceive North
America’s appeal amidst changes in their own culture. However, as I will argue, they are
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One of the most significant motivating factors for European emigration in the 1840s was the Hungry Forties, when
famine blighted crops in Scotland and Ireland, in particular. The diseases lacked remedies, devastating many people.
Agricultural laborers in these lands were most severely affected by the potato famine and were driven to emigrate
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reasons for emigration, prejudice against the mainly Catholic populations who were affected and the insufficient
government intervention, worsened their circumstances. Although these events are some of the most significant
reasons for emigration from Europe, these do not describe Brontë’s or Gaskell’s characters’ motivation to emigrate
from England. Nonetheless, this context emphasizes European attraction to North America for relief from dire
economic circumstances. For more information on the Great Famine and the Hungry Forties, refer to Theodore
Hoppen’s The Mid-Victorian Generation: 1846-1886.
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attracted to North America for different reasons. For Brontë, it offers financial freedom; for
Gaskell, North America offers primarily opportunities for the individual to attain spiritual peace.
Positive portrayals of North America show Great Britain’s interest in retaining its own power by
incorporating some American values into its culture, thereby remaining competitive
internationally and protecting its profitable enterprises. While U.S. soft power, as represented in
values and a typical lifestyle throughout the continent, is enticing, Brontë and Gaskell do not
completely succumb; these two authors represent British acceptance of American power coupled
with competitiveness. Although the novelists share this favorable interest in North America, their
differences elicit separate discussions; I will provide the separate discussions after explaining the
scholarly importance of recognizing Gaskell’s and Brontë’s transatlantic interest and showing
the sociopolitical circumstances in Europe that encouraged transatlantic relations.
In my first section I discuss critical approaches to Brontë and Gaskell that fail to perceive
the international implications of the events they portray in England. I argue that critics have
overlooked transnational, specifically transatlantic, influences and implications of the stories
Brontë and Gaskell wrote. In Section II, “Perceived Soft Power,” I outline major British,
European, and American factors that encouraged favorable perceptions of North America’s
strength and appeal. Section III, “The Competition over Soft Power,” applies the two other
principles of soft power to the events of the late 1840s across Europe and North America,
emphasizing the actual appeal America had that made it a more prominent player on the world
stage. The chapter, having thus described how the novels require an international relations
reading and how soft power was real and competitive in the 1840s, then turns—Section IV—to
the texts themselves. Section IV focuses on Gaskell’s novel, which exemplifies British interest in
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North America for its supportiveness of spiritual fulfillment. This section differs from Section V,
which elaborates on economic opportunity that attracted British to North America’s wilderness.
Brontë’s Shirley clearly demonstrates the ways in which Britain’s soft-power loss could become
North America’s soft power gain. The material charm of North America attracts Robert and
Louis Moore, who are individualistic and despondent over their circumstances in England; they
are certain North America would suit their personalities and prepare themselves for immigration
to the North American wilderness. These last two sections show the complexity of North
American soft power and the motivations behind British attention to it.

I. Transnational Perspective and Anxiety over Europe’s Political Turmoil

Shirley and Mary Barton demonstrate the authors’ awareness of transnational issues,
issues that critics often have overlooked. These two novels have transnational and specifically
transatlantic influences and implications; the novels show Great Britain not only within a
transnational context but also within a transatlantic one, in which events in North America
influenced Great Britain’s culture and policies. Even when critics observe minor transnational
aims in Shirley and Mary Barton, they do not focus on international power dynamics. The
representations of the North American West particularly will reflect the increasingly positive
international reputation of North America, especially the United States. Although some literary
critics perceive transatlantic literature to be influenced by impulses for domestic reform, and
while Gaskell and Brontë are commenting on the social condition in England, Gaskell and
Brontë are also acknowledging North America’s potential. The novelists are not just attempting
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to reform their country’s inequalities, as critics have tended to point out; they are also negotiating
international relations, however indirectly.3 Brontë and Gaskell contrast the harsh conditions in
England with the opportunities in North America, recognizing England’s precarious position
with the fledgling nation’s increased soft power. Brontë’s and Gaskell’s interest in North
America, their idealization of it, is based on their perceptions of North America’s strong
reputation.
The salient transnational themes of Gaskell’s novels have been obscured by the critical
tendency to see her as a condition-of-England novelist. Critics have been especially apt to
discuss Mary Barton as a condition-of-England novel, or even more narrowly as an industrial
novel. According to Natalka Freeland, the fiction in this genre typically “identif[ies] real social
problems but then retreat[s] to imaginary, romanticized resolutions” that are usually the product
of a middle-class perspective (800). W. A. Craik may detail the nuances of Gaskell’s novels and
the world she depicts, but he insists that Gaskell is locally focused; the very title of W.A. Craik’s
Elizabeth Gaskell and the English Provincial Novel, though published several decades ago, is
still influential scholarship and suggests Gaskell’s narrow categorization. When Gaskell
conceived Mary Barton, she was trying to promote social change, but she also had the intention
of simply depicting human nature, Craik admits. At least, Craik finds that Gaskell transcends the
boundaries of novels concerned primarily with social reform: “She is concerned with one of the
ultimate subjects of all literature – the predicament of men within their mortal span of life. So her
novel has not ‘dated’ as social reformers’ novels do” (4). Craik suggests that Mary Barton
functions as a human portrait more than as a social diagnosis. But Craik still describes the focus
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of the novel very narrowly; for him, Gaskell’s novel and Brontë’s Shirley, to which he also
refers, do not develop a global perspective (7). Craik describes Brontë’s Shirley’s purpose as
“more a progress of the soul of its main character than a view of the world” (7); as he says,
“Manchester is not only the setting for Mary Barton, it is its world” (6). But I believe this to be
an assumption that limits the novel’s purview; Gaskell pays attention to world events and to
opportunities across the Atlantic. The political landscape of her country and of the rest of Europe
was not appealing to her protagonist, Mary Barton, and as a result she sought peace on another
continent.
I argue that the transatlantic focus in Mary Barton further points to Gaskell’s work’s
worthiness to be considered beyond the condition-of-England genre of the novel, and other
critics would agree. Carolyn Lesjak refutes the narrowness with which critics have categorized
Gaskell’s novels, particularly Mary Barton. Lesjak laments that people have not seen Mary
Barton as an imperialist text, simply accepting Raymond Williams’s earlier criticism of the novel
as just another industrial novel. Lesjak considers Williams’s reading of Mary Barton to be the
reason “that its imperial content is overlooked because, as many contemporary critics have
argued, Williams’s strong suit was hardly recognizing English literature’s imperial context”
(128). Lesjak has difficulty accepting Williams’s categorization of Gaskell’s novel as an
industrial novel; however, Williams’s categorization is both useful and problematic in other
ways. Williams aptly notes how Mary Barton’s ending in Canada, “in a mood of rural idyll and
escape as powerful as any of the earlier English images” (281), signifies the dissatisfaction of
many English populations with the industrial cities. Yet he explains this Canadian escape as
characteristic of many industrial novels, rather than as evidence of a transatlantic consciousness
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at work in this one. In my view, the imperial context should become the focus of analysis, as
Lesjak notes, but I favor the transatlantic context, which would expand Great Britain’s
international interest beyond the strictly imperialist considerations. Gaskell demonstrates keen
awareness of regions within England plagued by social and economic problems. However,
Gaskell’s novel focuses on ideas that transcend national boundaries, ideas that interested
American Transcendentalists, and compares settings that lie on both sides of the Atlantic.
To read Gaskell and Brontë apart from the global, especially the transatlantic, context is
to overlook Great Britain’s sense of its own cultural development in response to others’
competitiveness as well as Great Britain’s anxiety over the possibility of revolution at home. The
straitened condition of the working class resulted at least in part from the decrease in global trade
during 1839 and 1842, according to Liam Corley (1). The conditions of the local working class
Gaskell depicts are related to global events and to an economy that was increasingly global. But
Corley leaves out important transatlantic implications for the events in Manchester. Corley
appropriately discusses Mary Barton in an imperial context, citing the Opium Wars as the cause
of the economic downturn in England, which lost demand for its exports of cotton and opium in
China;4 however, Corley overlooks the novel’s westward attention. Corley is correct to resist
other critics’ domestic label for the novel, as any responsible critic would be, but of course the
novel suggests more than imperial implications. As Malcolm Chase explains, laborers lost their
livelihood, and they needed to change the status quo to survive (290). Corley’s focus on the East
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prevents him from seeing that, for many, the logical turn from the purely domestic sphere was a
turn to North America, which appeared attractive.
The critics who characterize the novelists in this chapter as regionalist or condition-ofEngland novelists, overlook important aims of the novels as well as several sophisticated views
that the novelists hold. For example, from the outset of Shirley, Brontë characterizes the curates
based on their nationality or home in a certain part of England, whether their nationality is Irish
or their region is Yorkshire. Called a “great floundering Saul” by another curate, the Irish
Malone is degraded and epitomizes the ugly stereotypes of an Irishman. Brontë could appear to
be asserting the English superiority over other traditions and nationalities; however, as some
critics have noted, Brontë extends sympathy to certain other characters who are amalgams of
different cultures, even if these same characters treat Malone in ethnocentric ways. James Buzard
explains that Brontë presents the northern region of England as “anything but the homogenous
backwater that visitors from the south or from cities—visitors like Elizabeth Gaskell—might
take it to be” (218). According to Buzard, that the novel opens with a description of the diverse
curates in Yorkshire suggests the variegated religious temperament of the north, though Buzard
does not factor in how certain curates ridicule certain other curates. Nonetheless, Buzard finds
that the northern setting of the novel presents “several other robust Protestantisms; in which we
find Irishmen, Welshmen, Scots, Germans, and Anglo-Belgians settled amidst an indigenous
population; and in which an international crisis is dividing the landed, industrial, and working
classes into separate, hostile camps” (218). The novel has the appearance of being interested
solely in the condition of England; however, as Buzard would agree, Brontë’s placing a variety
of peoples in her North demonstrates her attention to a crisis that stretches beyond the British
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Isles, one which signifies awareness of the international implications of these seemingly local
events.
Brontë and Gaskell did not want to abandon hopes for progress in their own country,
however interested they were in the opportunities across the Atlantic. It would be negligent to
accept the provincial label some critics have placed on Shirley and not discuss Brontë’s
purported political sympathies and awareness of transnational issues at the time of the
publication of Shirley. Although critics have recognized Brontë’s attention to foreign affairs, this
criticism is often limited to French and Belgian affairs (though that is progress in Brontë
studies).5 Brontë finds fault with John Bright (and the similar Richard Cobden), one of the
leaders of the Manchester School, which advocated for the abolition of certain government
impediments to trade, such as the Corn Laws. At the end of the novel, after the Orders in
Council, which restricted neutral countries during the Napoleonic Wars from trading with
France, have been overturned, Brontë adumbrates the successful events of 1812. One critic
points out that the list of events of 1812 that appear at the end of the novel, or the “résumé” as
Brontë calls it (598), is “to defend the political views of the Duke of Wellington in 1849, the
contemporary context of her narrating” (Rogers 143). Philip Rogers goes on to say, “Thus
Brontë’s Wellington panegyrics relate to the 1849 context of her narrative as an occasion for
deriding as unmanly and unpatriotic the anti-military, free-trade, and pro-reform democratic
politics of Cobden and the Peace Society” (144). Even though Brontë is writing about a period in
history when there were strained international commercial relations, the political context of her
novel reveals her anxiety over change. By Rogers’s depiction, Brontë is a staunch Tory, a
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defender of the British status quo, and a proponent of a strong government. Brontë appears to be
proud of her country, especially where the French revolutionary principles have not spread,
which shows she is fearful of agitation in England. But this reading is problematic because, as I
will show, Brontë demonstrates reformist impulses, especially in her characters’ resistance to
rebellion at Hollow’s Mill.
Brontë’s interest in a powerful, hands-on British government is further evidenced by her
reactions to the 1848 revolutionary activity across Europe.6 England, like the rest of Europe, was
in a frenzy. Sally Shuttleworth, who seeks to redefine common perceptions of Brontë’s
insularity, argues that Brontë was shaken by the 1848 revolutions and found reassurance in her
government. Shuttleworth associates the political disease of a nation not only with political and
social agitation but also with emotional agitation, citing nineteenth-century rhetoric that also
made this link. Shuttleworth identifies in Brontë this emotional agitation over the political
changes:
With the increase of political and social agitation in England in the 1840s, theorists such
as Barlow reiterated the accepted dogma that insanity increased “to a frightful extent”
with the French Revolution and declined with the restoration of order. Charlotte Brontë’s
response to the European revolutionary activity of 1848 reveals how decisively she has
imbibed the notion that physiological, psychological and social pathology are all
interconnected. (48)
Shuttleworth cites a letter Brontë wrote to Margaret Wooler in March 1848 in which Brontë
expresses anxiety over the political circumstances in France. As Brontë shares with her friend
her concern and relief, “[I]t appears to me that insurrections and battles are the acute diseases of
nations, and that their tendency is to exhaust by their violence the vital energies of the countries

Revolutions in France, Italy, and the Austrian Empire occurred at the end of the 1840s. See F.B. Smith’s “Great
Britain and the Revolutions of 1848” for a discussion of the revolutions’ effects on Great Britain.
6
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where they occur. That England may be spared the spasms, cramps and frenzy-fits now
contorting the Continent and threatening Ireland, I earnestly pray!” (2: 48). To Brontë, the
revolutions are not beneficial to the European states in which they occur; rather, revolutions
seem to cause more devastation than the social and political ills they try to remedy. Brontë
appreciates the powerful government of her own country, which would manage class conflict
less violently than France’s political system. She champions her own country’s strength,
capitalizing on the momentary weakness of other European states. Nonetheless, Brontë turns her
attention to events outside of England, defying perceptions of her insularity.
Brontë’s attention to events with international implications is reflected in her anxiety over
culture clashes, which is evident not only in the letter to Wooler but also in another letter and her
novel. In this letter written that same month, which was just a month following the February
Revolution in France, Brontë expresses dissatisfaction with her preface to Jane Eyre. Writing to
her publisher W.S. Williams, a man instrumental in the launch of her career, she cites the excited
fit in which she wrote it. Deriving from the recent events in France, this excitement was
inhibiting her writing even as it was giving her reason to doubt that peace would result:
Are the London republicans— and you amongst the number— cooled down yet. I
suppose not— because your French brethren are acting very nobly: the abolition of
slavery, and of the punishment of death for political offences are two glorious deeds; but
how will they get over the question of the organization of labour? Such theories will be
the sand-bank on which their vessel will run aground if they don’t mind. Lamartine, there
is no doubt, would make an excellent legislator for a nation of Lamartines— but where is
that nation? I hope these observation[s] are sceptical and cool enough. (2: 104)
Brontë acknowledges that there are causes to inspire all nobly minded individuals, both in France
and in Great Britain, but she wonders at the efficacy of these European revolutions. At a time of
both strong enthusiasm and great anxiety, conservatives in Great Britain, such as Brontë, were
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committed to preventing what they would see as a demolition of the sociopolitical structure of
their culture. Brontë’s anxiety over political turmoil at this time is not reflected just in her letters
but also in Shirley. The novel takes place at a time of turmoil within Great Britain as well as in
international politics. It opens with curates arguing before Mr. Helstone enters to discuss Robert
Moore’s mill. Helstone says of the indignant millworkers at Hollow’s Mill, “[Y]et it is unlikely
this night [this season] will pass quite tranquilly” (14). This conversation anticipates the baleful
events that could transpire from the clash of nations and strife between classes. Brontë’s anxiety
demonstrates her interest in international affairs and her rejection of radical revolution.
Brontë’s concern not only reveals her global perspective but it also exemplifies British
concern over the sociopolitical climate in Europe at the end of the 1840s. The British anxiety
over revolution made lands outside of Europe appealing. The cultural situation in Great Britain
and the rest of Europe was so fraught that only lands outside of Europe could appear to be
peaceful. The spring and summer months of 1848 were the “most momentous few months in
Victorian history” because of effects of events in France, most especially the overthrow of the
French monarchy earlier that year, according to Chase (294). The British interest in French
politics is an important connection to establish; however, because 1848 was so tumultuous in
continental Europe, historians and literary critics have not placed enough emphasis on the
influence of events that did not occur in Europe. In fact, Chartists looked to revolutions that year
as examples of the strength of working-class causes; however, there was reluctance to overhaul
an entire system in England, and, as we will see, that reluctance bred interest in what was
happening—or not happening—across the Atlantic. England’s woes caused people to lose
confidence in their country’s progress, but even reform-minded English writers feared
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revolutions like those in 1848 across Europe.7 As one historian, Leslie Mitchell, points out,
“Nothing changed in Britain, because large numbers of people acted to preserve the status quo”
(83). As we will see, the land across the Atlantic could benefit from the turmoil in Europe; North
America could maximize its attractiveness in the western world where many countries were
inspiring anxiety and hopelessness in their own citizens.
Matthew Arnold, the eminent Victorian essayist, wondered at Great Britain’s
responsiveness to the altered political and social consciousness in Europe. In a letter to his friend
Arthur Hugh Clough earlier in 1848, Arnold comments on the spirit of the age, especially as it
manifested in the revolutions sweeping across Europe. Recognizing British interest in North
America, Arnold explains in turn Great Britain’s weakness in the moment, its lack of appeal.
Great Britain had not upset its government as the French had, but they had also not presented
what Arnold calls their “best self” in Culture and Anarchy (99). As Arnold comments to Clough:
This is the secret of [French] power: our weakness is that in an age where all tends to the
triumph of the logical absolute reason we neither courageously have thrown ourselves
into this movement like the French: nor yet have driven our feet into the solid ground of
our individuality as spiritual, poetic, profound persons. Instead of this we have stood up
hesitating: seeming to refuse the first line on the ground that the second is our natural one
– yet not taking this. How long halt ye between two opinions: woe to the modern nation,
which will neither be philosophe nor philosopher. (Letters 35)
Great Britain is not moving with the tide, for better or worse. Though happily not at risk of
suffering from the revolutionary zeal in France, Great Britain also appears uncourageous and
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uncertain of its own distinct principles. The revolutions of 1848 were not only subjects of
conversation but also causes of anxiety in Great Britain.
Evidence of the fraught political and social situation in Great Britain also appears in the
Chartist efforts during the 1840s. Many British people contemplated emigration because
advocacy for the rights of the working class diminished at the end of the 1840s when Gaskell and
Brontë wrote and published their novels. Chase explains that this period took a toll on the
working classes: “So it is worth noting that the cotton industry was a heavy and early casualty of
the downturn in the economy: nearly half of Manchester’s factory labour force was on short-time
or laid-off completely in March [of 1848]” (290). With the economic downturn at the end of the
1840s affecting the working class, there was opportunity for Chartists to mobilize their forces
and champion causes of the working class. As Chase explains, “Economic vicissitude provided
the final ingredient for a Chartist revival in 1847-48. Chartism’s arguments carried greatest
weight and attracted widest support in circumstances of economic misfortune” (290). The
Chartist movement peaked during this economic depression, appealing to the destitute and
wretched, and from a peak, a decline follows. There were more publications, though, of Chartist
ideas: from only six in 1845-46 to ten in 1847 and 20 in 1848 (Chase 292), but even with the
prospect of Chartist success with increasing support, Chartism failed in 1848.
The failure of Chartism is not surprising considering events leading up to its 1848 rise
and fall. Chartism at the end of the 1840s was linked to another movement intended to benefit
the working class, this one successful: the repeal of the Corn Laws in June 1846.8 Theodore
Hoppen describes the repeal of the Corn Laws as a pivotal point in mid-Victorian politics: “By
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its drama and parliamentary excitement it gathered to itself deep feelings of movement,
transition, and order” (127). But ironically, Chartists lost steam after the repeal of the Corn
Laws. Chartists tried to capitalize on the economic downturn and the growth of popular
sentiment in defense of the repeal of the Corn Laws. As a result of a success in favor of the
working class, though, the economic, social, and political environment was not hospitable to
Chartist ideas and the Chartists were “the major contemporary exponents of unrest” (Hoppen
129). The Chartists could not rally together or rally enough support: “While only discontent with
the limited nature of the franchise reforms of 1832 had ever united Chartists as a whole—on
factory legislation, the poor laws, and other social matters their opinions differed—so long as the
state could consistently be pictured as hostile to working people this had not mattered greatly”
(Hoppen 129). The conditions for the Chartist movement, and by extension the rights of the
working class, were not optimal at the end of the decade. One victory being seen as sufficient,
advocacy for rights of the working class dwindled, leaving some less protected and encouraging
them to look elsewhere for opportunity.
I have shown how Brontë had anxiety over the radical events stirring class consciousness
and unrest throughout Europe, but Gaskell had anxiety over the struggles of the working class as
well. Most of the revolutions of 1848 occurred shortly after Gaskell wrote Mary Barton but
before she wrote her preface in October of that year. Gaskell’s story portrays an insurrection
against a millowner and the turmoil that results. Industry in Manchester generated strife among
classes, similar to the struggles seen throughout Europe in 1848. Gaskell’s own concerns
provided material for her novel. In her “Preface” to Mary Barton, Gaskell explains, “I had
always felt a deep sympathy with the careworn men, who looked as if doomed to struggle
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through their lives in strange alternations between work and want…. It is enough to say, that this
belief of the injustice and unkindness which they endure from their fellow-creatures, taints what
might be resignation to God’s will, and turns it to revenge” (3). Gaskell understands and
provides reasons for the crimes that “too many of the poor uneducated factory workers of
Manchester” commit (3), especially against those whom they see as responsible for their bleak
living conditions. Insurrections among the underprivileged appear to Gaskell to be natural
consequences of economic disparities, and this commotion caused Gaskell to become “more
anxious … to give some utterance to the agony which from time to time convulses this dumb
people” (3). Gaskell’s story reflects the anxiety and pain many British people had about relations
between the classes.
The period in which Gaskell and Brontë were writing may have been tumultuous across
Europe, but clearly Great Britain faced its own turmoil. Great Britain’s focus on expanding its
empire required that others perceive its strength, not only its hard power in the form of military
and economic supremacy but also its soft power, in the form of its cultural appeal and economic
opportunities. Of course, Great Britain needed to keep itself intact before worrying about how it
could export its ideas and governance abroad. The British expanded their empire during this part
of the century; it also explored new relations with the major colonies (Hoppen 153), and
“[n]either in India nor elsewhere was there much sign of that ‘retreat from empire’ once thought
to have characterized the middle third of the nineteenth century” (Hoppen 157). Clearly, to
remain strong, Great Britain was looking abroad during this time, one in which internal turmoil
was threatening such major Western states as Italy and France.
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However strong Great Britain was militarily and economically, it needed power other
than brute strength. Nye points out that another great power in history, the United States, has also
found that it needs other forms of power as well: “[M]ilitary power alone cannot produce the
outcomes we want on many of the issues that matter to Americans” (The Paradox of American
Power xv). In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, Nye suggests, American influence can
extend further if American ideas are appealing to other independent states. Nye points out the
challenges of being the leading world power. Talking specifically about the current global
power, he argues, “In fact, the real challenges to [American] power are coming on cat’s feet in
the night, and ironically, [American] desire to go it alone may ultimately weaken [Americans]”
(The Paradox of American Power xiii). He argues that Americans must focus on their soft
power, much as some Victorians facilitated harmonious international relations by establishing
cultural relevance.
The parallel between the current leading world power and the nineteenth-century’s
leading world power is an apt one to draw. Great Britain needed others to sympathize with its
culture. The British people needed to export their culture in various and sundry ways; in other
words, Great Britain could not maintain its strength by itself. Based on Nye’s theory, there would
be incentive to relate to a former colony at a time when people across Europe were increasingly
nationalistic and revolutionary. The British needed to show warmth toward the cultures of
autonomous states they were trying to attract. Peace with the United States could provide hope to
the British that there could be harmony between two historically feuding parties and secure
Britain’s hold on Canada.
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It is important to explain the value of America’s and Canada’s soft power before
explaining how their soft power is reflected in Gaskell and Brontë’s novels. First, as I have
already noted but will explain further in this section, soft power is perceived. Second, soft power
is competitive, which is apparent from the evident British interest in sharing values with the
United States; if one state develops more strength, others want and need to boost their appeal or
align themselves with the popular culture. Third, soft power is very real, which I will explain in
great detail in the separate discussions of the two novels later in this chapter; people could not
perceive strength where a country was lacking.

II. Perceived Soft Power

As I have argued, soft power must either be perceived or imagined. These British authors
appreciated the imagination, which was important for their idealization of opportunities in all of
North America. And favorable perceptions of either Canada or the United States affected the
other; with Canada more desirable, Great Britain would have greater need to pacify the United
States, and with America’s increasing attractiveness, Canada becomes the gateway for Britain to
capitalize on America’s soft power gains. Brontë and Gaskell imagined the vast space in the
North America wilderness waiting to be written and developed, or in other words, North
America’s idealistic charm. They had reason to perceive another’s strength. The sociopolitical
climate in Europe and England at the time Gaskell and Brontë wrote and published Mary Barton
and Shirley deprived underprivileged people of hope for progress. Conditions were still
depressed for workers, and Canada and the United States provided more opportunities for the
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dissatisfied of England. However truly bleak the reality in England was, and however truly
lucrative opportunities across the Atlantic actually were, Canada and the United States must have
possessed the appearance of considerable opportunity; otherwise, the greater opportunities would
make little difference to those east of the Atlantic. North America actually did possess attractive
qualities and opportunities, but as I showed with Dickens and Marryat in Chapter 1, experience
with the reality can taint ideal perceptions of a country’s strengths. Furthermore, advantageous
conditions appear more advantageous to the mind that must imagine rather than rely on
experience.
Brontë’s depiction of the imagination in her fiction indirectly shows her ability to
perceive North America’s strength. Brontë never travelled to North America, where she would
have received a concrete basis for Robert and Louis Moore’s interest in travelling west. Instead,
Brontë relies on a fictional construction of a place that exists more in her mind than in reality.
Brontë understood the importance of the imagination, or creative ambition, in authorship; she
saw the author’s role as interpreter of the Truth. In other words, as an author, she had a
responsibility to uphold both her creative impulse and her sense of reality. In a letter to W.S.
Williams dated in early September 1848, Brontë describes her style as unique and creative:
The standard heros and heroines of novels, are personages in whom I could never, from
childhood upwards, take an interest, believe to be natural, or wish to imitate: were I
obliged to copy any former novelist, even the greatest, even Scott, in anything, I would
not write—Unless I have something of my own to say, and a way of my own to say it in,
I have no business to publish; unless I can look beyond the greatest Masters, and study
Nature herself, I have no right to paint; unless I can have the courage to use the language
of Truth in preference to the jargon of Conventionality, I ought to be silent. (2: 118)
Brontë is advocating both fidelity to Truth and Nature on the one hand and to creativity on the
other. She must present what she sees in her own way; otherwise, she has no purpose in creating.
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To imitate is to undermine her craft; therefore, she must use her imagination to present the
world, for without her own way of thinking, there is no originality in her art. Though not
described specifically in the above passage, using imaginative faculties, creating her own
depiction of reality, is how Brontë can distinguish herself from literary archetypes and thereby
her predecessors. Instead of following conventions, Brontë trusts her creative authority.
The imagination, essential to soft power, enables Brontë and Gaskell alike to “paint” the
world in new ways and explore new worlds. Gaskell, though, was also interested in the
imagination as a solution to social problems. From critics such as Terry Eagleton, who
coincidentally recognizes “Gaskellian” elements in Shirley (46), to critics such as Lucasta Miller,
who actively resists the associations many critics have found between the two novels discussed
in this chapter, the similarities have drawn critical attention for decades. In Mary Barton
imagination is crucial to characters’ survival, and Gaskell draws the ideal/material struggle,
which will receive thorough examination in the second half of this chapter, to the forefront of the
novel’s topics. Gaskell explains in the novel’s preface that she wrote a “romance in the lives of
some of those who elbowed [her] daily in the busy streets” (3). Gaskell explicitly frames her
story as a romance, a work that grew from the imagination.
That the depictions of North America exist more in the authors’ imaginations than in their
first-hand knowledge shows the degree of Canada’s and America’s power, its idealistic charm.
Brontë and Gaskell depict or refer to new worlds unfamiliar to them, in addition to presenting
familiar settings filtered through their imaginations. The obvious examples of the authors’
imaginations of other worlds or regions are of worlds they never explored. Shu Chuan Yan
explains the depiction of worlds unknown personally to Gaskell as figments of her imagination:
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“Like the traditional British women in the nineteenth century, Gaskell never visited geographical
peripheries like India, Africa, the Pacific, or Canada (though she had travelled in Europe), and
therefore her accounts of these regions were entirely an expression of her literary imagination”
(76). Gaskell’s imagination enables her to write about less provincial settings and acknowledge
the transatlantic world and economy. The limitation of experience, then, can foster the
imagination’s abilities; in other words, the more limited the experience, the more extensive the
imagination can be.
It is natural for these two novelists to encourage the imagination in their craft, especially
in depicting other spaces, because North America, particularly the United States, encouraged the
imagination. As a perceived place, perceived by many British authors, as I showed in Chapter 1,
as one largely unwritten and therefore ahistorical, North America could exist in people’s minds,
as an idea fed by the desires for more lucrative opportunities and spiritual peace. The
imagination is part of American culture specifically, and America needed to foster the
imagination because at times its reality was unattractive.9 Americans in particular had one
recourse, according to Robert Weisbuch, which would be the imagination, “since actual ages and
events could not be wished into prior existence” (153). There are stronger faculties of the
imagination in America than in Great Britain, Weisbuch would argue, for the imagination has
more flexibility in the unwritten places it can conceive.10 Weisbuch concludes, “America could
be imaged as a state of mind rather than as a state, as a flying goal rather than a landed fact, as

Robert Weisbuch characterizes America as lacking “classes, manners, institutions, but even … the literary
strategies that such a sense of history provides” (153).
9

10

Although Weisbuch acknowledges that America had unwritten space, America in fact had a culture, and it was
what attracted attention during these decades in the century and what repelled people later during the Civil War.
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the harbinger of a never-before future rather than as the bare result of a thin past” (165). Even
Weisbuch recognizes that America stands for a culture of ideas more than a state. To foreigners
without first-hand experience, then, America could possess the qualities they wish to see. It
could encourage a lively imagination.

III. The Competition over Soft Power

The second and third parts of soft power are that it is competitive and real. I have shown
that America and Canada were perceived to be alternatives to Great Britain, which is integral to
possessing soft power. Gaskell’s and Bronte’s imaginations predisposed them to capitalize on
the blank space of Canada and the United States, as first an opportunity to foster the peace of the
soul and second as an opportunity for economic gain. Also, America needed to be relevant on an
international scale to possess soft power; therefore, it is important to show that ideas and values
did link both American and British cultures, even though sometimes their forms of government
separated them. Inherent to a culture are the ideas it represents, and countries have used their
culture, or its constitutive ideas, to wield soft power. Authors publishing literature obviously
convey ideas representative of their culture and can promote both sympathy and hostility abroad;
therefore, the favorable sentiment toward North America in these two novels could increase
America’s, Canada’s, and Great Britain’s soft power. Nye explains the importance of literature in
communicating an ideology, fostering amicable international relations, and strengthening a
state’s influence on other states: “Great powers try to use culture and narrative to create soft
power that promotes their advantage, but it is not always an easy sell if the words and symbols
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are inconsistent with domestic realities” (The Future of Power 89-90). Of course, the liberal
ideas for which the New World stands appear inconsistent with U.S. practices before and during
the American Civil War, but at this apex of soft power in the nineteenth century at the end of the
1840s, warmth for North America had not dwindled as it would at the end of the next decade.11
And, as Nye shows, authors may possess power to win favor for their culture and to diminish
another culture’s attractiveness.
American authors were becoming more prominent, which in turn enhanced their culture’s
strength. The British thus had strong incentive to reassociate themselves with U.S. culture even
as Americans were redefining themselves as Americans. As has been widely acknowledged,
most recently by Amanda Claybaugh, “[i]n the antebellum period, the authors associated with
what would come to be called the American Renaissance sought to create such a literature by
renouncing their cultural inheritance from Europe” (The Novel of Purpose 12).12 If American
writers were trying to distinguish themselves from their European ancestors, some of those same
European ancestors saw a culture they could exploit, or at least one from which they did not want
to sever ties. In order for countries to remain competitive, they must adapt to shifts in values to
appear relevant and attractive, and adapting to change requires aligning with cultures whose
values are popular.
Authors at this time aligned British culture with U.S. culture. George Eliot recognized
similarities between Great Britain and the United States, even though at times she resisted
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This is an apex because, as I showed in Chapter 1, perceptions of North America were not altogether favorable at
the beginning of the decade, but favor was growing. By the beginning of the 1860s, North America fell into disfavor
with Great Britain or was ignored, as I will show in my next chapter.
Some critics, notably Eric Lorberer, of late consider the term “renaissance” to describe the mid-nineteenth-century
period in American literature to be a “misnomer” because the authors had not rebirthed anything (275).
12
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associations. The conflation of America and Great Britain was not new, though. In one review
from the 1850s, “she notes in passing that U.S. literature is characterized by ‘certain defects of
taste’ and ‘a sort of vague spiritualism and grandiloquence,’ but in many others she reads British
and U.S. authors alongside one another without alluding to national difference at all”
(Claybaugh, The Novel of Purpose 13). Exchange of ideas linked both cultures, and some even
found that they could enact change more effectively and on a greater scale if they could
effectually align themselves with another culture or boost enough enthusiasm elsewhere for
support.
Gaskell, as a Unitarian, admired the great nineteenth-century American figure Ralph
Waldo Emerson, thereby reacting to what could be regarded as the U.S.’s attempts to strengthen
its soft power. Emerson toured England during Gaskell’s lifetime and even visited Manchester.
No proof exists that Gaskell met Emerson, though her friends attended Emerson’s lectures.
Another great mind of the nineteenth century, Goethe, linked Emerson and Carlyle, and
Emerson’s visits to England promoted Goethe’s ideas. Peter Skrine ascribes interest in Goethe to
Gaskell because of the popularity of his ideas at the time Emerson was touring:
A major impetus to the appreciation of Goethe in mid-nineteenth-century Manchester
came in 1847, when the Gaskells were still living at 121 Upper Rumford Street. Late that
year the American thinker and former Unitarian minister, Ralph Waldo Emerson, paid a
visit to England—his second—to give a course of lectures on ‘Representative Men’ at the
Manchester Athenæum and the Liverpool Mechanics’ Institution. (76)
As is clear, intellectuals in Manchester eagerly received Emerson’s ideas and those of likeminded thinkers. These ideas connected the various cultures to one another, thereby providing a
foundation for stable transatlantic relations. If one culture appreciated the values of a second
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culture, the two cultures could trust one another more willingly and view the other as
sympathetic to their goals.
Emerson’s tour, which was not an atypical enterprise of influential thinkers at this time,
made his cutting-edge ideas more popular abroad and connected the two cultures, even though
his speeches were often global in focus; furthermore, Emerson’s presence in Manchester
influenced citizens to see America’s strength. Men like Emerson travelled to other countries to
promote their work, but their tours also served another purpose of promoting their country’s soft
power, or in this case cultural potential. As I showed in Chapter 1, literary figures were often
seen as cultural ambassadors of sorts, and Emerson, whatever his intention, promoted his culture
when he spoke to audiences. Nye assigns importance to these ambassadors of sorts in promoting
soft power; cultural ambassadors, in this case in the form of authors, are able to persuade “with
emotional appeals and narratives rather than pure logic” (Nye, The Future of Power 93). But an
agent trying to persuade a party must not be overtly manipulative or aggressive; otherwise the
narrative is “discounted as propaganda” and “loses persuasive power” (Nye, The Future of
Power 94). Nye emphasizes the role of the party upon whom the agent is exercising influence;
this party must perceive the power and not view it as force. Other authors provide literary
examples of cultural ambassadors trying to enact sociopolitical change. On a national level,
politician and novelist Benjamin Disraeli, for example, believed in the power of literature to
influence political and socioeconomic conditions when he published his novel Sybil, or The Two
Nations in 1845.
Some authors recognized that America was increasingly attracting Europeans but
perceived the United States as unworthy; Arnold was one of the British writers who commented
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on one of the most prominent American cultural ambassadors, Emerson.13 This attention of
Arnold to Emerson exemplifies America’s power in that an American had cultural appeal in
Great Britain. It is also appropriate to describe this attention within the context of America’s
increasingly relevant ideas, which I mentioned above. This mid-century surge in British interest
that may be found in Arnold, which is yet more interesting when we recall that Arnold is of
course the eminent Victorian essayist on the topic of culture, is remarkable. Arnold treats culture
as something that we can acquire or possess but also as an active force in its own right. Even
Arnold observes the U.S.’s cultural power, and at times in his writing he even concedes the
U.S.’s strength and appeal. In 1848, Arnold wrote to his mother after meeting Emerson on his
tour of England. Arnold acknowledges stature in Emerson, at least, remarking to his mother that
he is pleased with their exchange, though he “did not think him just to Wordsworth – he had a
very just appreciation of Miss Martineau which indeed no man of a certain delicacy of
intellectual organization can fail to have…. He gives our institutions as they are – aristocracy –
Church – &c five years, I heard last night: long enough certainly for patients already at death’s
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Even Brontë’s other novels offer examples of characters who interact with other cultures, or at least intend to
influence other cultures. In The Professor, William Crimsworth and Mademoiselle Reuter bid each other farewell
after a meeting, which takes place in Belgium where the novel is mostly set. Crimsworth says goodbye in the
manner to which he is accustomed in England, his native country, which is by extending his hand, though “it was
contrary to the etiquette of foreign habits” (64). He explains to her that that gesture “is the privilege of my country”
(64), and he intends to import some English customs to Belgium. His presence in a foreign country enables him to
acculturate Belgians to some English mores. Another character, St. John Rivers of Jane Eyre, has more aggressive
attentions abroad. He wants to convert supposed heathens in India and take Jane with him as his wife. Jane refuses
to go as his wife but does agree to go with him as his “comrade” (Brontë, Jane Eyre 414), though she has
reservations about the mission. St. John is on a mission that Nye warns about: the agents, or ambassadors, must not
be overtly hostile to the other culture or dogmatic about their own. Whether or not St. John is the typical Englishman
abroad, he represents the British culture to people unfamiliar with British customs. The practice of exporting culture,
though, and of exchanging ideas to facilitate relations in favor of a strong Great Britain is subject matter of these
novels. Furthermore, these examples show that Brontë understood the importance of two states sharing values so as
to strengthen Great Britain’s relevance both by exporting British values and ideas and by adapting British values to
values elsewhere.
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door to have to die in” (Letters 41-42). Though Arnold cites Emerson in disagreement, he
nonetheless indicates that Emerson’s ideas are worth his notice and even his critique. This most
prominent American author is a competitor of British authors and essayists, whether Arnold
would like to admit so much or not. Arnold’s tone here is bitter and quickly hostile, which is
interesting considering Emerson’s broad appeal in 1848 in England.14 Protective of his country,
Arnold cannot attribute sense and verity to the American philosopher. Arnold’s treatment of the
United States and Emerson thus indicates America’s soft power, its competitiveness. Arnold may
protest against the culture in America because he actually does find it disgusting, but he also may
be trying to downplay the strength of a competitor.
Ideas and values shared among states provide a foundation for positive international
relations among those states. Nye explains how the exchange of ideas in our current globalized
age “can provide a basis for soft power that works in multiple directions” (The Future of Power
87). Nye is referring to relations with the United States, a current dominant world power, as was
Great Britain in the nineteenth century. Great Britain can export its own ideas, but, like the
United States currently, it may be “constrained to live up to values shared by others” if it wishes
to maintain its appeal (Nye, The Future of Power 87).15 In a multipolar world, however strong
one state is, dominant states must be considerate of other cultures. A dominant state in a
multipolar world loses soft power if it imposes itself on other strong powers. If Great Britain
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Paul Giles in Atlantic Republic discusses Emerson’s stature and his connection to many British liberals: “It was at
this time [1842 to 1850] that Emerson began to develop close links with the free trade campaigners in Britain: he
shared a lecture platform with Richard Cobden at the Free-Trade Hall in Manchester in November 1847, and heard
Cobden speak again at the free trade banquet in January 1848” (83).
We see this in St. John Rivers’s example from Jane Eyre. In this light, St. John Rivers could ultimately serve to
undermine his culture’s values, if his methods are perceived by other dominant powers as unattractive.
15
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shares values with other cultures, there is trust built into the relationship, trust which both
enables and limits Great Britain. To maintain the trust, Great Britain’s values could not be
disagreeable to a state it is trying to attract or appease.
Liberty, an ideal shared by many English and Americans, is of such desirability that
states sharing it can establish positive relations with one another and even forge alliances. These
authors who believe in liberty and champion rights of the underprivileged show an affinity for a
culture that ostensibly operates under the principle of liberty for all. (It is obvious that the reality
of life in the United States in the nineteenth century contradicted this idealistic picture of the
United States, but the reality is sometimes not as strong as the ideal vision people associate with
a state.) And American values of liberty and capitalistic prosperity, as we will now see, were
especially appealing to Europeans in 1848.
America’s soft power became even more important at the end of the 1840s when events
in other nations upset their political systems. Historians and political scientists, such as Paul
Schroeder, have agreed that 1848 was a pivotal year in international politics. And Brontë and
Gaskell responded to the world events at the end of the decade; they show awareness of the
attractiveness of American values and align themselves with American culture rather than with
the rest of Europe. They are indirectly urging their own country, which they would not entirely
forsake, to pay attention to increasingly attractive countries, ones that celebrate freedom and
provide means for their marginalized citizens to improve their lot. In doing so, I am arguing, the
authors are recognizing soft power in America; they are bearing witness to its attractiveness, and
they are also, more tactically, urging Great Britain to address the needs of citizens who are
inclined to abandon hope in their own country and to do so for its own sake. The quality of life in
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Mary Barton’s Manchester is so poor that Gaskell depicts even the weather as stifling: “Indeed,
there was no end to the evil prophesied during the continuance of that bleak east wind” (44). This
climate matches the straits of the working classes of this industrial city: “[T]he crowded alleys
and back streets of the neighbourhood [of Carsons’ mill] made a fire there particularly to be
dreaded … the east end of the factory, fronted into a very narrow back street, not twenty feet
wide, and miserably lighted and paved” (50). The air and space, not to mention the working
conditions in the mills, are harmful enough to Manchester inhabitants. These pictures of British
cities provide a fine contrast to lands with ample space and opportunity. Gaskell is urging her
country to pay attention to the deprivations of the masses, not only on moral but also on political
grounds, even on geopolitical grounds; these deprivations diminish Great Britain’s attractiveness.
Great Britain’s unattractiveness as exemplified in these novels can augment its
competitors’ soft power, especially if British people value the American ideal of liberty. Nye
draws a relationship between countries in competition for soft power: “Not only do actors try to
influence each other directly and indirectly through soft power; they also compete to deprive
each other of attractiveness and legitimacy, thus creating a disabling environment either in public
opinion in the other country and/or in the eyes of relevant third parties” (The Future of Power
99). England was losing appeal, its legitimacy even, to many of its citizens, and the United States
and Canada were attracting people away from England. At the end of the 1840s, Great Britain
was not keeping up with the rest of Europe, where revolutions ushered in a new liberalism; Miles
Taylor points out that “major reforms in both Britain and Ireland were effectively resisted for
another generation” (146). Great Britain fell short of the reform and revolution that hopeful
British people tried to enact, and Great Britain only slowly advanced towards the democratic,
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liberal ideals prevalent in America and the rest of Europe. The premise here, of course, is that
England and America are in competition, and England could gain soft power if it understood its
competitor’s appeal and matched it, potentially to supersede it eventually.
Due to violent upheaval between 1848 and 1850, America’s increased soft power
encouraged competitiveness with it, if not favorable attitudes toward it, among the British, which
is made evident by Gaskell’s and Brontë’s representations of it. International politics changed as
states themselves underwent drastic changes by revolution. As Schroeder explains, “[T]he events
of 1848 generally undermined the old monarchical-conservative spirit of 1815 and liberated new
forces of nationalism and liberalism, even in Eastern Europe, thereby changing the tone and
character of international politics” (5). Not only were there new ideas of nationalism, the turmoil
from these few years also resulted in stronger nationalism (Schroeder 5), which would encourage
states to form alliances with states that shared similar principles. Interested in avoiding its own
revolutions, revolutions that the Continent could inspire, Great Britain could turn away from the
Continent to lands still familiar but with relatively minimal political unrest.
America was not undergoing coups and revolutions that many governments in Europe
had experienced, and England, bent on preventing its own 1848 revolution, appreciated a land
where there was no rebellion against the government, or, if there recently had been, it was over
and done with, seemingly just a part of history. But the United States stood for many of the ideas
that propelled revolutionaries across Europe. The changes in England at the end of the 1840s
ushered in a new generation, the mid-Victorian generation, and have long been examined;16
however, scholars have failed to compare literature produced at both ends of the decade so as to
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See Hoppen, The Mid-Victorian Generation: 1846-1886.
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ascertain the changes in idea and practice in England as a function of America’s increasing
potential as an influential culture. There were changes in America, as well, that augmented its
soft power. America both stood for the idealism of the revolutionaries and represented refuge for
those in fear of revolution because of the time that passed since the American Revolution.
The United States was more attractive than many European states because it had more
stability and growth than many other Western states, such as France and Italy. As I mentioned,
revolution was not a threat to the United States. According to Tara Deshpande, “By this time, the
founding generation had died, severing the nation’s most obvious connection to the
Revolutionary era” (252). Furthermore, Deshpande points out that the United States possessed
potential for growth: “Increasing the sense of alienation that some Americans felt from the past
were the social and cultural changes of Jacksonian commercialism. At the same time, revolutions
in Europe were raising questions about how desirable revolution really was and what position the
United States should take in response to popular uprisings beyond its borders” (252). Revolution
was not desirable to many Britons, and America no longer represented revolution, as other
Western states were more closely and immediately linked to revolution. According to Tim
Roberts and Daniel Howe, revolution, as it did in Europe, did not appear contagious in North
America, even in Canada where previously revolution had threatened Great Britain’s strength:
“What looked at first like the disintegration of the European political order was welcomed by the
public of a triumphant United States. Just when the United States had confirmed its supremacy
over the North American continent news arrived of turmoil in reactionary Europe” (158). But
America’s ideological similarities with many European states as well as the appeal from
withstanding the revolutionary zeal sweeping across Europe enhanced its attractiveness. The
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U.S.’s revolutionary past was just that, part of the past, and “most Americans also felt somewhat
detached from the events they read about” (Roberts and Howe 158). America benefitted from the
increasingly popular liberal ideals among many European radicals and from its distance from the
turmoil and controversy rampant on the European continent. Revolution was more threatening in
Europe than in North America, where the U.S.’s revolution was part of history and where
Canada’s own independence was not asserted.
Furthermore, America was a more natural subject of interest for people who value liberty
than European states adopting democratic principles and government because the U.S.’s
revolution was a memory to very few British. The U.S.’s ideals gained more cachet from the
popular movements in Europe: “In 1848, more than later, US enthusiasm reflected a sense that
Europe and the USA were indeed growing closer together, based on the prospect for democratic
change in Europe and the flattering impression that that prospect had on most US observers”
(Roberts 79). Even in Great Britain, however fearful they were of revolution being exported from
the Continent, some causes of the revolutions across Europe were understandable. F.B. Smith
observes that the British, including Charlotte Brontë, who is seen as both radical at times and
reactionary at others, saw “[d]emands for a balanced constitution, a free press, less expenditure
on the aristocracy, army and bureaucracy, and the abolition of passports” as legitimate reasons
for struggle (69). Nevertheless, the British did not want revolution. America and Europe were
closer at this time than they were earlier in the century, even earlier in the decade, because
generally they shared more values after 1848, and America knew to capitalize on its soft power.
The United States “used Europe to salute US revolutionary origins” (Roberts 77), but it had the
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benefit of distance from its revolution. The United States saw its ideals spread throughout
Europe, and as a result America grew more attractive.
America’s attractive reformist ideals coupled with its seeming distance from revolution
increased its power because appearances matter. Although hard power enhances a country’s
strength, a country’s attractiveness also plays a large role in securing itself as a world power.
Great Britain was still strong, especially its military, but Nye points out, of current American
supremacy, that “military power alone cannot produce the outcomes we want on many of the
issues that matter to Americans” (The Paradox of American Power xv). The U.S.’s current
strength parallels nineteenth-century Great Britain’s military power. Great Britain could not use
its military strength to protect itself from popular ideas at the time, and American ideals were
already attractive to British individuals, especially people who needed more freedom than their
situations in Great Britain presented.
Great Britain would have interest in aligning itself with America, its competitor; shared
values and a visible secured presence in North America would help to steady its slipping foot.
Great Britain wanted to preserve its empire, which included Canada; therefore, a strong, but not
aggressive, presence in North America benefited the British imperial stronghold. Although North
America did not appear to face the political crises that many European states were confronting,
Great Britain and its empire were not immune to the popular uprisings in Europe. In addition to
campaigns of civil disobedience, riots, and rebellions in Ceylon, the Ionian Islands, and the
Eastern Cape, “[i]n Canada barricades went up in Montreal, and the Canadian parliament
building was burned down” (Taylor 152). A stable Great Britain could be measured only by
peace and prosperity both on the mainland and throughout the empire. But in North America,
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Canada was not the only location where ideas about revolution in Great Britain were growing.
Irish-Americans were inspired by the 1848 revolutions in Europe and hopeful for change in their
abandoned country, according to John Belchem (104). The widespread republicanism of 1848
enthused Irish-Americans; therefore, interest in all of North America would be a reasonable
solution for British to ameliorate transatlantic relations and reduce chances of turmoil at home.
Great Britain could quell some of the revolutionary republicans if it appeared more liberal,
aligning itself with America, that paragon of liberty. Threats in North America could weaken
Great Britain, if North America’s political systems were unsuccessful; thus, as exemplified in
Mary Barton and Shirley, British attention to North America in the novels, even of a favorable
sort, often still signified a desire to maintain Great Britain’s strength at home and abroad.17
That Great Britain lost land in North America in 1846 made this foothold across the
Atlantic that much more tenuous. With a weaker presence in North America and new U.S.
acquisitions, harmonious relations, often in the form of cultural exchanges such as the
publication and distribution of novels, with the United States, as well as Canada, were
imperative. With the Oregon Treaty of 1846, joint occupation of the Oregon Country ceased and
the United States was appeased. Great Britain feared war over the territory, and U.S.
expansionists were increasingly agitated, as Thomas McClintock demonstrates (96). Fear of war
before the treaty was evident in British newspapers, and relief was expressed in the British press
after the treaty settled the dispute (McClintock 98). With land lost and war averted, Great Britain
would look for peaceable means to maintain its influence in the area, which could be through
allying itself with its competitor.

This could appear to be obvious for Great Britain’s involvement in Canada at that time, but British interest in
America needs further explanation, as I set out to do in this chapter.
17
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To recap, American ideals looked relevant on the world stage, and the United States and
Canada appeared as alternatives to the European conflict. The United States, in particular, was
expanding, conquering more land and appearing stronger than ever. British people travelled to
the United States with less hostility than they did earlier in the decade; America appeared less
threatening to their livelihood. By the end of the 1840s, the British Victorian depiction of
America in fiction becomes both an attempt to capitalize on the U.S.’s relatively newfound
potential and a reminder to Great Britain to remain a competitor for soft power.
To make the argument that America’s soft power attracted Brontë and Gaskell at a time
when Great Britain’s soft power was diminishing and that Great Britain had incentive to share
values with its transatlantic competitor, we need to see precisely how the authors perceived and
were attracted to the various and sundry facets of American liberal ideals. Gaskell’s idealistic
characters are better suited than the strictly materialistic characters for life in North America,
while Brontë’s materialistic characters (more than idealistic characters) have potential to thrive
on the North American frontier. First I will show that in Gaskell’s Mary Barton the individual
who tends to the ideal or the spiritual, not necessarily at the expense of the material, does not
thrive in a traditional English setting. After this discussion of Mary Barton, I will analyze the
Moore brothers in Brontë’s Shirley, who are primarily motivated by economic growth. In
Brontë’s novel, we see that the individual who is limited financially in Great Britain is an
excellent candidate for emigration. Regardless of the difference between the two novels, as I will
close by showing, the authors indicate that underprivileged characters find opportunity in North
America because the traditional English society is less accepting of them than is society in North
America.
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IV. Spiritual Fulfillment in Gaskell’s North America

At the end of the 1840s, when Gaskell wrote and published Mary Barton, people
expressed doubts about the efficacy of utilitarian and other materialist endeavors, and for
novelists such as Gaskell and Dickens, the idealist pursuit of the moral sensibility countered
social problems. Albert Pionke points out that the materialist/idealist debate, even more
specifically the development of character, takes center stage in Gaskell’s novel: “[F]or
materialists, character was at once determined by circumstances and devoid of any metaphysical
dimension; for idealists, by contrast, character was the product of individual choice and could not
be fully understood apart from ineffable spiritual ends” (81). Ideas, expressions of the spirit, are
integral to a person’s character; therefore, attention to them in personal development may lead to
fulfillment. Gaskell’s novel can be seen as conflicted, as there is a material reality working
against idealist notions; however, the idealist concerns were lively and significant influences on
the subject of the novel.
The materialist/idealist debate is important in the economic context in England,
particularly in northern England where these two novels take place. Materialism and
utilitarianism that were fostered by industrialism challenged idealism; therefore, the authors who
idealized a space did so in order to defy the utilitarian foundations of thinkers such as Bentham
and James Mill. Even Thomas Carlyle, who famously evangelizes on behalf of work, argues that
people should not be devoid of spiritual fulfillment. Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus (1836) recoils
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from utilitarianism and clings to the ideas of great minds such as Goethe. An influential
Victorian on the subject of materiality and ideality, Carlyle argues that ideas make up a person;
therefore, as Carlyle describes it, human existence depends on some Idea: “All visible things are
Emblems.… Matter exists only spiritually, and to represent some Idea, and body it forth”
(Carlyle 56). The materiality of a thing is real, but Carlyle stipulates the real as a representation
of that which exists internally; in other words, the outer is the expression of the inner. Idealism is
indeed considerably more important to Carlyle than to utilitarians, and artists would have to
reject utilitarianism, at least partially.
Gaskell rejects utilitarianism when it encroaches on the freedom of the mind and spirit.
A subject that linked American and British cultures is the ideal/material debate, and Gaskell
promotes a balance, much like that which American authors such as Emerson recommend; in
turn, with America’s popular ideas abroad, America’s influence, its soft power, increased.
Gaskell concerns herself with the ideal/material debate, even specifically with Carlyle. Gaskell
sets out to write a tale while living in Manchester “in some rural scene” because of her “deep
relish and fond admiration for the country” (Mary Barton 3). Although Gaskell prefers an idyllic
rural setting to the harsh urban environment of Manchester for her novel, she is inspired by
events and people in her city. In this city, though, she shows there are immediate threats to
Mary’s economic security as a member of the working class. Mary engages in a relationship with
a powerful millowner’s son, Harry Carson, because he appears more attractive than Jem Wilson
initially; he, unlike Jem, has the financial means to satisfy her material desires. Carlyle’s ideas
frame at least one good reading of the novel, which is only natural, given that his words open the
novel. Jane Spencer recognized the importance of Carlyle to the novel’s ideas. Working from a
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tradition of criticism that connected Carlyle to Gaskell’s novel, Spencer feels Carlyle’s presence
from the beginning of the text with the epigraph (1).18 Spencer associates Carlyle with Mary
Barton from the evidence of Carlyle’s own language in the novel. Carlyle’s positive review of
the novel in a letter to Gaskell after she sent a copy aligns their views about the plight and
political underrepresentation of the working class. K.J. Fielding aptly notes that Gaskell was
thinking of Carlyle’s Chartism in creating Job Legh and John Barton as Chartists (42). Of
course, the similarities between Gaskell and Carlyle who champion the rights of the working
class are pertinent to the novel; however, there are other similarities that have bearing on other
topics in the novel, particularly the ideal/material debate.
The novel’s epigraph quoting Carlyle is appropriate for a novel concerned with the
idealist/materialist debate. Gaskell quotes Carlyle, “‘How knowest thou,’ may the distressed
Novel-wright exclaim, ‘that I, here where I sit, am the Foolishest of existing mortals; that this my
Long-ear of a fictitious Biography shall not find one and the other, into whose still longer ears it
may be the means, under Providence, of instilling somewhat?’” (1). By choosing these words
from Carlyle, Gaskell shows her intent to portray the afflictions of the human soul. Carlyle’s
quote has deep connections to the author, as “Novel-wright,” with its authoritative capitalized
first letter, attributes almost divine authority to the author. Carlyle then explains that no one,
more specifically no writer, is capable of knowing how foolish a writer may be in disseminating
truths. Although Gaskell intends to present the reality of Manchester, she has an interest in
emphasizing the ideal. Gaskell values the ideal and higher truth that people must search for in
themselves before they can discover them. Furthermore, Carlyle famously championed work in

18

See Tillotson, Novels of the Eighteen-Forties.
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Sartor Resartus, the material, as the manifestation of the soul, the ideal: “Our Works are the
mirror wherein the spirit first sees its national lineaments. Hence, too, the folly of that impossible
Precept, Know thyself; till it be translated into this partially possible one, Know what thou canst
work at” (126). Of course, Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus is a piece of satire, or as he called it
“fictitious Biography” (1). He is philosophizing, which shows effort to seriously examine human
nature, and propounds what he holds as truth; therefore, we can trust some of what he is saying.
Carlyle’s honestly held belief that a balance must be struck between the material and ideal
parallels Gaskell’s.
Carlyle’s goals are similar to Emerson’s, whose ideas are also evident in Mary Barton.
Although Gaskell opens with Carlyle, Emerson is not far removed from the sentiment expressed
in the Scot’s quote. In Carlyle and Emerson, Kenneth Marc Harris establishes connections
between the two men and their thought. Harris recognizes similarities between Carlyle’s work
and Emerson’s, particularly the seminal Nature. The distinction Emerson draws between
Materialists and Idealists, the latter being those who draw truth from introspection, pervades
Carlyle’s sentiments, as well; however, to Carlyle and Emerson, too much distance from the
material, or reality, could be unhealthy. Harris explains, “Neither Carlyle nor Emerson was
willing to accept the full implications of extreme idealism, which would deny the absolute
existence of an external reality independent of thought” (17). Carlyle and Emerson, then,
advocate idealism without a complete relinquishment of materialism. Gaskell’s philosophy, too,
is not different from this idealism that materialism threatens; Gaskell grapples with these issues
in her novel and establishes some harmony between the two when Jem and Mary own property
in Canada at the novel’s finish, as I will show later.
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One of the most prominent figures of his time, Emerson communicates ideas that are
potentially progressive or recalcitrant, depending on their transmission. Gaskell was warm to
Emerson’s ideas, though, and her interest in Emerson is conspicuous in her novel. Strong idealist
impulses are evident when Gaskell mentions Emerson in the middle of the novel. Gaskell
portrays the Carson family in her novel as self-serving, non-idealist people; they are not capable
of much thought beyond what satisfies their material desires, in part because they lack education.
Harry Carson does not appreciate Mary for her mind but for her aesthetically pleasing demeanor,
her sexual appeal, and her submissiveness. In the scene before his family learns of his murder,
Harry’s three sisters appear just as shallow as he is. The girls are not serious and take intellectual
pursuits lightly:
The three girls were by themselves in the comfortable, elegant, well-lighted
drawing-room; and, like many similarly situated young ladies, they did not
exactly know what to do to while away the time until the tea-hour. The elder two had
been at a dancing-party the night before, and were listless and sleepy in
consequence. One tried to read ‘Emerson’s Essays,’ and fell asleep in the
attempt; the other was turning over a parcel of new songs, in order to select
what she liked. Amy, the youngest, was copying some manuscript music. (201)
The Carson girls are frivolous in their interests and occupations. Gaskell inserts Emerson as
someone the typically inanely materialistic do not appreciate because they cannot grasp ideal
beauty and peace. The reference to Emerson, who represents American culture as I have already
shown, signifies Gaskell’s appreciation for the ideal as well as her criticism of people or
situations that undermine the ideal.
Gaskell’s appreciation for these values shared between enlightened British and American
thinkers is not only evident in her attention to Carlyle and Emerson but also in her construction
of her main character’s need for idealism. Mary Barton’s idealism suffers in Manchester. When
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Mary is confined both to Manchester and other industrial British cities and to suffer, she
struggles both to achieve independence and to realize her soul. Mary’s search for the ideal,
which consists of the soulful and the intellectual rather than the sensual, is not possible in
Manchester where she must be so concerned with the material that she must ignore her soul.
After Mary learns her father is guilty of Carson’s murder, not Jem, she is tormented to the depths
of her soul. Readers are reminded, “But think of Mary and what she was enduring. Picture to
yourself (for I cannot tell you) the armies of thoughts that met and clashed in her brain; and then
imagine the effort it cost her to be calm and quiet, and even in a faint way, cheerful and smiling
at times” (269). There is no rest for her until she clears Jem’s name, and even then she is left
feeling empty from Jem’s trial. Eventually, Mary finds greater peace, but only when her ideal
becomes a reality in North America, specifically Canada. Until they arrive in Canada, Jem and
Mary are not able to realize their peaceful ideal, which involves mental transcendence, in which
an individual’s mind elevates itself above material conditions or pursuits.
Emigration is a viable option for a family that needs to escape from economic straits in
England. The Manchester Mary Barton knows is a city predicated on economic barriers that
appear to be insurmountable. The suffering in England, or any place for that matter, could make
emigration appealing. Thus, Manchester is not a place where Mary can have the freedom to
explore her soul. Manchester has a vicious hold over its inhabitants who cannot engage in
spiritual reflection or intellectual activity because they cannot see beyond their more material
woes. There are characters like Mary who have high ambitions, but Manchester suppresses them.
After Mary’s mother’s death, her father John descends into addictive and abusive behavior;
Manchester ensnares the once slightly optimistic man in his class position. Before John becomes
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a murderer, he has hope, and he has a soul: “John Barton became a Chartist, a Communist, all
that is commonly called wild and visionary. Ay! but being visionary is something. It shows a
soul, a being not altogether sensual; a creature who looks forward for others, if not for himself”
(170). Barton’s vision is “wild” and at odds with the social reality of Manchester; Manchester’s
economic structure prevents Barton from reaching his ideal. Barton has a vision for progress, but
he is not in a space that preserves his mental peace. What Gaskell recognizes is that there are
barriers; there is a ceiling designed to suppress individuals’ freedom, freedom without which
individuals cannot realize their potential.
Because of socioeconomic barriers, Mary does not have material security, which makes
her preoccupied with it. Mary, underprivileged, is caught up in the frivolity of the materialism in
Manchester, and Canada provides the realization of the ideal of freedom and mental and
economic security; little wonder when it is made clear she must overcome those material
impediments to find the happiness abroad at the novel’s end. Mary is concerned with social
appearances and the material at the beginning of the novel. Mary even concerns herself with
dress when she visits friends she has known her entire life and who live as humbly as she and her
working-class father do: “[T]he truth was, Mary was dressing herself; yes, to come to poor old
Alice’s – she thought it worth while to consider what gown she should put on” (31). Mary’s
appearance is central to her motivation initially, as she is concerned with how others perceive her
and wants to make an impression, even with people who can perceive artifice in the Mary they
know so well. Furthermore, people often respond to Mary as she wishes and see her loveliness,
as she was “pretty often gratified” (31); with this sort of positive reinforcement, Mary has more
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motivation to concern herself with what is material, even in the most literal sense. Instead of
being guided by her soul or her intellect, Mary is guided by her superficial desires.
Mary is close to finding peace when she frees Jem from a wrongful charge of murder and
professes her love. But, it is important to note, to achieve it fully, she must move to Canada and
inhabit a land that permits her to disentangle her thoughts and unfetter her mind. Oddly but
significantly, Mary is most physically distressed after she exonerates Jem and professes her love
for him, both heavy burdens on her tired heart and mind. The moment before Will bursts in the
courtroom Mary exclaims, “Oh, Jem! Jem! you’re saved; and I am mad,” she says before she is
“instantly seized with convulsions” (326). Mary is overcome with the stress of seeking the truth
and saving Jem from his unjust fate. Mary cannot enjoy the promise of a happy life immediately
upon getting Jem free; indeed, she becomes an invalid due to serious mental agony. Chapter 33
opens after Jem is released: “She was where no words of peace, no soothing hopeful tidings
could reach her; in the ghastly spectral world of delirium” (332). Although Mary is outside of
Manchester and has found Liverpool less pernicious, Mary cannot escape the mental and
physical breakdown, as long as she remains in unsympathetic England. Mary is desperate now to
relocate to a space that protects her mind and soul. Mary’s ideas and needs are aligned, she
perceives, with the lifestyle in Canada, as I will show, and she can only thrive in a world that
ostensibly values mental transcendence as well as material security, a society that strikes a
balance between the ideal and material.19

19

Of course, the North American frontier represents these ideals, but in reality there were inequities in North
America that deprived marginalized people of their freedom and peace, obviously. That Gaskell imagines Canada, in
particular, to possess these qualities demonstrates Canada’s appeal and thereby its soft power.
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Mary has not yet considered emigrating from England, but Jem and Mary must relocate
in order to free themselves from the squalid and constricting environment in Manchester. The
conditions in England hamper Jem and Mary’s economic livelihood, which obstructs their
spiritual transformation. Jem, “who even hated freedom procured for him” when Harry Carson
took the blame for the fight between him and Jem (179), would have to start a new life to be able
to free himself, for freedom in Manchester would only be granted to him; Jem could not earn it
on his own accord. Jem does not want someone to give him rights; he wants to claim his rights,
to take them for himself. When Mr. Duncombe offers a position as instrument maker in the
Agricultural College at Toronto, providing a house and land, Jem does not hesitate to accept the
opportunity. In Canada, Jem and Mary will have their freedom from the stifling Manchester and
thrive off their own plot of land. North America generally provides more unoccupied and less
industrialized land than England can offer; therefore, Jem and Mary can begin afresh rather than
just ameliorate a perpetual struggle to survive in Manchester.
English cities particularly exemplify economic disparities in Great Britain; people profit
off of the working class that has no share of the profit. The material inequalities among the
English prevent many of them from achieving individual peace and idealizing liberty and
freedom; therefore, they would be attracted to countries that represent those ideals, countries that
possess more soft power. Soft power is competitive because it makes a country more attractive,
but because soft power is perceived, America must have an advantage over England but also
share enough values with England to encourage English people to consider America’s
opportunities. The Manchester that ensnares John Barton also impedes Mary’s development. By
the end of the novel when Mary and Jem commit to each other, they are not able to imagine a
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happy life in Manchester because of their socioeconomic circumstances and because Jem and
Mary suffered from the emotional stress of Jem’s trial for murder. When Jem first suggests
Canada to Mary, she says it makes no difference where she goes, as long as she is with Jem
(358). Yet it makes a significant difference. Gaskell selects Canada, part of the empire but across
the Atlantic, for her characters to find happiness. Canada as a settler colony in North America
does present different opportunities than England offers, but it befits Jem and Mary to settle
within the empire. It is clear that Mary and Jem would never be able to live comfortably in
Manchester and thus other parts of England; however, the world is at Jem’s and Mary’s feet,
essentially. The couple wants to begin new lives, and North America, particularly Canada, is the
only option for their settlement. Mary’s presence in Canada is progress for her, in that she and
her husband can create a safe home and own land; they can become self-sufficient. Mary and
Jem are individualists when they arrive in Canada, with little dependence on anyone. Life in
Manchester is not conducive to Mary’s spiritual growth; rather, she is limited in this
environment. In showing how this major English city is limiting, England appears to be losing its
competitive edge in the balance of soft power, but Canada can be redemptive for Great Britain
facing volatile strife that was worsened by the European continental events of 1848. In this part
of North America, Jem and Mary are delivered from evil and strife; Canada, unlike England, is a
mental and physical refuge for Jem and Mary because England’s social problems inhibit the two
main characters, but Gaskell’s attention to Canada increases the attractiveness of both Canada
individually and the British Empire as a whole, even when England is weak.
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V. Material Charm of North America

Although Brontë appreciates idealism just as Gaskell desires material comforts for her
characters, Brontë in Shirley focuses more on the materialistic appeal of North America than
Gaskell does in Mary Barton; therein lies the main difference between the two novels, a
difference which exemplifies North America’s varied and powerful attractiveness at the end of
the 1840s. North America’s appeal was so strong that diverse characters with different material
and spiritual needs expected to find equal fulfillment across the Atlantic. The difference between
these two novels, then, requires separate treatment of them, as I have already argued. Brontë’s
Louis and Robert Moore, brothers who are marginalized with different financial constraints in
Great Britain, consider immigrating to North America for economic opportunity. They could
accept the solitude of farming in North America for the sake of their economic progress;
however, as I have already shown, characters in Mary Barton also seek emotional and spiritual
fulfillment in a land that appears to give them the liberty to do so, and this land often is wild,
unsettled, and isolated compared to life in England. The authors’ characters were typified as
rugged individualists, in the case of the Moore brothers, or idealistic individualists, in the case of
Mary Barton and Jem Wilson, attempting to pursue mental and spiritual peace but suffering from
the restrictions of their station in English society. Often emigration from England to North
America meant fewer comforts, at least initially, and the most suitable people for immigration,
then, would be those who were accustomed to a dearth of luxuries but also those who could
thrive in an isolated environment. The Moore brothers are willing to make sacrifices to settle and
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prosper in an attractive land where apparently fewer economic constraints existed for White
males like themselves.
England is just stifling enough to impel characters to desire a life across the Atlantic. As I
showed earlier in the chapter, the attractiveness of American ideals of life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness was growing at this time because there were Europeans who felt deprived of
the opportunities that were abounding in North America but also because American ideas were
increasingly relevant to their native nations. North America also appeals to these characters
because, as Brontë makes clear, they are marginalized in their own country. Characters who are
more inclined to thirst for freedom are deprived and oppressed. Shirley and Mary Barton both
take up the Chartist struggles, among other issues. Amanda Claybaugh attributes the purpose of
transatlantic exchanges to reform, for reform-minded individuals influenced others across the
ocean, partially to “alter both” (The Novel of Purpose 3). Claybaugh shows how reform in the
United States infiltrated British politics:
In speeches, pamphlets and newspaper articles, reformers constantly cited the American
example as proof of the practicality of the measures they advocated. The People’s Charter
was essentially a proposal to reorganise British politics along American lines by
introducing universal manhood suffrage, biennial elections, secret ballots and equal
electoral districts. As the movement’s journal, The Charter, put it, “The inhabitants of the
United States are governed on the same principles of Chartism, the consequence of which
is that all legislation is bent towards the welfare of the many, and not of the few.” (The
Novel of Purpose 44)
The transatlantic relationship of reform focused on issues of workers’ rights and suffrage, the
condition of classes of people disenfranchised and socially immobile, and the novels that take up
the Chartist issue present American values. Although Louis and Robert Moore are not Chartists
and are concerned about their own predicament more than the plight of the working class, they
want to see changes in England, or at least changes that affect their lives, and Brontë is
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sympathetic to Chartist struggles. The marginalized characters, then, would have greater interest
in opportunities abroad (and the Moore brothers are indeed marginalized for their hybrid national
background, as I will explain), and North America’s strength of appeal is greater because there
are more reasons and situations in Great Britain at this time that encourage individuals to look
across the Atlantic for opportunities for growth.
North America’s attractiveness, its soft power, seduced many British people who were
sympathetic to the progressive ideals for which America stood. To an extent, Brontë accepts the
idea that American ideals were more appealing than the British sociopolitical system, but she
concedes the American way of life suited certain people. This is another example of Brontë
charmed by America yet not fully succumbing to its power. Brontë depicts liminal characters
who are better suited for life in the North American wilderness than in Great Britain. Although
the matters with international relevance that Brontë addresses in her historical novel are derived
from British perspectives, among the main characters whom she elects to represent the various
views on the turmoil are those whose sympathies are drawn to more than one country: the Moore
brothers. The Moore brothers’ personal history and familial lineage show how the North
American wilderness is a suitable place for the unconventional British subjects.
Robert Moore’s father married Hortense Gérard with the hopes of inheriting her father’s
share in a business that turned out to owe creditors; Robert came to the struggling business with
desires to salvage and expand the business and the family’s former greatness. Robert and his
sister Hortense operate in Belgian and English modes out of their heritage and upbringing, and
their dual behavior makes some English people distrustful of them; for example, Mr. Helstone
scorns French habits and eventually forbids his niece Caroline from taking French lessons from
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her cousin Hortense. Furthermore, other characters present more blatantly prejudiced views of
the Moore family’s position in society. Yorke is a “thoroughly English” gentleman without a
trace of Norman blood, quite the contrast to Robert Moore, the cultural hybrid (44). Although
Yorke appears to defend equality and condemns Moore for his treatment of the Yorkshire
workpeople, who are waging war against his machinery, he is narrow-minded still, something
especially apparent in his xenophobic remark in his spat with Moore: “Go back to Antwerp,
where you were born and bred, mauvaise tête” (43). The outsider does not belong in those parts,
and people keep Robert on the periphery. Robert is predisposed to thrive in the United States, in
particular, because his ethnic background resembles that of many Americans.
Both Canada and the United States were accepting emigrants from other countries in
increasing numbers at that time.20 Indeed, the United States and, to a lesser extent, Canada
attracted diverse individuals. According to Stanley Palmer, the decade immediately following the
events of 1848 was a high point in immigration to the United States from Europe. In the decade
after this 1848 idealism, 2,598,000 immigrants came to the U.S. and 94.4% were European, up
from 93.3% of immigrants the previous ten years (S. Palmer 116). In the previous decade, there
were 1,713,000 immigrants to the United States, but during the Civil War the idealism of 1848
appears to have declined (S. Palmer 116). Immigration decreased that decade, and the percentage
of immigrants who came from Europe declined as well. The European’s susceptibility to North
America’s soft power peaked in 1848.
The eclectic background of the Gérard-Moore siblings makes them suited for life in the
North American wilderness, and they represent the many Europeans venturing across the

As I noted in Chapter 1, before 1900 Canada “took in British and Irish almost exclusively” and the United States
“received everyone,” or at least it seemed comparatively so (Nugent 151).
20
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Atlantic at the time; they are outsiders in their country but have enough familial and capitalistic
connection to the land to align them with some values in their own country. Brontë chooses men
who are marginalized in Great Britain to be the characters interested in immigrating to North
America. These men, more than characters who have a less diverse ethnic background, appear
more likely to leave their country for greener pastures; in other words, these men perceive North
America’s strength in its appeal because their ethnic background would counter stalwart national
loyalty. Their perspective is unique because even open-minded, progressive characters in this
novel do not have the international experience they do. Therefore, Louis and Robert’s interest in
the North American West is more natural for them than for the wholly British characters because
they are able to perceive another country’s appeal.
North America’s ethnic makeup was diverse enough for the ethnically diverse Moore
brothers to be accepted into society, and their economic ambitions suit them to North American
life. Brontë perceived economic prosperity in North America, and North America did actually
prosper in this decade; its soft power from its economic opportunities was not only perceived but
also realized. North America offered economic opportunity, which in turn increases its
attractiveness, its soft power. North America became more attractive at the end of the decade
with the vast territorial acquisitions, some of which I have already mentioned, and lucrative work
opportunities. As I have argued, authors and emigrants from England were able to perceive
North America’s soft power because North America was actually attractive and presented
economic opportunities; it truly was the land of opportunity to many immigrants. By the middle
of 1848, the United States vastly expanded westward. At the end of the Mexican-American War
in 1848, the United States gained southwest territory with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
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Lisbeth Haas points out that the treaty ceded Mexican land to the United States which included
land in the present states of California, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado
(346). And although war preceded this great expansion in North America, Great Britain was
more fearful of the violent events in Europe that I have explained than the seemingly more mild
conflict in the western part of the United States. The United States benefited from the MexicanAmerican War; the United States not only looked stronger but also possessed more blank,
unwritten space for the adventurous, economically motivated emigrant from Great Britain.
Although economic power can be seen as a form of hard power, “economic resources can
also produce soft [power]” (Nye, The Future of Power 85). Economic resources “can be used to
attract [which is soft power] as well as coerce [which is hard power]” (Nye, The Future of Power
85). North American economic opportunities attracted British emigrants when England could
not compete in the same way. At this time, there were new opportunities for the adventurous
emigrant from Great Britain. As Stanley Palmer notes, the California Gold Rush of 1848-49
attracted people from all across the world, but the Gold Rush particularly attracted AngloAmerican men who sought to profit from the lucrative opportunity that upset the existing social
structure but also to prove their manliness. Before the Mexican cession of California territory,
there was virtually no Anglo Euroamerican population (S. Palmer 118), but “[w]ithin two years,
thanks to the gold rush, the region drew more than 100,000 English speakers, and California
entered the Union in 1850” (S. Palmer 118). Historian Christopher Herbert characterizes the
Anglo-American men attracted to California as strong and proud White men who proved their
ability to differentiate themselves from non-White men.21

The economic opportunities in the west increased America’s and Canada’s soft power, attracting men who sought
to prove themselves physically and establish themselves financially, and thereby attracting British novelists’ regard.
21
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The Moore brothers appear to be that type of adventurous emigrant interested in the
frontier territory where he or she can truly start anew. They are capable of establishing a
profitable enterprise in the west, for it does not appear that they would find the lifestyle of the
west unpleasant. As stated previously, for one country to have soft power, another country has to
recognize its appeal and share its values. The ruggedness of the North American frontier lifestyle
further demonstrates shared values between men like the Moore brothers and North American
frontier society; only certain personalities could be attracted to and thrive in North America, as I
have argued. At the beginning of the novel when Robert keeps watch over his station when the
crisis is volatile, Brontë describes him as preferring to sit alone to the company Malone would
bring, “for [Robert] liked a silent, sombre, unsafe solitude”; his “watchman’s musket would have
been company enough for him,” and “the full-flowing beck in the den would have delivered
continuously the discourse most genial to his ear” (31). Robert wants to handle matters on his
own and prefers solitude to the company of men, especially of Malone. He does not need other
individuals to stay attentive or interested; his mind can remain active without conversation with
others. This ability would suit Robert in the west, for he could withstand the less civilized area in
the west and even adapt to it. Laurence Kitzan describes the intellectual culture for emigrants
from England as sparse: “It was not a land that would immediately see a Bloomsbury type of
culture established, and presumably those who required it would not come. County culture,
complete with cricket matches and fox hunts, could be tried, though with limited success. To

In the 1850s, Charles Dickens even commented on the effects of the Gold Rush on British discontents; however,
Lillian Nayder points out that in articles and stories published in Household Words, Dickens often attributes the
resentment of people deprived of privilege in Great Britain and their desire to follow the opportunities abroad to
madness and disease (69). Still, this example of Dickens’s journal shows the widespread, and even unexpected,
attention to more lucrative endeavors across the Atlantic.
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succeed, it was necessary to become North American” (20). As relative newcomers to the
northern parts of England, individuals with a diverse national background, and unique persons
with a disposition conducive to succeeding in the wilderness in the west, the Moore brothers are
suitable types to leave England and adapt to a new culture. They would need to accept solitude at
times and resist the need for an intellectual support system to remain sharp and mentally stable.
The Moore brothers possess the mentality Kitzan observes in emigrants from England to
North America. The Moore brothers would be appropriate subjects beyond their varied
nationalistic background, for their dispositions are conducive to surviving and succeeding in the
west. In a conversation with Louis, Shirley concedes that Louis and Robert would be disposed to
comfort in the wilderness, presumably the wilderness in North America. Shirley remarks, “You
two might go forth homeless hunters to the loneliest western wilds; all would be well with you.
The hewn tree would make you a hut, the cleared forest yield you fields from its stripped bosom,
the buffalo would feel your rifle-shot, and with lowered horns and hump pay homage at your
feet” (576). Shirley sees in them differences from other men, which is why she is drawn to them
initially and why they sustain her interest; indeed, they are unlike many men in the north of
England, for they could create a life out of nothing, demonstrating their resourcefulness, which is
a characteristic of pioneers in the North American wilderness. Kitzan compares the differences
between the Canadian frontier and civilization in England, particularly its cities:
False-fronted stores, wooden sidewalks, and dusty, potholed streets did not add up to the
civilization of Manchester or London. On farms and ranches, isolation was supreme;
before the homesteads filled up it could be a long and uncomfortable journey to visit the
nearest neighbor. Living accommodations were rough, difficult to keep clean and
civilized in appearance, and work was hard, and apparently endless. Farmers had to learn
to adjust to the conditions of the prairies, and learn what would produce the best results.
(20)
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The Moore brothers would have to be comfortable on their own, isolated from civilization, and
learn how to provide for themselves. Minimal company meant for immigrants less socialization
and more personal responsibility to build their wealth. They would need to employ their
resourcefulness to adjust to the often harsh and invariably solitary conditions in the west.
Rugged individualism was necessary and valued on the North American frontier; workers
were more often directly connected to their product or their output, or at least it appeared this
way. People in North America often relied on their production and resourcefulness to live, and
this was admirable to people like the Moore brothers. British and Irish immigrants in North
America often wrote back to their homeland to attest to the great opportunities. One Irish
immigrant to New York, “Richard O’Gorman, an 1848 rebel who had fled Ireland, fearing arrest
by the British” (S. Palmer 122), sent a letter to a fellow Irish rebel leader about America’s
manifest destiny reality:
Every man that can should see the United States. The progress of the country … is
miraculous. There is the Yankee—wondrous energy, self-reliance, readiness in the use of
all his powers. He has … work to do, and he does it. The business of the day is to till the
land, cut down lumber, drain swamps, get rid of Indians, build railways, cities, states—
and our Yankee does it with surprising speed…. It is refreshing … to find that in this
effervescing process, our Irish countrymen have their share…. I want you to write at once
and say when you are coming. (qtd. in S. Palmer 122)
The racist language is disturbing and unacceptable, as were the racist practices in the United
States, but “getting rid of Indians” paved the way for pioneers like this Irish immigrant to settle
in a land where he could be self-reliant and cherish those principles thinkers like Emerson
promoted. O’Gorman was an eager immigrant to the United States and relayed its appeal to a
friend back home, which would enhance America’s soft power.
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Progress and production in North America were moving at fast speeds and needed willing
workers to maintain that speedy industrial and agricultural output. Like O’Gorman, Brontë’s (as
well as Gaskell’s) characters want to settle in a land that allows them to be independent and to
prosper by their merit. The characters are not interested in settling in a city or earning a wage;
they want to sustain themselves by the fruits of their own labor in the wilderness in North
America. A North American frontier lifestyle supported the ideas of greater opportunity across
the Atlantic that transatlantic figures planted in the minds of the discontented British. North
America was charming British individuals seeking a better life than that which England offered,
and Brontë and Gaskell find immigration to North America a viable, attractive option for
individuals who do not fit within the traditional British sociopolitical structure. Brontë’s
favorable depiction of North America suggests it seduces her but also that she is aware of North
America’s soft power and is capitalizing on the popular ideas.
As I have shown, Brontë could not present characters seduced by North America’s charm
had North America not actually possessed soft power and had they not been deprived of the
wherewithal to thrive in Great Britain. I will show that the Moore brothers felt economically
disabled in that culture and wanted to venture to North America for economic gain (Louis felt
stunted as a tutor and Robert’s mill ceased production due to international conflict). There were
circumstances, in addition to the westward expansion of the United States and the fears of
revolution in Great Britain and in its empire, which I discussed extensively at the beginning of
this chapter, that disillusioned men in Great Britain. Though still a primary means of
employment at the time of Shirley’s and Mary Barton’s publications, according to Hoppen,
decline in British agriculture led men with an interest in agrarian economy to North America
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(11). Within two decades of the middle of the century, “people were finding [more] work as
domestic servants than as workers on the land” (Hoppen 12). Just several years before the
publications of the novels, the repeal of the Corn Laws marked the ultimate decline of
agriculture:
The repeal of the Corn Laws, by removing the foundations upon which this state of things
had chiefly become based, set in train the gradual erosion of those landlord—tenant
congruities which only local interest had been able to generate and sustain. In this sense
1846 marks the crucial “point of no return”, the sentence of death ready to be carried into
execution when next agriculture experienced difficult times. (Hoppen 27)
The year 1846 brought great change to Britain’s economy on the mainland, and tenants were
deprived of opportunities.
Farmers were among the enfranchised, though, in the middle of the century (Hoppen 18),
but the underprivileged British sought political and economic reform. Furthermore, the decline in
farming meant the franchise was not extended to enough men. Because farming declined so
greatly in Victorian Britain, the few farmers who remained became more necessary. Farming,
then, was still perceived as a desirable occupation, though there were fewer opportunities for
British men in that endeavor. Increased industrial production in Great Britain would make the
vast wilderness in North America attractive to those whose previous opportunities were
eliminated. As I have mentioned in describing the Chartist movement in the 1840s, the middle
and working classes in Great Britain wanted to reform the political system that still preferred the
landed gentry, who held most of the power. In Shirley, William Farren, a kind, sympathetic
millworker, speaks with Robert Moore about his treatment toward the workers at Hollow’s Mill.
Farren represents a faction of the workers who have not been incited to violence but want to see
change. Farren negotiates, “Invention [of machinery at the mills] may be all right, but I know it
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isn’t right for poor folks to starve. Them that governs mun find a way to help us; they mun make
fresh orderations. Ye’ll say that’s hard to do. So mich louder mun we shout out then, for so much
slacker will t’ Parliament-men be to set on to a tough job” (132-33). Farren wants reform, not
necessarily violent revolution, but Moore resists Farren’s appeals. Moore, too, wants reform but
only to strengthen his business, which has suffered from the Orders in Council, as I mentioned at
the beginning of this chapter, that favor the landed gentry and neglect the needs of the middleclass mill owners and subsequently their working-class employees.
Because the landed gentry were still the most powerful, ownership of land was important
for economic opportunity and political gain; therefore, as Derek Fraser points out, “both before
and after 1846 many middle-class reformers recognized that parliamentary reform was an
essential ingredient in the battle against the dominance of land. The wider working-class faith in
parliamentary reform derived from the belief that only a democratization of the political system
could ensure justice to the people” (252). While middle-class reformers and working-class
reformers sought reform in different ways, both classes observed the importance of land
ownership in the political system. North America had undeveloped land that ostensibly provided
prime locations for British emigrants to make their wealth. And, as a sign that the Victorian
novel reflected the temperament of the age, note that Brontë does not consider North American
cities for her characters; rather, frontier land appeals to the characters.
The working class of course has reason for indignation, but men like Robert Moore also
had legitimate cause for feelings of frustration. Around the time the novel is set, the middle class
was upset with a landed Parliament resisting franchise reform (Hoppen 31). Hoppen defends the
middle-class position: “As a result, the middle class was the first of all the classes to be
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discovered by those with contemporary axes to grind” (31). Middle-class efforts to promote less
inequality were thwarted, which left them discontented. Robert and Louis Moore are
economically limited by their circumstances, and their attention to transatlantic opportunities is
evidence of North America’s attractiveness to middle-class men affected by Great Britain’s
economic and political policies and systems. Some of the localized events that take center stage
in the novel are working-class rebellions against mill owners in northern England; particularly in
this novel, Robert Moore, the owner of Hollow’s Mill, will not negotiate with his workers and
does not let the violent uprisings intimidate him. Robert is not making a profit off of his cloth, a
condition from which he suffers acutely for he has a surplus of it. The United States as his
market had been cut off and offended by the Orders in Council that forbade “neutral powers to
trade with France” (Shirley 29), limiting the financial means that could enable him to be more
generous with his workers and bringing the Yorkshire woolen trade to “the verge of ruin” (29).
His individual troubles are directly affected by orders that cut the United States off from trading
with Great Britain, extending one individual’s problems to the international scene. Although a
focus of Shirley is on Robert, the crisis affecting his business is not only a local problem.
The weariness in the north during the Luddite movement caused men to capitalize on
opportunities elsewhere.22 The working classes lost wages from the trade embargo and were
restless, but men like Robert were eager for change as well. The dissatisfaction with the living
and working conditions propelled the demoralized people to violence in some cases and
The Luddite movement is a subject of the novel and is a similar movement to Chartism during the ‘40s when
Brontë published the novel. An event at this time in history, an attack on William Cartwright’s mill, closely
resembles the attack on Robert Moore’s mill. In this movement, the Luddites represented the needs and rights of the
millworkers, who were underpaid and overworked. They reacted, sometimes violently, against the increasing
industrialization of England, especially the introduction of machines in factories. For more information about the
Luddite movement and Shirley, refer to Ken Hiltner’s “Shirley and the Luddites” and Albert Pionke’s “Reframing
the Luddites: Materialist and Idealist Models of Self in Charlotte Brontë's Shirley.”
22
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diminished national pride. Brontë explains of the period about which she is writing how war in
Europe left England “worn with long resistance” (29), if not weary, and half of England’s people
“were weary too, and cried out for peace on any terms” (29). Because the masses had unmet
needs and could not put meals on their tables, nationalistic idealism waned, for “[n]ational
honour was become a mere empty name, of no value in the eyes of many, because their sight was
dim with famine; and for a morsel of meat they would have sold their birthright” (29). The
conditions in the northern counties were dismal, on the verge of a “moral earthquake,” in which
“[e]ndurance, overgoaded, stretched the hand of fraternity to sedition” (30). The masses felt
unprotected, and eventually, at the crisis’s climax, the merchant classes felt the sting of the lack
of demand for the bountiful products that the more efficient machinery created. The national
spirit was dwindling, at least in the north, where characters such as Robert were frustrated in
their attempts to work and gain capital. The dismal situation in the setting of the novel could
make other settings, particularly North American western settings, more appealing, but it also
shows an international, more specifically transatlantic, understanding of the events in northern
England.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, which is the setting of Shirley, opportunities
in the United States were richer than those in Great Britain. The Orders in Council influenced the
struggles with workers that Robert Moore in Shirley tries to quell, if only indirectly, by
disrupting British trade with neutral countries in the resistance against Napoleon. As a
manufacturer, Robert Moore is losing money in the trade embargo and is subsequently linked to
America, which has been affected by the Orders. The history with the United States at this time
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encourages the capitalistic nature of Robert Moore, though ironically the North American
frontier is the land that can unfetter his mind and save him.
The lack of mobility in England creates even greater problems during the Orders in
Council, prompting individuals such as Robert to seek prosperity elsewhere. Because the Orders
close trade in the West, Robert has even more interest in enterprise there, even if he does not
consider permanent emigration from England yet. In a conversation with Mr. Yorke, Robert
contemplates the bleak circumstances in England that affect his means to meet the demands of
his workers:
If there was a point left in my affairs to strain, I would strain it till it cracked again; but I
received letters this morning which showed me pretty clearly where I stand, and it is not
far off the end of the plank. My foreign market, at any rate, is gorged. If there is no
change—if there dawns no prospect of peace—if the Orders in Council are not, at least,
suspended, so as to open our way in the West—I do not know where I am to turn. I see no
more light than if I were sealed in a rock, so that for me to pretend to offer a man a
livelihood would be to do a dishonest thing. (157-58)
Robert’s situation is darkened by the international crisis and is as incapable of improving as a
rock is of letting light penetrate. The comparison portrays the lack of trade as debilitating for
even the mill-owning class, for there is no solution or salvation from the destructive end without
looking outward. By the end of the novel, Robert is hopeless, made weary by the often stagnant,
when not worsening, conditions of Hollow’s Mill’s trade. He comments on the world in England:
“A cold, gray, yet quiet world lies round—a world where, if I hope little, I fear nothing” (560).
Robert has no expectations that his situation in England will improve because none of his efforts
change his bleak circumstances, all of which are ultimately tied to the international crisis. The
West in Shirley, then, through the Moore brothers, is an alternative to the place of limited gain
that they find in England at the time. As Brontë’s novel signifies, then, the West provides relief
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from the harsh conflicts in England; a more attractive place economically, it possesses soft
power.23
The New World allows the characters in these novels to assert their individuality and
their independence. The Moore brothers, interested in North America, want freedom, in concrete
terms, such as economic gain and opportunities to settle on vast areas of wilderness, but also in
an abstract sense. While Brontë’s characters interested in emigration ultimately want material
security, they yearn for ideal satisfaction, though not to the extent we see with Mary Barton and
Jem Wilson. This shows how important one satisfaction is to another; however much stronger
the one desire is, characters appear to desire material security in order to feel more empowered
and at peace. There are areas of North America that will give some men economic freedom, at
least something they can possess, and men like Brontë’s Louis Moore feel immobile in England.
While Robert and Louis are certainly motivated by their bleak economic circumstances, they
idealize the opportunities across the Atlantic. Their material circumstances make them feel
deficient in other areas of their lives; naturally, then, one of their reasons for seeking economic
gain is to feel more confident and fulfilled.
Louis, for example, has served as a tutor to the privileged Sympson family, an occupation
as limited for men as the governess occupation was for women in Great Britain. In the scene in

America’s perceived soft power, due to its increased economic strength, is evident in another Gaskell novel. North
and South presents struggles similar to those Robert Moore, as a mill owner, faces. When the mill owner John
Thornton and his mother discuss the implications of a strike, he explains some of the difficulties he faces with his
mill as a result of competition in America: “The Americans are getting their yarns so into the general market, that
our only chance is producing them at a lower rate.… [I]f we don’t get a fair share of the profits to compensate us for
our wear and tear here in England, we can move off to some other country” (143-144). There was growing
desperation in England in the middle of the century when Gaskell published these novels, and the U.S.’s larger role
in international economics contributed to Great Britain’s loss. Recognizing the U.S.’s profitable market, Great
Britain had incentive to remain competitive so as to increase its soft power to appeal to its own citizens before they
decide to emigrate.
23
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Shirley where Louis identifies the “virgin woods” of the New World as where he will settle,
Louis mentions to Shirley how limited his economic means have been in England:
A tutor I will never be again; never take a pupil after Henry and yourself; not again will I
sit habitually at another man's table—no more be the appendage of a family. I am now a
man of thirty; I have never been free since I was a boy of ten. I have such a thirst for
freedom, such a deep passion to know her and call her mine, such a day-desire and nightlonging to win her and possess her, I will not refuse to cross the Atlantic for her sake; her
I will follow deep into virgin woods. Mine it shall not be to accept a savage girl as a
slave—she could not be a wife. I know no white woman whom I love that would
accompany me; but I am certain Liberty will await me, sitting under a pine. When I call
her she will come to my loghouse, and she shall fill my arms. (577)
Louis’s position as a tutor does not give him financial security or freedom, and he has few
opportunities to prosper in England as the younger brother to Robert, the firstborn son; therefore,
he finds the North American frontier, the land of opportunity, enticing because on the frontier his
position as the younger brother would not limit him in the way the British system does. Louis
places all hope for a prosperous future in his immigration to North America, even if that requires
sacrifices in other areas of his life, but at least there he could attain this ideal of Liberty gained
through independence on the land. He could put aside an incomplete romantic life to enfold
Liberty in his embrace. He longs for something of his own, and he has lived and worked in
England with no land or capital to show for it. In England, the “unemployed underwent their
destiny—ate the bread and drank the waters of affliction” (Shirley 30). Although Louis is
employed as a tutor, he is unhappy in that occupation, but his birth and class limit his upward
mobility in England. Birth, rank, class, and gender determine the fate of individuals; therefore, to
obtain work that could lead to prosperity, Louis would have to look beyond Great Britain. North
America becomes an obvious choice to him because he shares many values the North American
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frontier life is predicated on, such as individualism; it is because of North America’s strength,
stemming from its attractive lifestyle, that Louis is interested in a transatlantic move.
Robert, on the other hand, wants freedom in North America, and while it is still economic
freedom, he does not suffer in the same way that Louis does. The conditions for those producing
and working in the line of production leave the masses in direful straits, presenting an unhopeful
situation in England. Thus, those individuals might need a change in setting if a change in
situation is not possible. The lack of mobility in England necessitates the characters who are
deeply affected by the crisis to consider opportunities in the West. In his solitude, Robert muses,
“Ruin will come, lay her axe to my fortune’s roots, and hew them down. I shall snatch a sapling,
I shall cross the sea, and plant it in American woods. Louis will go with me. Will none but Louis
go? I cannot tell—I have no right to ask” (560). He supposes that there will be ruin in England,
which will sever Robert from his foundations. He considers planting new roots; however, he
does not envision a new “sapling” growing in the English environment, for he could only reestablish himself in a different place, in North America. Familiar with his brother’s tendencies
and aspirations, Robert is confident that his brother will accompany him, for they share the same
work ethic and suffer under the system in England, albeit in different ways, Robert in Great
Britain’s laws limiting his industry and Louis in British customs of birth and rank. These two
men who have lost hope for improvement in England believe venturing out to North America
could give them more hope. The bleak conditions in England left people desperate for change,
and North America to them presented greater opportunities.
Robert expects rebirth from the lifestyle of the West. Robert explains to Mr. Yorke his
motivations over most of the novel, mainly how he proposed marriage foolishly to Shirley, Miss
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Keeldar. Robert still finds no hope in his situation in England and admits his resolve to venture
to the West: “I mean to work diligently, wait patiently, bear steadily. Let the worst come, I will
take my axe and an emigrant’s berth, and go out with Louis to the West; he and I have settled it.
No woman shall ever again look at me as Miss Keeldar looked, ever again feel towards me as
Miss Keeldar felt” (503). Robert is ashamed of his behavior, poor judgment, and dishonorable
motives, and he wishes to start anew in the West. He has resolved to start a new life and push his
shameful past with Shirley behind him. In the West, he will be able to create the life he wants for
himself, with patience and determination, of course.
North America’s appeal appears complete because individuals sympathize with American
values and lifestyles and feel discouraged by circumstances in Great Britain; furthermore, North
America’s frontier reality appears to support the perceptions many interested British people have
of land on the other side of the Atlantic. In Shirley, North America presents a reality of economic
gain for immigrants who were deprived of success and growth in England. Brontë, more than
Gaskell, capitalizes on the economic opportunities of North America, challenging English
traditions and supporting ideas of North America’s strength.

VI. Conclusion

North America’s – Canada’s and the U.S.’s – attractiveness and strength were more
pronounced at the end of the 1840s than at the beginning of the decade, as we saw from
Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit and Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada in Chapter 1, and
international relations theory provides reasons for increased Canadian and American power.
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Nye’s theory, though, is mainly concerned with American power in our modern age, not with
British imperial dominance in the Victorian era. But Nye’s sense of “American soft power
hegemony,” as he calls it (The Future of Power 88), suggests many similarities with Great
Britain’s apparent world dominance in the nineteenth century. Its dominance was “apparent”
because America was, as were European states, a player in a multipolar world, and Canada was
increasingly strong; even though the ubiquitous British Empire appeared to be, and was, strong
and independent, it too had to play with others. With America’s increased attractiveness, Great
Britain had both to show similarities between itself and America and in other moments to
distinguish itself.
Great Britain’s hard power was strong, strong enough to make it the mightiest power in
the century, and Great Britain of course possessed soft power, as it was a competitor with
America and possessed part of Canada as we know it today. But hard power does not necessarily
lead to soft power, which is important of course. For example, Great Britain used its hard power
to colonize India, but Great Britain was not attractive to India in the same way India was to Great
Britain (India could not exploit Great Britain as it was exploited); its power was not soft, not
attractive, but coercive. In turn, India did not have soft power, even though it was attractive.
India was vulnerable rather than powerful because attraction was asymmetrical (Nye, The Future
of Power 92). We learn from this relevant example that America was no longer vulnerable and
that Great Britain was potentially weaker with a stronger Canada. Great Britain could not exploit
North America, as it once did and as it could India, while America had power, hard and soft, and
as Canada was gaining its own strength. For the United States, attraction had to be symmetrical
and equal, then, and Great Britain had to be attractive to competitors and share interests with
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competitors. And for Canada, a British domain emerging into self-sovereignty, Great Britain
needed to acknowledge the fortitude of that colony without entirely exploiting it.
Great Britain needed enough hard power, which it did have, to maintain and expand its
empire, but soft power was also important. There is much to say about hard power, which
includes economic and military strength, during this century, but it is soft power, which may be
constituted by an attractive economy as well as appealing values and way of life, that attracted
emigrants from England. The characters in Shirley and Mary Barton want to leave England
because North America is more desirable and because England is losing appeal. The Moore
brothers and the Wilsons are attracted to the ideas the North American frontier represents and to
the economic opportunity.
In these two novels, North America has perceived attractiveness; its soft power signifies
nothing without a receptive audience. To the characters in these novels, North America signified
the economic opportunity and spiritual freedom of which many classes of people in England
were deprived. Gaskell and Brontë considered North America as a positive alternative to
England for characters who were marginalized and underprivileged in British society. Poorer
conditions in Great Britain and increased opportunities in North America marked a more positive
shift in the depiction of North America in fiction as well as an exponential rise in immigration to
North America. Published at the end of the 1840s, Elizabeth Gaskell’s Mary Barton and
Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley look westward for solutions to problems within England. Significant
changes, including California’s Gold Rush, the U.S.’s new acquisition of southwest territory, and
Emerson’s tour in England, increased America’s, as well as the broader frontier’s, appeal. North
America’s attractiveness, or soft power, was greater by the end of the decade, and the number of
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immigrants and Gaskell’s and Brontë’s novels reflect that. Their novels idealize land in North
America, referring to no specific province, state, or city, perceiving cultural differences and its
cultural strength rather generally.

CHAPTER 3
THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FACTORS IN AMERICA’S DIMINISHED SOFT
POWER IN 1860s BRITISH SENSATION NOVELS

In the preceding chapters, the relationship between the United States and Great Britain
resembles first rivals and then allies. In this chapter, we will see how British perceptions of their
own superiority and a weaker American culture made all of North America less important as a
competitor and ally. Great Britain’s stake in Canada was less important if the continent as a
whole possessed less potential, and with political restlessness in Canada coming to a head in
1867 with almost all Canadian provinces uniting under Confederation, Great Britain had less
influence in Canada. This example shows this decade was pivotal in world politics and in North
American history. From 1849, when Charlotte Brontë published Shirley, to the beginning of the
1860s, North America, both Canada and the United States, went through considerable change.
Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s The Octoroon and Charlotte Yonge’s The Trial, both popular novels
at the time of their publication in the 1860s, represent a shift in soft power from the United States
and Canada to Great Britain. Braddon and Yonge avow their staunch support of England as well
as their dislike of the United States, which of course at that time was facing violent upheaval, its
Civil War. North America as a whole never looked more unattractive to the British during the
Victorian period than in this decade. The 1860s are important to understanding transatlantic
relations during this century, as it is the first decade in which there was a decline overall in
immigration; in the 1850s, by contrast, the United States attracted a record number of immigrants
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and achieved a record percentage of European immigrants.1 And Walter Nugent points out that
migration fluctuations were similar between Canada and the United States. But favor toward
North America, especially the United States, cooled over the next decade as the United States
entered one of its bleakest periods, when the ideals of the New World no longer appeared
realistic, even to authors already inclined to imagine; additionally, America’s self-destruction
exposed Canada to internal problems and unwanted American refugees.2 These popular British
authors condemn the United States, which is not surprising; however, it is important to read these
works not just against the obvious social and political context but also as the authors’ attempts to
detract from U.S. soft power and enhance England’s. The tides turned for the United States, in
particular, and British writers, as arbiters of their culture, capitalized on America’s loss.
As I will argue, these two novels are important cultural capital for Great Britain; they
reward us for applying international relations theory to them. Popular sensation writer M.E.
Braddon wrote The Octoroon (1861) at one of the lowest points in American history, the Civil
War, and amidst escalating conflicts over the lack of international copyright laws. These
economic issues for writers combined with the social concerns in the United States of the time to
create a recipe for fiction that was less favorable toward the United States than any found in
Brontë’s and Gaskell’s novels. With attention at the moment diverted from English social
concerns, Braddon’s The Octoroon, for example, exploits the dramatic and tumultuous affairs

1

According to Stanley Palmer, the number of immigrants to the United States declined by almost 300,000 people in
the 1860s. And the percentage of immigrants to the U.S. from Europe in the 1850s peaked at 94.4% and declined for
the next two decades (116).
2

John Farthing remarks of the tension in Canada between U.S. influence and British influence. He thinks it would
be illogical for Canadians to “join up at once with the United States” in order to “have no more British traditions to
offend the purity of our North American existence” (31). Farthing incisively mocks attitudes that Canadians should
forsake British traditions for a cohesive North American identity.
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occurring in the United States. Likewise, Charlotte Yonge’s The Trial: More Links of the Daisy
Chain (1864), presents an unfavorable view of the United States. In The Trial, the sequel to The
Daisy Chain, or, Aspirations (1856), Yonge narrates events in the lives of two British families
but in a subplot diverts her attention from Great Britain to the United States, where several
outcast characters flee, to parts of the British Empire in Oceania, where nobly minded characters
strive to convert heathens. The United States serves as a contrast to Great Britain, which offers
opportunities in its empire not offered by the former. Yonge’s novel rejects earlier perceptions of
U.S. strength; with the U.S.’s internal strife, life in America no longer appears as attractive to the
foreigner. The novels discussed in this chapter, then, are products of their time. They reflect the
attitudes of the moment toward areas of the British Empire where Britain can exercise the most
control and toward the United States, thereby defining themselves as truly transatlantic.
This chapter follows a similar structure to the previous chapters, beginning with an
introduction to the critical tradition that has salvaged these texts from being entirely forgotten.
But while critics have kept a discourse alive, criticism of these novels needs revitalization. The
novels have mostly received attention because of their genre categorization or because there is
some debate as to whether they promote a feminist or patriarchal message. In Section II, I relate
the British imperial history to the novels and offer up reasons as to why North America receives
less or worse attention in the 1860s than it does in the preceding decades. This history shows
there were external factors that altered America’s soft power. After highlighting events in British
imperial history, I explain in the next three sections, Sections III, IV, and V, how internal factors
diminished America’s soft power and gave Braddon and Yonge incentive to portray America as
ugly as it really was. The American Civil War, changes in the quality of life for Americans, and
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America’s depravity were three major reasons why British authors had incentive to distance their
country’s culture from America’s. The toxicity of American values and culture jeopardized the
security of the alliances’ cultures, politics, and economics.

I. The Critical Tradition

It is important to discuss these works within an international relations context and not
traditional approaches for a variety of reasons. A review of the literature on these authors’ novels
will help to show how necessary is the overlooked perspective from international relations.
These novels are attracting more criticism of late, but scholars have long overlooked these works
altogether. As I will elaborate on later, critics have often dismissed these novelists either because
of the genre in which they were writing or because of the authors’ ostensible patriarchal
attitudes, which can be conflicting readings. But these novelists, popular in their lifetime,
accurately reflect dominant ideas and attitudes in Victorian England in the 1860s; therefore, at
the very least, these authors’ novels are worth scholarly attention simply because they represent
Victorian culture. As I will show, the dearth of criticism may encourage feminist scholars to
examine obvious features of the texts, such as portrayals of gender constructs, but the texts focus
on international events; therefore, a different theory, international relations theory, is necessary
to provide a framework to understand other dimensions of the texts and the culture they
represent. First, I will show the trends in scholarship and then show how international relations
theory illuminates the transatlantic focus of the novels. International relations theory explains
major trends in British Victorian literature in the 1860s when the English were responding to
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events in the New World that diminished its attractiveness and provided an opportunity to Great
Britain to advance its own culture and values. This international relations study of The Octoroon
and The Trial shows literature’s function in securing and reinforcing soft power gains and also
highlights features of the texts that have gone unnoticed.
Previous attention to these authors has largely involved discussions of the sensation genre
and the rise of crime fiction.3 June Sturrock points out that the first half of the 1860s was known
as the “sensation decade,” and Lady Audley’s Secret (1861) by Braddon is one of the popular
novels that set the tone for the decade (73). Sturrock identifies three novels that quintessentially
represent the genre during this decade, one being Charlotte Yonge’s The Trial. The novels
discussed as examples of this genre are thereby reduced to genre conventions, such as the murder
plot.
Other critics have observed other characteristics of the novels, the better to interpret them
as examples of different genres. They have read these women novelists’ works in a patriarchal
Victorian context. The Trial, which positions the American Civil War as one of the
contemporary events at the forefront of a subplot, has been discussed in terms of gender and
separate spheres ideology. According to Sturrock, considered as a sequel to the more feminine,
domestic The Daisy Chain, The Trial appears more sensational and masculine. The sequel has
this more masculine appearance, Sturrock argues, because it possesses a “plot of ‘masculine’
public events, such as … the American Civil War, and the settlement of the Mid-West” (75). In

According to William Baker and Kenneth Womack, the sensation genre popularized by Wilkie Collins’s serialized
The Woman in White (1859-60) and Braddon’s serialized Lady Audley’s Secret (1862) set “improper and mysterious
events within respectable domestic environments” and challenged social norms with its attention to the middle class
(22). One way the genre “transgressed accepted social boundaries” was “by inserting what had hitherto been seen as
the plebeian themes of violence, infidelity, and insanity into bourgeois settings” (Baker and Womack 22).
3
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other words, “Yonge’s work moves with the current of the time [that being sensational fiction]
from the secluded tranquillity [sic] of the domestic novel to the wider-ranging excitements of the
plot-driven novel” (Sturrock 75). Although Sturrock’s discussion acknowledges other interests of
the novel, the genre conventions still remain the focus of her criticism.
Although this chapter will not discuss the novels with a feminist lens, I must
acknowledge that The Trial and The Octoroon do support conventional Victorian attitudes about
gender roles and female submissiveness. Feminist critics contribute to scholarship on the texts in
meaningful and necessary ways. Independence and assertiveness in women are undesirable
characteristics in these novels. The authors enforce female submissiveness; when women are not
obedient, problems ensue. The entire plot of The Octoroon depends on Cora’s disobedience. Her
American father tells her not to come to the United States. She defies his instructions to obey
him and as a result is enslaved because her mother is of African descent. This is just one example
of a young woman in the novels punished for defying patriarchal expectations and racial
prejudice.
If critics are of one mind about Yonge’s patriarchalism, they dispute that Braddon’s
works promote patriarchal values. The Octoroon has received insufficient scholarly attention,
though, because Braddon’s more popular novels, such as Lady Audley’s Secret, tend to dominate
scholarship on Braddon, but scholarship on Braddon’s more popular novels discuss them with a
feminist framework. Eve M. Lynch comments on Braddon’s novels within a feminist framework.
Jill Matus focuses on Lady Audley’s Secret and finds patriarchal qualities in it: “[What] seems
primarily to be the matter with Lady Audley is that she threatens to violate class boundaries and
exclusions, and to get away with appropriating social power beyond her entitlement” (335). The
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heroine is punished for her violation of class and gender expectations. Nonetheless, as Katherine
Montwieler points out, “The heroines of such [sensation] novels challenged the domestic middleclass ideal of a passionless, devout, submissive daughter/wife” (47). There is no consensus on
Braddon challenging or accepting patriarchal norms, which gives critics reason to perpetuate the
discussion.
The feminist framework does help us to understand these texts, but we risk overlooking
certain prominent features of the texts if we only use that framework. The novels do encourage
feminist readings, which are valuable, and a feminist interpretation is compatible with an
international relations reading of the novels. After all, Yonge especially wants us to accept that
America appears to encourage these anti-feminine traits. Female characters struggle to assert
themselves, but the authors show that women are meant to moderate themselves. In The Trial,
Ella Ward develops too much of the American spirit because she wants independence. The Ward
women are in a boarding house in New York and hate it there. Ella expresses her discomfort
having lived there for fifteen weeks and asserts her own ideas: “Rosa Willis says what she
pleases, and so shall I. I don’t see the sense of being made a baby of, when every one else of our
age eats all they like, and is consulted about arrangements, and attends classes. And sister owns
she does not know half so much as Cora!” (237). But “[t]his regular declaration of American
independence confounded the two sisters [even Gertrude]” (Trial 237). Rosa Willis, an
American, discourages Ella from asking her oldest sister for permission to do things, because
apparently American girls do not even ask their mothers (258). Ella explains this in a letter to
Tom May, who is in England and becomes disappointed in Ella’s change in character. To the
traditionally British characters, the American independence the Ward sisters adopt is distressing.
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This commentary on a young female’s assertiveness is discussed in the context of British
attitudes toward the United States.
We see yet another example of the usefulness of understanding Yonge’s patriarchal
ideology and the international relations context. In The Trial, Averil Ward, the eldest Ward
sister, must learn to submit to her brother, Henry, who becomes the head of the household when
his father passes away. Averil assents to Henry’s insistence on accepting a risky business
proposal in the United States: “She had promised to be submissive and yielding. But was this the
time? And the boarding-house life – proverbially the worst for children – was fast Americanizing
Ella, while Minna drooped like a snowdrop in a hothouse, and idleness might be mischievous to
Henry” (243). Averil is submissive, which is here characterized as a more charming quality in a
woman than assertiveness. Cora Muller, Averil’s only American friend, is independent and
possesses qualities that are distasteful to Yonge, though she is interesting to Averil. Cora is “far
more independent and irresponsible than a young man at an English University”; little wonder
that she is “a constant marvel to Averil” (239). Averil is quite unlike American Cora; she has no
control over her money because, as the narrator points out, she once asserted herself in “trifles”
and subsequently lost her right to voice herself in greater matters, “the common retribution on an
opinionative woman of principle” (245). Averil, like Cora in The Octoroon, learns a lesson about
disobedience and must suffer for her insubordination. In The Trial, Yonge juxtaposes the
American Cora, whose boldness is unappealing, with Averil, who often embodies the desirable
feminine traits.
Although these texts promote patriarchal ideals, then, and as I will show, often in overt
ways, these novelists are not just promoting this ideology; they are also promoting another
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ideology, one which urges them to write literature as a means of strengthening their country’s
international reputation. The feminist readings of these texts are compatible with an international
relations reading of the novels (indeed, authors seeking soft power—nationalists—appear to be
masculinists, which would give feminist critics additional subjects for discussion), but the
feminist readings overlook that these novelists were integral parts in the development of their
nation’s power. However valuable these other discussions of the novels are, then, the novels
represent their culture more widely, showing their authors’ awareness of international as well as
domestic issues; therefore, we must examine the novels within an international relations context.
Perhaps critics struggle to read and understand these texts within a feminist framework because
that framework cannot adequately answer for the more masculine features (i.e., the public events
such as the American Civil War and the international backdrop) of the texts while the authors
champion the domestic sphere and feminine characters. If the feminist framework cannot explain
the international backdrop, scholarship on the texts demands an additional theory. The novelists
are using current events to negotiate international relations and reclaim Great Britain’s strength
when its competitor suffers.
I am not the first critic to recognize these authors’ works must be explained by some
other theory. Some critics do discuss Yonge’s novels in an international context; however, these
critics portray Yonge’s novels as conventional, focused on indoctrinating other cultures with
British values. Talia Schaffer has found that critics can sometimes stifle discussion of Yonge’s
texts in reaction to the reactionary and didactic moments, and this is problematic: “Thus, if we
read Yonge’s narratives against the grain as a realist author, we misrepresent her central motive;
yet if we read her as a pious pedagogue (as she would prefer), we can find nothing to say” (245).
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Elisabeth Jay emphasizes Charlotte Yonge’s religious background but wants to see critical
attention diversified. Yonge identifies with a radical movement; the Tractarians were displeased
with the Church of England, and Yonge’s commitment to this movement shows antiestablishment convictions.4 Jay argues, “Charlotte Yonge’s reputation rests upon her role as
Tractarianism’s leading novelist, but the sheer weight of her fiction has served to obscure other
facets of her productive literary career and the role she believed prose to play in the Tractarian
aesthetic” (43). Yonge’s central characters in The Trial, Leonard Ward and Ethel May, are
mouthpieces for religious fervor, conviction, and self-denial, which are prominent themes of the
novel and also desirable attitudes for feminine characters. The role of religion in the novel would
necessitate a discussion of Yonge’s didacticism; however, Yonge’s novel cannot be simplified to
a work of religious propaganda.
Critics, such as Susan Walton, do not look past Yonge’s motives for propagating
missionary work. Although she had such motives, we must remember that The Trial takes place
in America, not actually New Zealand, though eventually one of the central characters, Leonard
Ward, immigrates there. Walton points out, “Through novels such as The Daisy Chain (1856)
and The Trial (1864), she percolated information and encouraged positive attitudes about
overseas missions, even into the homes of those who did not subscribe to missionary periodicals”
(24). But Yonge is not just focused on propagating British culture, mostly a purified, traditional

Yonge’s childhood with the Keble family, main players in the Oxford Movement (aka the Tractarian Movement),
was the foundation for her literary and spiritual direction. Yonge shared her early stories with the John Keble and his
wife for their feedback. She even “became Keble’s favoured pupil” (Battiscombe 69). Keble, as the leader of the
Oxford Movement, sought to defend tradition within the Church of England so much so that people often suspected
the tractarians of popishness; however, Yonge maintained throughout her life that she was Catholic, not Roman
Catholic, which is evident in the title of her last work, Reasons why I am a Catholic and not a Roman Catholic. Her
biographer, Battiscombe, traces this allegiance to the influence of the major tractarians in her childhood (70).
4
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form of its religion, for imperial goals or even religious goals.5 Yonge, as well as Braddon, has
other motivations for keeping Great Britain strong. I will show how Nye’s concept of soft power
offers an explanation for the attention to New Zealand and America, respectively. Feminist
readings might offer explanations for Yonge’s and Braddon’s attention overseas, and
international relations theory is not incompatible with those conclusions; what international
relations theory offers, though, is an explanation of this international focus as a function of the
British culture’s strength and responsiveness to the weakness and strength of other countries.

II. British Emigrants and the Empire: External Factors in American Soft-Power Loss

I have shown how critics have established both Braddon and Yonge to be both traditional
and unconventional. This statement of the equivocality of their works becomes clearer in an
international relations context. Braddon and Yonge actively assert Great Britain’s cultural
strength over other countries, particularly the United States, but they are unconventional in
defying genre conventions and expectations for their writing. Theodore Hoppen notes that at that
time the British Empire was expanding, though British statesmen and subjects debated over both
retrenchment and expansion. Against this backdrop of British imperial expansion, The Trial and
The Octoroon have more cultural cachet because of their attention not only to the United States
but also to British colonies; therefore, I will first show that representations of Great Britain and
its colonies were favorable, replacing the New World as the land of opportunity. The external
factors that altered perceptions of America’s soft power are essential to my argument. Following

5

It is important to reiterate that the Oxford Movement was, even if in appearances only, concerned with returning
the Anglican Church to its traditions and not aligning itself with the Latin Rite of the Catholic Church.
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the discussion of the portrayals of the British Empire in these novels and the external factors that
detract from American power, I will point out the negative portrayals of the United States as a
function of internal factors, such as internal fighting, poor standards of living, and abhorred or
inconsistent values.
The United States lost soft power not only from its own problems, which I will explain in
detail later, but also because of Great Britain’s imperial strength, its possession of attractive
lands within its domain. Great Britain’s imperial strength depended on cohesiveness, and loss of
dominion over large territory would admit a chink in its empire. Great Britain was losing its
grasp on Canadian land and wanted to maintain its hard power over colonies; these are two
important factors in retrenchment. According to Nye’s theory, Great Britain would enhance its
soft power if it unfettered itself from unfortunate alliances, focused its attention on profitable
areas, and remained competitive, if not dominant, in Europe.
Great Britain’s soft power grew especially in the 1860s, but Great Britain’s pursuit of
hard power eclipsed its soft power at that time, though both are important. Great Britain and
other European countries were augmenting their hard power. According to Hoppen, potential
threats from powerful states in Europe focused Great Britain’s attention on hard power:
As Chancellor, Gladstone was determined to restore fiscal probity after the “excesses” of
the Crimean War. Unfortunately his return to office coincided with a revival of hysteria
about possible invasion from France. Increased spending on the French navy and coastal
defences by Napoleon III, British chauvinism over the Orsini affair, memories of the
Emperor’s uncle, and the existence of a good deal of semi-automatic Francophobia
combined to create widespread excitement among high and low alike. (212-13)
An arms race prompted by continued animosity towards France encouraged the British to
maintain a powerful military, or in other words to enhance its hard power. As a result of
considerable efforts from Palmerston, prime minister at the beginning of the decade, the British
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increased its military expenditure (Hoppen 213). Yet at the same time, soft power, in the form of
cultural strength and relevant values, was very important to Great Britain. Great Britain wanted
to be relevant across the world, and ultimately soft power determines a country’s international
reputation. Common aspects of distinct cultures establish bonds and thereby influence. If Great
Britain could establish its international cultural relevance, while simultaneously developing its
hard power, it would possess smart power, which is, as I have mentioned in previous chapters, a
combination of hard and soft power that shows how neither is sufficient alone.
Great Britain’s hard power was of course strong in the nineteenth century, but soft power
was also important. As we have seen in previous chapters, Great Britain could enhance its soft
power by detracting from a failing competitor, the United States, and demonstrating its cultural
relevance around the world, albeit within its empire. The British Empire was growing, and the
United States was no longer the open, undeveloped space that other lands, such as New Zealand,
were. But according to Hoppen, interest in other lands had just as much to do with domestic
affairs as it did with the appeal, though not power, of vulnerable, profitable lands: “In reality, the
pattern of British trade in the late nineteenth century reflected not merely domestic
developments, but changes in world trading as a whole” (295). Economies were changing, and
international influence on individual states’ economies grew. British interest in its eastern
colonies grew as well and attracted attention even from the royals. Queen Victoria’s son Prince
Alfie was sent to Australia as an ambassador in 1867 to be the first royal to travel there. A
voyage such as this demonstrates not only Australia’s attractiveness for colonization and
exploitation but also Great Britain’s cultural expansion. Indeed, British customs and culture
became more widespread in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
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Great Britain saw the need to remain competitive internationally as other countries
industrialized. Great Britain could not afford an unfortunate alliance at this point in the century.
Great Britain’s international dominance was precarious at that time because other countries were
developing alongside it. Nye points out about the United States in one era that “as other countries
develop their capabilities in these areas, the American lead will narrow” (The Future of Power
224). Such was true for Great Britain in the nineteenth century. When the Western developed
world shifted from agrarianism to industrialism, Great Britain was a trailblazer, thereby
benefitting the most. Furthermore, Great Britain “ruled the waves with a navy that had no peer”
(Nye, The Paradox of American Power 5), but other countries caught up. Hoppen views Great
Britain’s precarious dominance in terms of its inevitable decline: “As other countries
industrialized, so Britain could hardly retain her comparative position. Nor could she have
sustained the initial growth rates of the industrial revolution, however much these may now seem
moderate rather than jet-propelled” (306). Great Britain’s leadership in industry in Europe made
other states look up to it and emulate its progress. Inevitably, other states would follow suit,
catch up, and potentially surpass Great Britain. In the decades that followed the 1860s, British
growth decelerated. According to Hoppen, “After 1873 and even more notably after 1899 British
growth rates fell behind those of Germany, the United States, and (for the later period) France
and Italy as well” (306). Great Britain’s percentage of the world’s manufactured exports still
surpassed its competitors’ shares in the last three decades of the century but only marginally,
according to Hoppen (306). Great Britain’s hold on world markets was becoming tenuous, and
an alliance with the perceived morally repulsive United States (which I will explain in detail later
in the chapter) that could not remain unified could taint Great Britain by association.
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Indeed, Great Britain appeared to divert its attention from North America to the rest of
Europe and other parts of its empire. As I noted, Great Britain’s competitors at that present time
appeared to be on the European continent. The U.S.’s infighting during the Civil War provided
reason for the British to back away. The threat of disintegration, which European states faced
just a decade and a half before, diminished America’s soft power; therefore, at this time, the
United States was less of a competitor to the Europeans.6 In The Octoroon Braddon portrays
European countries negatively because they are competitors. Braddon represents the Spanish as
“haughty” (30), and the French were still dishonorable to the British; Braddon emphasizes that a
Frenchman supposedly killed Gerard Leslie’s business partner in a duel (16). European states
prove to be competitors and receive considerable attention; however, New World values and
culture were still interesting subjects to British writers. The United States still received attention
in British fiction at the time of its Civil War to emphasize its internal fighting and thereby its
diminished soft power. Unfavorable portrayals of America at that time reflect not only its
diminished soft power but also British effort to enhance its soft power.
Furthermore, the United States was less dependent on Great Britain, and Canada was
becoming so; therefore, Great Britain diverted its attention to fledgling countries and colonies.
The relationship between the United States and Great Britain was less codependent than at the
end of the 1840s, when these transatlantic partners depended on each other for soft as well as
hard power. And Canada was on the brink of becoming a self-governing dominion later in the

Although North America’s soft power diminished from the threat of disintegration, Nye reminds us that “America
has had a continental-scale economy immune from nationalist disintegration since 1865. For all the loose talk of
American empire, the United States is less tethered and has more degrees of freedom [in the twenty-first century]
than Britain had [at its imperial apex in the nineteenth century].... Whereas Britain faced rising neighbors in
Germany and Russia, America benefits from two oceans and weaker neighbors” (The Future of Power 156).
6
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1860s,7 thereby weakening the relations between Canada and England. Furthermore, the United
States was obviously preoccupied with its domestic affairs. In addition, Great Britain had more
economic interest in less developed areas than North America. Hoppen points to the changes in
British exports to show its new interest: “[T]he proportion of exports going to Germany and the
United States fell from 24 to 13 per cent between 1873 and 1913, while the proportion of exports
going to the relatively unsophisticated economies of Africa and Asia rose from 17 to 31 per cent,
with India in particular becoming increasingly important as time went on” (295). Hoppen points
out that British investment overseas rose toward the end of the nineteenth century, so much so
that by the end of it “Britain’s stock of overseas investments was more than twice as large as
those of Germany or France and twenty-four times as large as that of the United States” (Hoppen
303). From the points Hoppen makes, it is apparent that Great Britain’s attention was overseas,
which could be an obvious remark because of British imperial ambitions, but where British
attention was directed to remains remarkable. Great Britain was interested even in the European
continent, but attention across the Atlantic, as these two novels demonstrate and perpetuate, no
longer reflected American strength but rather British strength. Great Britain saw greater
opportunity to enhance its hard power in less developed economies than in the U.S.’s or
Canada’s, and Great Britain remained competitive, as well as dominant, in this area.8
As Great Britain became more competitive and attractive, naturally its colonies would
present prospects as well. It is important to show how the appeal of some colonies grew, though

Hoppen points out, “The British North America Act of 1867 setting up a Canadian Federation along what became
known as dominion lines was, therefore, among much else, a determined attempt to reduce calls upon the imperial
exchequer” (223).
8
As I explained in the introduction to this dissertation, economic strength can be used as hard power, to force, and
as soft power, to persuade.
7
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not all in the example of Canada, replacing the New World as the destination for the
marginalized people in Great Britain. Great Britain’s influence in North America was
diminishing during this decade. It was losing too much control of Canada, which was on the
brink of attaining self-governance; therefore, although it was invested in the Canadian and U.S.
economies, it needed to save face. Also, because the United States and, to a lesser degree,
Canada looked unstable, Great Britain needed to retain an appearance of strength and cohesion.
Prominent British figures, such as Gladstone, recognized at the beginning of the decade in which
Canada acquired its own dominion that endeavors to retain the territory were risky. As Hoppen
points out, “Canada continued to soak up money, not least because the potentially destabilizing
impact of the American Civil War (1861-5) required the dispatch of additional troops” (223).
Great Britain needed additional reinforcements on the North American continent so that it could
defend against agitation already sweeping the United States, upset that could spill over into its
northern neighbor.9 But Great Britain had economic interest in forfeiting rule to Canada: “The
British North America Act of 1867 setting up a Canadian Federation along what became known
as dominion lines was, therefore, among much else, a determined attempt to reduce calls upon
the imperial exchequer” (Hoppen 223).10 Great Britain was interested in maintaining its strength
without being threatened with revolt or weighed down by land that was not as profitable as it
once was or as profitable as newer lands were becoming.11 With less interest in Canada, Great

Katherine Morrison points out, “There was a close relationship between the American Civil War and Canada’s
Confederation, which came just two years after the end of that war. Canadians had watched the Civil War anxiously,
fearful that when the contentious issues were settled, the northern colonies would be the next object of American
expansionism” (21).
9

10

11

Canada was self-governing but was still under the British monarchy.

It is important to remember that changes in North America for Great Britain did not indicate a lack of imperial
interest. Hoppen points out, “From Britain’s point of view, therefore, all talk of imperial retrenchment proved
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Britain paid less attention to all of North America. Ironically, with one part of North America
growing stronger (Canada), another part (the United States) suffered from diminished British
interest.
In the novels, for characters disappointed with the prospects in Great Britain and in need
of spiritual growth, the Oceanic colonies, more than North America, provide ample opportunity
for rebirth and growth. In The Trial, Yonge’s portrayal of westward migration is not profitable,
certainly not in the idealistic portrayals of New World opportunities I mention in Chapter 2. In
the novel, when the Ward family decides to move across the Atlantic, the circumstances of
which I will explain in the following paragraphs, they believe “stepping westward” would lead to
their salvation from financial and social ruin in England (245); however, “stepping westward”
turns out to be the worst decision they could have made for their health, wherewithal, and
sophisticated British tastes. Yonge shows that westward migration is not as favorable as
settlement in the East.
Places in the East, such as Australia, actually were prisons for shamed and convicted
people, but Braddon and Yonge portray the United States, not Australia, as an exile for the
wicked. Sensation novelists possessed power to transform Australia’s image, and in the 1860s
Australia became a refuge more than an exile for the shamed. Previously, Australia had evoked
images of danger and the dregs of society. Australia had not been the destination for honorable
British citizens seeking economic opportunity. This dark image of Australia began to change,
and according to Julie Barst, in the 1860s, writers began to portray Australia more positively,
focusing on “economic advancement and rehabilitation” (92). The more positive portrayals of

illusory. The same House of Commons that worshipped at the altar of economy went on voting increased budgets
for the army abroad and also, indeed, for fortifications at home” (223).
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Australia coincided with the rising popularity of the sensation novel. Toni Johnson-Woods points
out that “Australian conditions were grim for book readers but ideal for weekly publications”
(111), which was typically how Braddon published and generally attracted mass audiences more
than published books. Australia remained mysterious and exotic, but the expansion of the British
Empire depended on opportunities available in those relatively undeveloped places like
Australia. Great Britain needed to direct its attention to lands rich with resources and rampant
savagery to justify and encourage its presence.
The old and new ideas of Australia are reflected in Braddon’s writing. In Lady Audley’s
Secret, the character George Talboys left his family without notice to acquire wealth during
Australia’s gold rush, which occurred just several years after the California gold rush in an effort
to remain competitive with the United States at the beginning of the 1850s. To Barst, Australia’s
darkness explains this less than reputable character’s attraction to Australia (96). On the other
hand, Johnson-Woods reminds us that Braddon had a professional and personal fondness for
Australia. Braddon’s brother immigrated to Tasmania and was successfully establishing himself
in politics (Johnson-Woods 113). And Braddon’s writings were interesting to displaced British
subjects; “her popular fiction captured some of the emerging Australian ideals” (Johnson-Woods
113). She observed opportunities for adventure and escape in Australia, which were relevant
subjects of a sensation novel. British emigrants in Australia enjoyed reading about the appeal of
their new home (Johnson-Woods 121). With a wider readership of her novels, Braddon has
reason to devote attention in her fiction to areas where her audience was growing.
Yonge’s work, as well as Braddon’s, shows this transformation of Australia and the
surrounding locations into profitable enterprises and havens for the marginalized individuals in
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Great Britain. Though the Ward family, except Leonard, move westward, Oceanic British
colonies appear to be better alternatives to life in England. Leonard Ward and his older brother
Henry argue over Henry’s management of affairs, and after the scuffle between the two brothers,
Leonard commits himself to leaving his home one way or another. Initially, any alternative
appears to be better to Leonard than returning home. Leonard is ashamed of his reaction to his
brother, who is in fact being unreasonable, but his shame makes him hide the situation from the
friends he respects, the May family. His sister “would have rushed to Mary [May] with the whole
story, but for Leonard’s solemn asseveration that if ever it came to the ears of any one of the
Mays, he should send back his rifle to Mr Ernescliffe, and work his way out to one of the
colonies rather than again look any of the family in the face” (106). Leonard would find solace in
the Oceanic colonies, or at least he imagines he would.
Leonard yearns for solace after he and his brother cannot resolve their dispute, and
Leonard’s eye remains on New Zealand. Aubrey May often visits Leonard, who must work for
his fractious uncle instead of resolving the conflict with his brother or emigrating from England.
During one of Aubrey’s visits, Leonard expresses his frustration with his cousin, who also works
for his uncle; he also expresses a half-serious desire to leave: “[I want to] [g]et up to London,
and see if my quarter’s salary would take me out in the steerage to some diggings or other. What
would your brother say to me if I turned up at the Grange – New Zealand?” (133). One of
Aubrey’s brothers is a missionary in New Zealand, which indicates to Leonard that New Zealand
provides rich opportunity for a profound, transformative experience.
Clearly, now the British perceive New Zealand and nearby colonies to be the land of
opportunity, not the New World, as they used to (as demonstrated in previous chapters). Leonard
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and Aubrey fantasize about travelling to New Zealand – an “evasion,” as Yonge describes it
(133); their fantasy is so strong and “in such vivid colouring” “that they had nearly forgotten all
present troubles” (133). Their fantasizing takes them away from their present reality so much so
that they even forget what they are talking about. A land as different and relatively new as New
Zealand appears ideal to the discontented British young man.
Exotic lands provide opportunity not only for growth but also for adventure. Leonard
quickly transfers his enthusiasm for New Zealand to another exotic land, Fiji. His mind wanders
to the “Feejee Isles, where the high spirit of the natives, their painted visages, and marvelous
head-dresses, as depicted in Captain Erskine’s voyage, had greatly fired his fancy, and they even
settled how the gold fields should rebuild the Market Cross” (134). Narratives about Fiji in the
middle of the nineteenth century gave it an exotic appearance, and the wildness appeals to
Leonard.12 Leonard wants to trade in the fetters of his monotonous life in England for the
adventures that would await in Fiji. Because these are Leonard’s fantasies, they may appear to be
absurd, but to Yonge, whose own family had missionary experience in New Zealand, they are
viable options for a young, adventurous man; furthermore, after justice is served, Leonard does
go to New Zealand at the end of the novel to fulfill a mission Yonge wants readers to see as
noble.
Leonard’s woes go from bad to doleful overnight when he is accused of his uncle’s
murder. Leonard faces capital punishment, but he is saved from that fate. After Leonard is
granted leniency, family friend Dr. May is hopeful, but Leonard, although saved from death,
would have preferred to be transported to a colony. The doctor replies, “Yes. In a new world you
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could live it down, and begin afresh. And even here, Leonard, I look to finding you like Joseph
in his prison” (203). Leonard faces greater challenges in Great Britain, where reminders of the
shame he brought on the family weigh on him. Even a penal colony possesses greater potential
for growth than the United States. Even when Great Britain does not satisfy the adventurous
spirit or missionary goal in the way its colonies can, Great Britain still holds soft power because
its territory makes it stronger. Yonge points out the British colonies can compensate for Great
Britain’s shortcomings. Many of the descriptions of these new worlds are similar to the
descriptions of North America from Brontë’s and Gaskell’s novels, though. At the end of the
1840s, North America’s frontier offered exciting adventures and opportunities for spiritual and
economic growth.13 Tamara S. Wagner points out the differences between New Zealand and the
United States: “At the mid-nineteenth century, New Zealand was in many ways thought of as a
relatively new, potential model settler colony, whereas the United States had become typified as
the lost or renegade colony that had broken away from the empire” (221). Opportunity in a new
Oceanic colony, much as in Canada and the United States at the end of the 1840s, appears to be
unlimited for this convict.
A colony would provide many of the comforts and values Great Britain possesses, even if
Great Britain itself is not an option for an outcast. Leonard believes he has brought shame on the
family, and his brother Henry shares in this belief. Unjustified in his abhorrence for his brother
and his family name, Henry decides to move his three sisters to the United States while Leonard
is still in custody serving his sentence of menial labor. Ethel May says to her brother Tom that
Henry’s intent is to live outside British rule (210): “[a] colony was not change enough for
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Henry’s wishes; even there he made sure of being recognised as the convict’s brother, and was
resolved to seek his new home in the wide field of America, disguising his very name, as
Warden, and keeping up no communication with the prisoner except under cover to Dr May”
(208). The reason the Wards face a dilemma is that British people do not surrender their British
identity in a colony. The appeal of immigrating to a British colony is that British subjects can
presumably adapt more easily if within another portion of the empire. The Wards want that
security but are willing to risk it to sever all ties to their brother in England; in effect, they are
severing ties with Great Britain and its culture. Once in the United States, Averil Ward becomes
deathly sick but hopes to see her brother Leonard sent to a colony, exclaiming, “If I only can live
till he is sent out to a colony, then nothing shall keep me back from him!” (283). Averil knows
Leonard needs a greater mission in life. Leonard apparently would benefit from migration, but
only if it is within the British Empire.
Not only are the British émigrés able to retain their identity, but also they are anxious to
express British values, such as Great Britain’s soft power. British culture and values are
prevalent in colonies, of course; therefore, Leonard would find nourishment for his soul. Yonge
reassures readers, “The isle of Alan, Ernescliffe’s burial-place, had now many Christians in it.
Harry’s friend, the young chief David, was dead; but his people were some of them already
teachers and examples, and the whole region was full to overflowing of the harvest, calling out
for labourers to gather it in” (325). Because many missionaries came before Leonard, New
Zealand would be a friendly place to Christians. The colonies appear to be friendly to those
representing British custom and culture.
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III. America’s Internal Factors in Soft-Power Loss

Changes in Great Britain, its empire, and the rest of Europe, as I have shown, affected
soft power during the 1860s. Not only did those external factors significantly alter perceptions of
U.S. strength, but also changes within the United States affected its soft power. The United
States, as well as Canada, no longer appeared as attractive as it did at the end of the 1840s (due
to both external and internal factors). The decline of American soft power can be explained by
Nye’s theory. Nye talks about ways in which twenty-first-century America could lose its
apparent soft power, and he cites two ways: internal conflict could diminish hard and soft power,
and declining quality of life compared to competitors could expose its unfounded reputation as a
land of opportunity. Expanding on Nye’s two, I argue there is indeed a third way, in which
American culture in the 1860s adversely altered its soft power: American culture may be harmful
to itself if its values are no longer attractive or a reality. In what remains of this chapter, I will
provide explanations for how America lost soft power in all three ways in the 1860s as
exemplified in both The Trial and The Octoroon.
The first way America could become self-destructive is from its internal fighting. Nye
explains, “If Americans were so distracted or divided by internal battles over social and cultural
issues that the United States lost the capacity to act collectively in foreign policy, hard power
would diminish” (The Future of Power 188). A damaged reputation, or soft-power loss, can be
connected to a hard-power loss. People in other countries could perceive American weakness by
the U.S.’s inability to govern itself peacefully. As we have seen, perception is integral to soft
power; ironically, soft power is not real without observed strength. U.S. internal fighting
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culminated, of course, in the 1860s with its Civil War, and people throughout the western world
recognized this weaker United States rife with internal strife.
Internal fighting in battle and in government shows weakness, and the United States
suffered from its own volatility. Failures in the U.S. could make its culture appear flawed, and
any sympathizers with America could fear that the flaws and fighting would be contagious. Nye
emphasizes internal fighting’s damage to soft power. Nye predicts of the current United States,
“If American society and institutions appear to be collapsing, the United States will be less
attractive to others. If the economy fails, the United States will lose hard as well as soft power”
(The Future of Power 183). Nye’s prediction is not just speculation; he has a historical basis for
his prognosis, though he may not always draw historical comparisons. The United States
appeared to be immune to the violent European revolutions of 1848 and attracted distressed
emigrants from Europe, but violent upheaval just over a decade later diminished its appeal and
relative equanimity.
Anglo-American relations during and after the American Civil War provide evidence of
America’s diminished reputation. Anglo-American relations changed in part because British
allegiance, or more accurately sympathy, was divided during the Civil War. The British had
interest in showing support for the Confederacy and at the same time severing ties from the
pariah the U.S. was becoming on account of its internal fighting. Great Britain had long abhorred
American slavery practices,14 but the British still profited off the commerce of the American
institution of slavery. Even Nye, who usually sticks to analyzing the twentieth century, notices
conflicted British attitudes during that time and contextualizes them with his theory of soft
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power: “During the American Civil War, some British statesmen considered supporting the
South, but despite their obvious commercial and strategic interests, British elites were
constrained by popular opposition to slavery and attraction to the cause of the North” (The
Future of Power 82). Taking the side of the South could be profitable for British enterprise and
offer retaliation against the U.S. government for any British people still resentful from the
American Revolution, but the soft power cost could be too great. Great Britain could appear to
be a sympathizer with the South’s racial turpitude, which would put its soft power at risk. For the
sake of saving face, Great Britain would have incentive to distance itself from the United States
altogether.
A weak country adopts the culture and practices of a strong country to become relevant
and competitive. According to Amanda Claybaugh’s The Novel of Purpose, “In the postbellum
period, by contrast, a number of U.S. authors sought to align themselves with continental literary
movements” (12). That after the Civil War American authors realigned their weak culture with
the stronger cultures in Europe is suggestive; it is a measure of how weak they had become,
culturally, during the 1860s. This is a change from antebellum Anglo-American relations, when
American writers were trying to distinguish themselves from their European ancestors who saw
an American culture that they could exploit, or at least one from which they did not want to sever
ties. Claybaugh describes this antebellum American literature as “renouncing [its] cultural
inheritance from Europe” (The Novel of Purpose 12). And although Claybaugh is a bit reductive
in interpreting antebellum Anglo-American relations, there is a contrast between antebellum and
postbellum culture. Postbellum, on the other hand, Americans needed to re-establish their
cultural strength; therefore, instead of asserting their own culture, they tried aligning their weak
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culture with stronger European cultures. British authors previously, as I showed in Chapter 2,
had interest in aligning themselves with the American culture; however, the Civil War changed
Anglo-American relations and thereby the treatment of America in British fiction, the
relationship of attraction becoming inverted by the end of the 1860s—America was more drawn
to European culture.
This inversion of attraction did not occur overnight. Cultural figures, such as Dickens and
Marryat, discussed in Chapter 1, no less than Braddon and Yonge, wielded their country’s
strength by constructing narratives of their culture’s superiority. Braddon and Yonge show that
Great Britain, or at least its colonies, appears to provide more opportunity than does the United
States. These authors assert Great Britain’s superiority over the United States, even presenting
the sides of the Atlantic in opposition to one another. For example, Braddon distinguishes very
clearly between the two sides of the Atlantic. Differences between the wholesome characters and
the deceitful, selfish characters reflect England’s and America’s differences. One noble-minded
British character, Gilbert, tells Miss Horton, whose prejudiced views characterize the American
South, that “it is not supposed that you and I should think alike. We represent the opposite sides
of the Atlantic” (Octoroon 47). Great Britain must separate itself from the prejudiced United
States, the pariah it has become.
Yonge and Braddon observed America’s soft-power loss as a result of its internal
struggles and distinguished their British characters from their American characters. In The Trial,
shortly after the Ward siblings emigrate from England to the United States, Averil has had
enough experiences in New York to question her brother’s decisions and management of their
financial affairs amidst turbulence. Averil has the foresight to wonder “if it were safe to invest
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money in a country apparently on the eve of civil war” (244). Of course, her foresight is not
remarkable for a character in an 1864 novel, but Yonge depicts Averil’s sharpness as a contrast
to U.S. impulsiveness. Averil’s friend Cora tries to convince her that the business deal Henry
strikes up with Cora’s father is a sure thing, though it proves to be disastrous for the Wards when
they move to Indiana. Ventures in the United States would appear to be risky because of the
internal turmoil. The American Civil War gave the continent an appearance of instability and
being too risky for investment.
One of the more rash characters, Henry, does not perceive the unprofitability of investing
in a country that is on the brink of political disaster. Henry assuages his sister’s fears, mainly by
dismissing them. Henry says he cannot see how the southern, rebel states could make war when
there is a large number of slaves who could turn against their masters; he assumes that the
masters without their slaves could not put up a fighting battle, deprived of their slaves who
would fight for them against the North. The union would resolve this squabble quickly,
according to Henry: “Faction would soon be put down, and the union be stronger than ever
(244). From Henry’s perspective, Averil’s reservations were “a futile girlish fear” (244). Henry,
who does not make healthy decisions for his family, is incapable of seeing how the U.S. can
become weaker even when it faces the prospect of a civil war. Readers are meant to see the irony
of Henry’s arrogant refutation of Averil’s worries, given that the novel was published in 1864,
after the Civil War began to wreak havoc on the lives of Americans.
To the British outsider like Yonge, the reality of America in the 1860s was contradictory
to its former greatness and appeal. In Yonge’s novel, the United States is political, with
“commencements of disunion and threatening of civil war” (239). Even meals for the Wards in
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the United States “were too serious for conversation” (239). Americans appear to be bellicose to
traditional British people like Yonge. In the novels of this time, there is a disparity between
Americans’ perceptions of themselves and others’ perceptions of them. At least to Yonge,
Americans view their wars as noble causes fought by energetic, passionate men. The Civil War
intensifies hyper-nationalistic sentiment in the American characters, qualities Yonge treats with
contempt. Young Ella Ward refers to the men fighting as volunteers, but this term offends their
New Yorker friend Cora: “‘Your volunteers!’ cried Cora, her eyes flashing; ‘theirs was toy
work! These are bound for real patriotic war!’” (272). Cora looks upon the soldiers as heroes, but
the Wards have a different perspective. Averil replies with pity, “It is sad … to see so many
elderly faces – men who must be the prop of their families” (272). Averil recognizes the
imminent war will tear apart families and even leave many destitute and without a source of
income, and she distinguishes between American soldiers and those defending her own country,
however unfavorable the distinction is. Cora responds with “that intensity of enthusiasm that has
shed so much blood in the break-up of the Great Republic”: “It is because ours is a fight of men,
not of children; not one of your European wars of paltry ambition, but a war of principle!” (272).
Cora’s defensive passion appears to Averil and readers to be unreasonable and unjust to the
nationalistic spirit throughout Europe. Averil, who remains patriotic about her native land, will
not glorify the war but instead finds the circumstances unfortunate; Cora, on the other hand, as a
representative of the U.S. North, appears to be naive in her enthusiasm for a tragic, devastating
war that is damaging America’s attractiveness.
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IV. Changes in Quality of Life

As we have seen, internal fighting in the United States of the 1860s was adversely
affecting perceptions of its appeal and strength. Now we will see that a coincident decline in
living conditions does the same. Nye points out of the United States in the twenty-first century,
“[S]ocial conditions could reduce soft power…. Although America has made progress on some
social issues, the United States lags behind other rich countries on infant mortality, life
expectancy, children in poverty, and homicides” (The Future of Power 188). Other countries that
surpass the U.S.’s living conditions, education, and economic opportunities detract from its
appeal. Like America now in the global information age, America in the nineteenth century
could not afford to lag behind other countries at the forefront of industrial growth and expansion.
There is little wonder that Braddon should depict the quality of life of her British
characters in America as well below the standards they are accustomed to in Great Britain. The
United States was the den of iniquity and evil, as I will show; therefore, the moral characters,
who are also British, object to American standards. At the end of The Octoroon, justice prevails
with punishment for the bad and reward for the good. Braddon closes the novel, “We have little
more to say. Those of whom we have written, live to receive the reward of their own actions.
Cora is a happy wife in our own dear native land – happy in the society of the father she loves,
secure in the devotion of her proud English husband” (210). Braddon asserts that her “own” land
is superior to America. Her popularity would give her wide influence over readers’ perceptions
of America’s inferiority. Living conditions in the United States appear to be inferior, which
serves as a caution against immigrating there.
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America’s precarious situation in the 1860s contrasts with America of the booming
1840s, a time in which people often realized their ideals of owning land and prospering from it.
When Tom is outraged at the Wards’ intention to leave England for the United States, in a
conversation with his sister, he anticipates Henry’s limited work opportunities: “He will get no
[medical treatment] practice in any civilized place, and will have to betake himself to some
pestilential swamp, will slave his sisters to death, spend their money, and destroy them with
ague. How can you sit still and look on, Ethel?” (209). Tom, like Averil, makes astute
observations about American opportunities and living conditions. Upon hearing of the Wards’
decision to emigrate from England, Tom May is dismayed; after all, “how could he suppose that
any man could be crazed enough to prefer to be an American citizen, when he might remain a
British subject?” (209). However challenging life in Great Britain would be for the Ward family,
the United States would be a poor option for people in need of a fresh start.
The United States appears to be stifling and disgusting, at least from Tom’s perspective:
“Repugnance to America was naturally strong in Tom, and had of late been enhanced by
conversations with an Eton friend, who, while quartered in Canada, had made excursions into the
States, and acquired such impressions as high-bred young officers were apt to bring home from a
superficial view of them” (209). To his detriment, Tom’s friend from Eton succumbed to
American charm, and clearly, Canada is too close in proximity to the United States for a British
subject to be immune from the uncouth manners and turmoil. This experience of his friend,
however superficial, gives Tom reason to worry about the Wards in the United States. To many
British people, America was not only unappealing but also dangerous.
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Clearly, Yonge does not idealize America as authors did at the end of the 1840s. Yonge
shatters the illusions of America entertained by her literary forbears and clears away their
residual ideas originating in the 1840s; America does not present the opportunities the Wards
believed it could. The Wards even have difficulty finding a home in New York and must live in a
boarding house. Averil tries to explain to Ella why they have no home yet:
Because Henry cannot hear of anything to do. He thought he should soon find an opening
in this new country; but there seem to be so many medical men everywhere that no one
will employ or take into partnership a man that nothing is known about; and he cannot
produce any of his testimonials, because they are all made out in his old name, except one
letter that Dr May gave him. It is worse for Henry than for us, Ella; and all we can do for
him is not to vex him with our grievances. (Yonge 237)
America possessed few measures of soft power by that time. It did not in reality or fiction offer
opportunities for economic and spiritual growth. Henry struggles to find work in the United
States, a problem immigrants in previous decades did not have. His sisters are weary but try to
accept their suffering with patience and dignity, but Henry even denies his sisters’ pain to
downplay his failure and poor judgment. The lack of employment opportunities in the United
States makes Henry even more insufferable to his sisters than he was in England.
Henry’s options for work outside the medical profession are also scarce. Men such as
Robert and Louis Moore in Shirley at the end of the 1840s could capitalize on the opportunities
from the Gold Rush and U.S. territorial expansion; they could live off frontier land they could
obtain at a low cost. But for the Wards, economic gain is not an option. Even in farming, “labour
was scarce, and could only be obtained at the cost of a considerable outlay, and moreover, of
enduring rude self-assertions that were more intolerable to Henry than even to his sisters. The
chief hope of the family lay in the speculation in which Averil’s means had been embarked”
(273). Henry invested Averil’s inheritance from her parents in a risky venture and was then
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dependent on those dividends to rescue the family from his ruinous choices. Henry is not
sensitive to his sisters’ plight when he impoverishes them. America’s lack of opportunities for
venturesome emigrants from England such as the Wards shattered the image of America’s soft
power. Tom’s worries that I mentioned earlier become realities for the Ward siblings in the
United States when Henry’s business venture flops and the living conditions deteriorate their
health, as I will show.
Many opportunities in America existed in earlier decades because of the vast unexplored
territory and untapped resources of much of the North American continent. Dickens’s Martin
Chuzzlewit, Marryat’s Campbell family, and Gaskell’s Mary Barton immigrated with a plan to
settle on land they could cultivate, and Brontë’s Moore brothers intended to immigrate to the vast
wilderness of the frontier. But Braddon and Yonge do not trace such positive associations with
the land that had presented many opportunities, or at least illusions of opportunities. Although
Yonge’s America, for example, has some beauty, the exoticism makes it dangerous; to the nonnative, the place has exotic associations, but the exoticism is not appealing. The exotic climate of
the American South could prevent people from immigrating there. Braddon’s Cora, the main
character who is unaware her mother was an African American slave owned by her White father,
tries to understand in a conversation with Mortimer Percy why her father kept her in England and
never sent for her to be with him in the United States: “Perhaps it was the climate of Louisiana
that he feared; perhaps that climate may have been the cause of my mother’s death” (13). Her
father remained secretive after her mother’s death to protect her from laws that would make her a
slave, but Cora’s presumption is meant to be seen as a feasible explanation because it is enough
to satisfy her curiosity during their long separation. Mortimer, who apparently knows Cora’s
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origins, only finds Cora’s conjecture improbable because he knows Cora’s mother was a slave.
Furthermore, Cora’s speculation does not appear foolish to someone raised in Great Britain who
supposedly knew true freedom, or so Braddon would like readers to believe. This textual
example shows the climate is meant to be seen as unhealthy.
Yonge’s characters have even more negative perceptions of and experiences with the
American climate and wilderness that prove pernicious. The United States that the Wards know
best is like Dickens’s swamp in Eden. As I have alluded to earlier, Henry strikes a deal with Mr.
Muller, who tries to deceive the Wards, leading them to believe that Massissauga, Indiana, is
“admirably situated” with “excellent water privilege, communicating with Lake Michigan,” that
it features a “glorious primeval forest,” offers a “healthy situation,” and presents a “fertile land”
that could yield a huge fortune (240). But this deceitful American has swindled them, taking the
little money they had left and situating them in a desolate land that does not yield a bumper crop.
After learning of the Wards’ decision to move to Indiana, Ethel asks her brother Tom if living on
the supposedly fertile land near Lake Michigan could pose health risks. Tom looks it up and,
after assessing the Wards’ unfortunate location, suspects that “a Yankee” made “a prey of them”
(250). To people in Great Britain, such as the May family, the United States does not appear to
provide opportunities for economic growth; no longer is it the land that had once been so
profitable for settlers.
In Braddon’s and Yonge’s novels, America lacks not only the appearance of possessing
soft power, the appeal it once had that drew in a record number of immigrants, but also the
reality of plentiful opportunities. Tom’s suspicions prove correct: the Wards pull up to
Massissauga realizing it is desolate and a swamp, with “skeleton trees” and without the lush
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forests the Mullers led them to believe populated the land (275). For the Wards, settlement in the
United States is not a profitable venture. The land, as well as the lack of society in their desolate
farming community, creates poor living conditions. Their home and land are inhospitable with
“damp oozing up between every board of the floor, the pestiferous river-fog, the close air of the
forest, and the view of the phantom trees, now decaying and falling one against another” (281).
At this time, British people believed these conditions could lead to swamp fevers and agues.15
The fear Tom had would resonate with the British reading public, providing cause for people to
avoid immigrating to America.
Tom’s worry becomes a reality, as I have mentioned. Ague does affect the family’s
health and nerves. Indeed, when Minna Ward dies from the terrible living conditions and
climate, Yonge wants readers to see her death as a relief from her miserable life in America.
Ethel reassures Leonard of the felicitous news Minna’s death can bring: “But oh, Leonard, how
truly she can say that her captivity is over, and that it has not hurt!” (334). As an alternative to
life in America, it would appear that death is not bad.
Tom also recognizes Averil and her sisters will lose hope and mental security in addition
to their health and finances. Although Tom is in love with Averil and tries to dissuade the Wards
from immigrating to the United States to remain close to Averil, Tom truly worries about the
Wards’ probable living conditions in the United States. In trying to dissuade the Wards from
leaving and professing his love for her, Tom says to Averil, “I cannot see you exiling yourself
with your brother, because you think you have no one else to turn to – you, who are so infinitely
dear—” (212). Averil will be isolated from people born and bred in England. British customs and
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society appear to be superior to those in America; therefore, Averil will suffer not only from the
climate but also the lack of manners among Americans. Even the threat of disease once they are
settled in Indiana intensifies Averil’s feelings of isolation and captivity. As the Wards approach
the first spring of living in Indiana and the risk of ague grows, Averil becomes nervous, “but
there was no escape” because “there were absolutely no means of leaving the spot, or of finding
maintenance elsewhere” (273). Yonge describes Averil’s new home as “the land of her captivity,
whence she looked towards home like Judah or Jerusalem” (275). The living conditions are so
poor that she lacks necessities for physical and emotional health, and they find themselves in
deeper poverty as time passes. Their lack of resources to fight diseases in that climate
perpetuates their struggle with the illness, and the limited employment opportunities in that
desolate, swampy area deprive them of their means to support themselves and care for one
another. The poor work and living environments in Indiana are even worse than the limited
opportunities in their initial urban settlement; the United States overall lacks the opportunities
Europeans previously believed America had to support lucrative enterprise and a comfortable
lifestyle.
The authors portray America’s opportunities as limited, though previously opportunities
in the New World as a whole often appeared unlimited and idealized. The United States hardly
harbors fugitives, people trying to escape their troubles, but the time when people could
realistically expect to be reborn in America had passed. As I have mentioned, the Ward family
feels shame for the strife among themselves as well as for Leonard’s conviction. Even though the
conviction is a false one, Leonard is nonetheless remorseful for having brought these accusations
on himself, and he shares his regret with Dr. May: “Nay, if I had not done that thing to Henry, I
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should not be here now! It is right! It is right!” (191). He accepts his guilt, which is greater than
it should be for an innocent man, and shows remorse. Henry, on the other hand – Henry being
the more American of the two –, avoids his troubles and denies his responsibility for tearing the
family apart. The selfish brother, Henry, “was determined to leave England as soon as possible,
[so] that his sisters might never feel that they were the relatives of a convict; and bringing Ella
home, he promulgated a decree that Leonard was never to be mentioned; hoping that his
existence might be forgotten by the little ones” (207). Clearly, Henry does not sympathize with
his brother; rather, he places blame on Leonard for sullying their good family’s name. Henry
expected immigrating to the United States would release him from many of his familial duties
and allegiance to the monarchy and family. The America Yonge depicts in The Trial does
provide opportunities for Henry’s renaissance, which would appear to be a soft-power triumph
for America; however, Henry transforms into only a more selfish person after capitalizing on the
casualties of the Civil War. It would appear to Leonard from Averil’s description of the brother
she left in the United States for Great Britain that Henry becomes “quite Americanized,” which
is a derogatory association (Trial 369). Yonge juxtaposes Averil, who swears allegiance to Great
Britain and is relieved to return to her native country, with Henry. Averil warns Henry, pleading
with him to exercise more caution. Henry selfishly ignores his sister’s appeals, and America suits
his selfishness.
We have seen in previous chapters how profitable work in all of North America required
determination and considerable effort. Nonetheless, previously, authors to varying degrees
showed that success was attainable for all European immigrants in possession of the proper
mentality and disposition. The challenges of living in the United States in particular in the 1860s
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as depicted in these two novels reflect the soured attitudes of British authors capitalizing on the
U.S.’s weakness, and the authors’ depictions of poor standards of living would discourage
immigration and thereby soft power.

V. American Hypocrisy and Soft Power

Finally, the third cause of diminished American soft power, as I have argued, is the
unattractiveness and hypocrisy of American values. American soft power is a function of
American values, so when its values no longer appear attractive or are not realities, America
loses soft power. As we saw in Brontë’s Shirley, the British believed the oppressed could find
liberty in the North American wilderness. And authors before Brontë, such as Dickens and
Marryat, however intent they were to shatter illusions, recognized that their British readers
perceived America to possess favorable values. But by the time the United States was embroiled
in a civil war, American values did not appear attractive; people in Great Britain did not perceive
America to actually value liberty and freedom.
Great Britain possessed cultural weaknesses, but at least one essayist, Matthew Arnold,
describes British culture as partially weak while American culture was entirely weak. At that
time, some British individuals wanted their culture’s values to align with European and Eastern
traditions. Evidence of a shift away from American values appears in Matthew Arnold’s essays.
Arnold’s exaltation of culture is not inconsistent with Nye’s theory of soft power, but to him
culture is not only national but also eclectic, drawing from characteristics of various great
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cultures. Nonetheless, Arnold’s name has become synonymous with British Culture,16 though of
course the internationalist Arnold describes perfect individuals as those who have “a knowledge
of Greek, Roman, and Eastern antiquity, and of one another” (“The Function of Criticism” 50).
In “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time,” Arnold conceives “Europe as being, for
intellectual and spiritual purposes, one great confederation, bound to a joint action and working
to a common result” (50). Arnold thus aligns British culture more closely with the rest of Europe
than with America.
In Culture and Anarchy (1869), Arnold takes issue with the Liberal John Bright’s views
of America as surpassing Europe in contributions to intellectual progress. Arnold objects to
American culture and cites a French contemporary to counter Bright’s views: “And when M.
Renan says that America, that chosen home of newspapers and politics, is without general
intelligence, we think it likely, from the circumstances of the case, that this is so; and that in the
things of the mind, and in culture and totality, America, instead of surpassing us all, falls short”
(Culture and Anarchy 198-99). Arnold’s remarks reflect the nationalistic spirit of the latter half
of the century. Equally important as focusing on American cultural inadequacies, Arnold
distinguishes between American culture and British culture. To Arnold, American culture is
almost entirely identical to the dregs of British culture. The worst class of Great Britain,
according to Arnold, is only part of the entire British society, but most of America is
characterized as the same as the worst part of Great Britain. It is natural that writers would focus
on the point of comparison that makes Great Britain’s weaknesses appear lesser than America’s.
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“Culture” is the term with which Arnold’s name “is now indissolubly linked” (Collini xx).
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Arnold masterfully downplays British weakness by launching a vitriolic attack against American
culture. Arnold compares Great Britain and America:
America is just ourselves, with the Barbarians quite left out, and the Populace nearly.
This leaves the Philistines for the great bulk of the nation; - a livelier sort of Philistine
than ours, and with the pressure and false ideal of our Barbarians taken away, but left all
the more to himself and to have his full swing. And as we have found that the strongest
and most vital part of English Philistinism was the Puritan and Hebraising middle class,
and that its Hebraising keeps it from culture and totality, so it is notorious that the people
of the United States issues from this class, and reproduces its tendencies, - its narrow
conception of man’s spiritual range and of his one thing needful. (Culture and Anarchy
199)
Arnold specifically attacks American culture, its middle-class ideas, its Philistinism. Americans,
to Arnold, almost entirely lack intellectual curiosity and cultural tradition. Culture in the United
States compares to the British middle-class spiritual imperfection and ideas of religion. And
Arnold reassures readers who are formulating opinions of American culture “merely from what
one reads” that his descriptions are accurate (Culture and Anarchy 199). Arnold’s voice is not
necessarily representative of the entire British population at this time; however, his expertise
makes him a trustworthy source on the unattractiveness of American culture and values.
In degrading America, Arnold exalts his own culture, though he is aware of his country’s
flaws; for Arnold, at least the British are not a nation solely of Philistines, as is America.
American culture disgusts Arnold, for in his view it lacks that ideal of human life, selfimprovement. Arnold censures the middle class, the Philistines, because they are “the enemy of
the children of light or servants of the idea” (Culture and Anarchy 104); in other words, the
Philistines, of which most of America is composed and of which only part of Great Britain is
composed, ignore the pursuit of culture, which is the “love and pursuit of perfection” (Culture
and Anarchy 110). Of course, this characterization is from 1869, just a few years after Yonge’s
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and Braddon’s novels were published, but the turn from the perception and representation of
America as bristling with ideals nevertheless reveals the competitive interest the British took in
America. Arnold is acutely aware of the role culture has in a country’s power, which explains his
attention to American culture at a time when American hard power was diminishing as well. The
end of the 1860s was a prime time to deflate America’s pride, and Arnold emphasizes its cultural
deficiencies.
In order to understand British attitudes toward American values, it is important to show
that people in Great Britain did value liberty and enfranchisement at that time. American ideals,
such as owning land and access to the political process, were not the focus of Great Britain’s
Parliament by the 1860s, but ironically British authors still focused on it. If they could detract
from perceptions of America’s liberty, when people in their own country were struggling for it,
they would appear less flawed. Hoppen describes the focus of British government in the early
1860s, “The administration of 1859-65 was marked by a slide towards impotence abroad, some
energetic scrapping between Gladstone and Palmerston over defence, and a modest amount of
thoroughly useful legislation. Significant by its absence was a continuation of that interest in
franchise reform which in 1858-9 had provided a vehicle for Liberal revival” (212). Great Britain
could look stronger, especially in areas where it is lacking, if a rival paled by comparison.
At this time, the lack of an international copyright also encouraged British interest in
exposing America’s hypocrisy over freedom and liberty. Liberty and advocacy for international
copyright were connected; therefore, British authors might well choose to target American
liberty in order to enact change in international copyright. Jennifer Phegley points out that in The
Octoroon “Cora’s experience in the United States serves as a metaphorical example of the plight
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of British texts as they traveled across the Atlantic” (156). As Phegley explains her metaphoric
leap, “It is not a difficult leap to see how the transformation of the identity of an Englishwoman
(according to her education and upbringing if not her birth) followed by her enslavement in the
United States serves as an allegory for the repackaging and ‘enslavement’ of British fiction by
the speculative and exploitative American publishing system” (156). Although Phegley’s
metaphor for Cora’s experience is a bit of a stretch, Cora’s human worth did diminish when she
crossed the Atlantic into the United States, just as many British texts printed in the United States
were of no monetary value to their British authors.
Additionally, an important example of an author linking international copyright to
America’s hypocritical value of liberty may be found in Dickens, a leader in transatlantic reform
of international copyright. Phegley reminds readers that “Dickens was perhaps the first to draw a
connection between piracy and slavery with his own unauthorized reprinting of advertisements
for the return of runaway slaves from U.S. newspapers” (154). Dickens ironically violated the
intellectual property he worked diligently to protect, but he was trying to show that taking
someone else’s property deprived one of rights just as slavery deprived human beings of their
inherent rights, albeit in more offensive, reprehensible ways than acts of piracy. Dickens saw by
this time that reform of one evil institution, slavery, could lead to the reform of unethical
reprinting if advocates could direct the conversation to the general principle of liberty, one of the
primary values upon which American society was supposedly built. Associating one evil with
what writers felt was another could strengthen their reform goals.
Although Dickens’s celebrity made him a prominent reformer and critic of American
values, he was not a lone reformer. Braddon and Yonge’s representations of America’s
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inconsistent liberties demonstrate the extent of British efforts to change international relations.
Even the rise of sensation fiction challenged American violations of ethical reprinting. The actual
sensation genre of the novel made the sensation novelists more interested in reforming reprinting
and thereby in critiquing American values; in order to gain support for reform, the authors would
need to prove injustices, and a country supposedly founded on freedoms and civil rights should
be expected to uphold people’s rights. Beth Palmer notes that 1860s sensation fiction was
strongly aware of and responsive to “the cultural emergence of a ‘modern’ print culture in the
mid-Victorian period, which saw a proliferation of printed material due to developments in
technology and the abolition of taxes on knowledge” (86). According to Palmer, another popular
sensation novel by Braddon, Lady Audley’s Secret, “is supremely self-aware of its status as a
printed product” (87). As I have argued, the sensation genre was booming during this decade,
and its success was a result of the modern print culture Palmer identifies.
But even as internationally popular as sensation fiction was at this time, for many it
represented American culture, and this association was enough for some to condemn both the
literary genre and American culture. The sensation fiction boom occurred on both sides of the
Atlantic, but some British authors wanted to point to America as the source of the pathological
perpetuation of the genre. According to Jennifer Phegley and John Cyril Barton, Dickens was a
noteworthy critic in an article titled “American ‘Sensations’” from May 1861 in All the Year
Round (11). As Dickens argues in his article, “[S]ensations are epidemic; they run through the
whole community, from abolitionist to slave-dealer.… We at home have our insanities, but I
think the Americans run madder, and suffer oftener” (qtd. in Phegley and Barton 11). I have
explained at length the motives behind Dickens’s ambivalent representations of America in
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Chapter 1, but this example from the 1860s is a reminder that the British perception of American
values fluctuated. Liberty in America was not guaranteed, it turns out, and authors capitalized on
issues that emphasized injustice in America in efforts to reform the publication of transatlantic
texts.
The Octoroon presents further evidence of the perceived value shift in America during
the 1860s. Braddon associates liberty with Great Britain, not the United States. When Cora
returns to her father’s American house, the narrator and characters immediately point out the
differences between the United States and Great Britain. Upon meeting Cora again, one slave in
the Leslie household, Caesar, speaks highly of England as “the free country” and “the happy
English land” (23). Freedom, which was an ideal the United States once appeared to monopolize,
is associated with England in the novel.17 People of color live freely in England, not the United
States. Near the close of the novel, Cora gets engaged to Gilbert, and they visit her slave
mother’s grave before leaving the United States. Cora and her betrothed “freeborn Englishman”
“wept upon the grave of the victim of slavery” (209). The only hope for liberty is when the evil
institution of slavery that has degraded people in the United States is abolished: “But the star of
hope shone above the tomb and a prophetic whisper in the hearts of both, told of a day when the
terrible institution which enables man to traffic in the body and soul of his fellow men, should be
only a dark memory of the past” (209). Braddon’s appeal to pathos is heavy, which shows she is
conscious of her rhetorical moves. The prospects for people of color in the United States are
bleak, it is true, but Braddon emphasizes the injustice with an emotionally charged language of
light (“the star”) and “dark.”

17

It is important to remember that there were still authors, including Charles Dickens and Elizabeth Gaskell, who at
this time were depicting the injustices and oppression of the working class in Great Britain.
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Braddon depicts English law and customs as not promoting tyranny as American policies
do. Gerard Leslie wants to go to “an English home, where the tyranny of prejudice could never
oppress his beloved and lovely child” born unto an enslaved mother (17). Cora Leslie does not
even understand how liberated she is in England until she travels across the Atlantic to the
United States. Braddon reminds readers of the differences:
The reader must understand that, as yet, the Octoroon was unaware of all the miseries of
her position. Educated in England—reared upon a free soil, where slavery is unknown,
she never dreamt that she would be sold because of her father’s insolvency. She had
neither seen nor heard of a slave sale. How was she to imagine that she, delicately
nurtured, tenderly beloved, was to be sold with all the other goods and chattels upon the
estate? (147)
Cora’s life in England was utterly blissful by comparison to the fate awaiting her in America.
Life in England spoiled her because apparently she did not encounter prejudice or inequality;
England was her refuge because laws there would not force her into enslavement. To the British,
“there is no such word as slavery” because “in a free country the lowest labourer in the fields has
as full a right to law and justice as the proudest noble in the land” (61). Braddon’s glorified
depiction of Great Britain may be too idealistic, but the depiction still shows the author’s attempt
to enhance Great Britain’s soft power.
The liberty/slavery dichotomy that differentiates between Great Britain and the United
States implies another dichotomy, courage/cowardice. Braddon depicts events where the British
espouse bravery, a quality once associated with Americans. In her attack, Braddon targets the
qualities the United States, as the home of the brave, is purported to possess. Cowardice is made
to characterize slaveholding people from the American South; therefore, the non-slaveholding
British may assume a fine contrast to the disgraceful Americans. After only a short time in the
United States, Gilbert quickly assesses the values and morals of Americans, comparing them to
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cultural norms in his own country: “[T]he customs and prejudices of the South are new to me,
and forgive me if I say that the conduct which on your part would only be natural, would become
on mine an abominable cowardice!” (49). Gilbert distinguishes himself from the American who
is a natural coward; the British by nature would be courageous to stand for morality, according to
Gilbert. By these standards, bravery, as well as freedom, are not inherent qualities of American
culture.
To British characters, such as Gilbert, Cora evokes pity. Gilbert recognizes the United
States’ policies oppress individuals, and he admires Cora more after gaining the knowledge of
her racial background because she is “representative of an oppressed people” (47). Gilbert says,
“So far from this circumstance lessening my respect for Miss Leslie, I feel that it is rather exalted
thereby into a sentiment of reverence. She is no longer simply a beautiful woman; she henceforth
becomes the lovely representative of an oppressed people” (47). Gilbert’s attitude, albeit
paternalistic, is sensitive to Cora’s plight and suffering; in that sense, his response, representative
of the moral British person, reflects upon the British favorably.
Great Britain’s strength depends on people’s perceptions of it, and the characterizations
of it influence those perceptions. Braddon and Yonge try to enhance Great Britain’s soft power,
particularly by encouraging unfavorable opinions of the United States. British authors want to
enhance their own soft power by presenting themselves as attractive so as to deflate American
soft power, which would in turn enhance their own soft power. The depiction of Great Britain’s
policies in vivid comparison with the policies of the United States enhances British soft power.
In the novels, the United States oppresses individuals, and Great Britain appears not to oppress
individuals. When the British authors share stories about oppression, Great Britain appears to
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empower oppressed individuals. Gilbert Margrave refers to Cora’s biracial identity as a source of
beauty and power: “So far from this circumstance lessening my respect for Miss Leslie, I feel
that it is rather exalted thereby into a sentiment of reverence. She is no longer simply a beautiful
woman; she henceforth becomes the lovely representative of an oppressed people” (47). As I
have shown in the previous paragraphs and with this example, Gilbert, a young British
gentleman who more than his American acquaintances has tolerant ideas about race, represents
British open-mindedness and acceptance. The British characters care little about her racial
identity and strive for justice so that she could marry as she pleased in the land where she spent
her childhood. Gilbert, who has romantic interest in Cora, is aware that marrying Cora in New
Orleans would be impossible but “that in free England there is no barrier to separate an
honourable man from the woman of his choice” (141). Her race would be reason for enslavement
in the United States, but in Great Britain it would not impede her ambitions, let alone her basic
freedoms.
Braddon uses a number of characters foreign to America to criticize American racial
prejudice and slavery. Favorable depictions of British characters would encourage perceptions of
the British as just, noble, and ethical, but Braddon also champions the British character.
Americans, not the British, shun Cora. Eventually, Cora’s friend Adelaide comes to Cora’s
rescue by buying her once she is sold into slavery, but before then Adelaide rejects Cora’s
friendship because Cora is tainted: “The iron hand of prejudice had so strangled every warmer
emotion of the soul, that this girl, whose heart was naturally good and generous, was prepared to
abandon for ever the friend and companion of her youth, because the taint of African blood was
in her veins, the brand of society was stamped against her name—because she was a slave!” (30).
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By Braddon’s depiction, the British are color blind, at least when they are in Great Britain,
whereas the Americans use race, a distinction that was not even visible in Cora, arbitrarily to
deprive people of their human dignity.
Braddon’s character Silas Craig, an evil American, reveals American flaws. Even an
inanimate representation of the United States, a map, is the source of trouble and misdeeds. Silas
Craig, who is a conniving, dishonest American responsible for many of the Leslie family’s trials,
uses a map of America he keeps in his inner office as a secret entrance for underhanded dealings
and gambling (75). Braddon represents the United States as a land where people promote
injustice; the problem is not simply that they lack opportunities that they supposedly would have
had in Great Britain. However overblown Braddon’s representations of America sometimes are,
she rests her assumptions on real transatlantic relations. Jennifer Phegley points out that a
chapter from The Octoroon is deliberately missing from the pirated American copies of the
novel: “This chapter, entitled ‘The Lawyer’s Map of the United States,’ focuses on Silas Craig,
the most villainous character in the novel, whose many despicable acts include selling Cora into
slavery” (165). Silas Craig’s character represents injustice, greed, and deceit; Braddon’s aim in
including him in The Octoroon would seem to be to make noble-minded or patriotic British
readers lose confidence in America’s power to uphold its alleged values.
Braddon depicts the United States culture as more evil than some of the American
slaveholders or conniving lenders who make it up in part; Braddon does not depict many
Americans favorably, but as it is the culture Braddon tries to degrade, she attributes some
slaveholders’ injustices not to their personal depravity but to American culture more generally.
Cora’s father, who is a slaveholder, is a sympathetic character; he loves his daughter and wants
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to protect her, even though he owned her mother and now owns Cora and many other slaves.
Cora is resentful when she learns of her status and points out her father’s hypocrisy: “Would you
send me to your plantation to labour beneath the burning sun, and die before my time, worn out
with superhuman toil?” (60). Gerard Leslie tries to defend himself by telling his daughter that his
civic duty required obedience to the laws: “I, who have sacrificed my honour—yes, Cora, my
honour as a colonist—the claim of paternal love? Do you know that every citizen in New
Orleans would blame and ridicule me for my devotion to you? Do you know that I am even
amenable to the laws of Louisiana for having dared to educate your mind and enlighten your
understanding?” (60). Cora eventually sees that her father loves and wants to protect her, but the
laws and cultural norms prohibit him from fully expressing his love. Gerard Leslie is no villain
by Braddon’s standards; rather, he is meant to be seen as an unfortunate victim of the unjust
American laws and mores that put his reputation and honor on the line. Although overall
American characters are not as upright as loyal British characters in the novels, American culture
as opposed to American individuals is Braddon and Yonge’s primary target.
The escalation of debates over slavery in the 1860s obviously made liberty an easy target
for criticism. In the United States, Cora lacks the liberty she was privileged to have in England.
Cora’s fate is doomed once she leaves the protection of Great Britain and becomes vulnerable in
the United States. Unaware that her mother’s having been a slave makes her a slave, Cora
believes she has the same rights as her White companions. Of course, she does not, and when she
learns of her status, she grapples with understanding this injustice. She tells her father, “You sent
me to England; you caused me to be educated like a princess. Do you know what they taught me
in that free country? They taught me that the honour of every man, the love of every mother, are
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alike sacred’” (59). Cora was protected under rights in Great Britain that she thought would be
recognized in the United States. Great Britain is Cora’s refuge from the brutal inequalities in the
United States.
Braddon’s portrayal of Great Britain as the defender of freedom does not automatically
serve as a counter to the United States, but Braddon magnifies the evil and injustice in the United
States. As I have argued, an unfavorable depiction would alter British perceptions of America. In
The Octoroon, Mortimer Percy recognizes from the moment Cora arrives in the United States
that her race will make her an outcast, even among her British friends “who dwell in a land
where the lowest beggar, crawling in his loathsome rags, is as free as [their] mightiest nobleman”
(15). Cora will be denigrated to the status of slave because of American law, and none of her
merits can alter her fate: “Genius, beauty, wealth, these cannot wash out the stain; the fatal taint
of African blood still remains; and though a man were the greatest and noblest upon earth, the
curse clings to him to the last. He is still—a slave!’” (15). Cora’s paternal lineage makes no
difference under American law if she is a descendent of a slave by her mother. Mortimer, a
character who is insensitive at times but who ultimately redeems himself, uses powerful
language to appeal to Gilbert’s emotions so as to reveal to Gilbert the pathological nature of the
United States’ institutionalized racism. Late in the novel, Mortimer points out the illusion of
freedom in America, ironically referring to the “freedom her citizens so proudly boast [of]”
(110). Mortimer, a South American, is just one character among several who are foreign
observers of injustice in the United States. Ironically, Mortimer is a slaveowner in the United
States, but his foreign status protects him from the same criticism Braddon makes of Americans.
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Cora’s status as a slave in the United States contrasts with her rights and liberties in Great
Britain. Cora’s position is unique for a slave; she has never experienced life in captivity, having
never lived in the United States. Because of this uniqueness, Braddon depicts Cora’s sense of her
deprivation as more harsh than that of other slaves’ (Cora treats her father’s other slaves as
inferior to her, and Braddon does portray Cora’s relationships with her father’s slaves as
problematic). Gerard Leslie defaults on his loans from Silas Craig, and as a result, Cora,
technically her father’s property as his slave, is traded in the transaction. Braddon reminds her
British audience that “the Octoroon was unaware of all the miseries of her position” because she
was “[e]ducated in England—reared upon a free soil, where slavery is unknown” (147). Slavery
is a cruel injustice particularly for Cora who was privileged in Great Britain. But it’s the British
to the rescue! At the end of the novel, Gilbert rescues Cora from Augustus Horton, an evil
plantation owner who buys Cora after Gerard Leslie loses his estate to Silas Craig. Gilbert and
Cora marry and live happily in Great Britain.
The narrative’s neat conclusion to the complicated web of subplots is followed by heavy
rhetoric in Braddon’s social commentary comparing Great Britain and the United States. By
encouraging readers to adopt progressive views of liberty, Braddon reiterates her argument that
the United States lacks liberty. She highlights the American lack of liberty by expressing hope
for reform:
If any line which we have written has gained one convert to the cause of freedom, we
have not written in vain, and the feeling of regret with which we bid adieu to the kind and
indulgent readers who have sympathised with the sufferings, of which we have told, will
be mingled with the happy consciousness, that our labour has not been wasted, and that
we have made friends for the great cause of Liberty versus Slavery, as well as for CORA,
the OCTOROON. (211)
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Liberty and slavery are a true dichotomy, and if the United States enslaves people of color and
Great Britain does not, the two countries appear to be opposites as well. The British appear to be
the defenders of slaves now, and Braddon uses that as a British strength to be pitted against
Americans. As I have noted, Braddon was trying to protect Great Britain, as well as her career.
Phegley observes of international copyright, “In this largely semantic battle over the
metaphorically equivalent practices of piracy and slavery, both camps claimed to be on the side
of freedom and liberty” (154). Braddon describes Great Britain as a defender of freedom by its
opposition to slavery, setting the stage to counter American violations of other rights.
American values were no longer relevant or a reality by the time the authors publish The
Octoroon and The Trial. As I have argued in previous chapters, culture is ultimately a soft power
resource; therefore, a powerful country will wield its culture as a strength and discredit the
cultures of other countries to preserve its own power.

VI. Conclusion

A soft-power deficit can result from a weak culture or a morally bankrupt society but
also, as we have seen, from an inhospitable environment, limited work opportunities, and
national infighting. The United States, as the leader of North America, repelled more immigrants
during the 1860s than in all the other decades since the beginning of North America’s
nineteenth-century rise to prominence as an attractive destination for European immigrants; the
decline in immigration in the 1860s disrupted the upward trend in immigration to North America
overall during previous decades.
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Internal factors, such as the internal fighting during the Civil War, depreciated America’s
soft power, but additionally, external factors, such as the expansion of the British Empire in the
East, detracted from America’s momentum just a decade earlier. But such factors, external and
internal, cannot be isolated. An internal cause of a soft-power loss is related to external factors.
For example, America’s opportunities, which once sparked curiosity among travelers, could look
less promising with the development of exciting opportunities in less settled lands. Also, external
factors that influence American soft power alter the relevance of American values and culture.
These different factors all add up to an American soft-power loss. The United States as
represented in the novels appears slow to abolish policies that Great Britain prided itself on
outlawing decades earlier. American values appear less relevant than they did previously when
Europe was struggling to pacify progressives.18 As a result, America’s competitive edge
diminished even as Great Britain distanced itself from North America as a whole. The crises in
the United States, as well as Canada, in the 1860s, like the uprisings in Europe in 1848, would
not permanently damage its reputation, and the 1870s ushered in a return to the upward trend in
immigration. But ultimately America needed time to repair internal damage and compete
internationally again.
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Review my discussion in Chapter 2 of the Chartist movement and the European revolutions of 1848.

CONCLUSION
“Great powers try to use culture and narrative to create soft power that promotes their
advantage, but it is not always an easy sell if the words and symbols are inconsistent with
domestic realities.”1

As the above quote from Nye indicates, culture can be a valuable tool in international
relations. In this dissertation, I have explored how culture can reflect and be explained by
international relations. As I have argued, Great Britain’s interest in America and to a lesser
extent Canada in the mid-nineteenth century was a function of the value it put on soft power, and
the novels from that time both reflect and serve Great Britain’s soft-power interest. North
America, both Canada and the United States, remained important to the British after the
American Revolution and the War of 1812 in part because of the soft-power appeal America
gained shortly after those conflicts by means of territorial expansion and a rebounding economy.
As Dickens does in Martin Chuzzlewit, the British drew attention to North America so as to
strengthen their culture by detracting from the perception of America’s greatness. American
injustices made American culture particularly vulnerable to British manipulation. It could easily
be made to appear to be detestable, thus causing a soft-power deficit. America did appear
unattractive in the 1860s, but it actually did lack a reality that would encourage positive
portrayals of it. Nye emphasizes that the reality and perceptions must be in at least partial accord,
as the epigraph indicates. A state whose reality contradicts favorable perceptions of course could
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repel others, which could result in a soft-power loss, and this explains the downturn in America’s
soft power in the middle of the nineteenth century.
This conclusion has followed from careful examination of the cultural, political, and
social contexts of the novels. As I have shown, other studies have overlooked the diplomatic
implications of the novels—these works of fiction were instrumental in the power dynamics of
nations. Critics have not acknowledged the role of nineteenth-century novels in negotiating soft
power gains. As I have pointed out, while critics such as Matthew Arnold have emphasized the
importance of culture to a society and to the formation of great citizens, culture is integral not
only to the formation of a nation but also to its competitive strength. The authors’ treatment of
North America has either been ignored or dismissed as animosity for the U.S., a disobedient
former colony; however, their treatment of North America is complex and reveals America’s
strength and Great Britain’s self-interest, both when Britain tries to maintain its dominance and
when it perceives another’s strength with which to compete.
This dissertation challenges nineteenth-century literary studies to include other
disciplines as a means of finding relevance in the twenty-first century. This latter-day
international relations theory does not fall into anachronisms; rather, it brings nineteenth-century
British studies into a modern discourse that has ideas that have grown out of actual international
relations and that benefit from retrospection. Victorian literature is still popular, and critics have
grasped at reasons. Of course, the BBC can popularize an Eliot novel, for example, by turning it
into a mere love story, as with their adaptation of Middlemarch; however, in spite of that,
audiences still find richness in that novel. International relations theory shows additional reasons
audiences are still attracted to this literature; Victorian novels are vehicles for understanding our
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global society today, given the parallels between the present day and mid-nineteenth-century
Great Britain and North America.

I. Challenges

This study, which re-examines not only transatlantic relations but also, to a lesser extent,
intracontinental North American relations,2 presented challenges throughout the research. At
times during the writing process, questions were raised as to the purpose and justice of my
choice to discuss Canada and the United States together. These questions became points of
struggle in the writing and revising, but ultimately I found that works set in both Canada and the
United States are integral to discussing British transatlantic interest as exemplified in nineteenthcentury fiction. Clearly, Canadian history and U.S. history are intertwined, responsive to the
vicissitudes of one another’s charm. For example, as U.S. democratic values became more
popular across Europe, Canada more actively strove for self-sovereignty.3 Canada was not
simply a settler colony within the British Empire; it was also a force to be reckoned with.

The relationship between Canada and Great Britain is represented in Frederick Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada
and Elizabeth Gaskell’s Mary Barton, for example. Chapter 3 primarily focuses on the relationship between the
United States and Great Britain. The transatlantic relations are prominent in the novels in this dissertation, and
relations between the United States and Canada are secondarily relevant, which primarily comes into focus in the
dissertation in my discussion of The Settlers in Canada.
2

3

Canada was increasingly warmer to the democratic principles that characterized America and that were sweeping
across Europe. In the 1840s, the U.S.’s influence in North America stretched the farthest it ever had. According to
Tim Roberts and Daniel Howe, the threat of revolution was not as pervasive in North America as it was in Europe,
even in Canada where previously revolution had threatened Great Britain’s strength: “What looked at first like the
disintegration of the European political order was welcomed by the public of a triumphant United States. Just when
the United States had confirmed its supremacy over the North American continent news arrived of turmoil in
reactionary Europe” (158). Europe was a distraction from the disquiet over revolution earlier in the decade, but
Great Britain and its empire were not immune to the popular uprisings in Europe. For example, according to Miles
Taylor, “In Canada barricades went up in Montreal, and the Canadian parliament building was burned down” (152).
Democratic values spread across Europe and, to a much lesser extent, Canada.
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Canada’s importance to America’s strength as well as Great Britain’s cannot be underscored
enough. For these reasons, a future study would highlight more clearly how Canadian-U.S.
relations developed, not just how transatlantic relations transformed, during this century. My
decision to include literature about Canada was both productive and detrimental in the process of
writing the dissertation. As I have said, a transatlantic dissertation that overlooked Canada would
ignore a major influence and factor in Anglo-American relations; however, this dissertation had
to address the concerns that the inclusion of Canada in a discussion of Anglo-American relations
could conflate the separate domains in North America. The position of Canada and the United
States on the side of the Atlantic that garnered much British attention during the middle of the
nineteenth century presents many parallel trends in both immigration and literary representations,
though, and the many parallels between the histories of Canada and the U.S. encourage this
comparison.

II. Further Research

This dissertation surveys just the period in question, but a valuable study has implications
for further research. Chapter 3 concludes the dissertation with fiction from the 1860s, as that
decade explains how infighting among the States diminished or even reversed positive
momentum the U.S. had acquired earlier in the century after it proved its strength in the War of
1812. After the American Civil War, the United States had to recover from the damage to its
reputation; America reached the apex of its British idealization only earlier, in the late 1840s.
Yet the Reconstruction Era, though interesting, is not the focus of my dissertation, which studies
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how America enhanced its soft power and then risked losing it within just a few connected
decades. Immigration trends return to a model of growth, though, after America was able to
resolve some of its civil issues. Understanding these trends in the nineteenth century explains
America’s role in today’s global society as well as its fluctuating reputation.
I chose to focus on the decades in which the rise and fall of American soft power are
most pronounced; however, the ascension as well as the re-ascension were of course gradual. For
that reason, attention to earlier decades as well as to those of the late Victorian period would give
this project a more comprehensive scope. The mid-Victorian period spans several decades;
Theodore Hoppen uses those terms to describe the time between 1846 and 1886. Historian
Christopher Mulvey observes in Anglo-American Landscape: A Study of Nineteenth-Century
Anglo-American Travel Literature, “The heyday of the Anglo-American travel book was in that
period, roughly from 1810 to 1880” (253). My attention to the rise and fall of American soft
power is focused on the period in which there was the sharpest rise and fall. While travel writers
such as Frances Trollope espoused many attitudes similar to those I share in my account of
Dickens’s travel narrative and novel, there was a gradual change from Trollope to Dickens;
however, I concluded that starting with Dickens and Marryat was a just representation of the
ambivalence characterizing Anglo travel narratives during America’s ascension.
While the American rise and fall is more concentrated on a shorter length of time, my
dissertation does explain trends during mid-Victorian England; therefore, it would behoove me
when I extend this study to include literature from later in the nineteenth century, for example,
works by Anthony Trollope and Oscar Wilde. This dissertation, having undergone extensive
change, originally included Thomas Hardy, Anthony Trollope, and George Eliot; however, they
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are outside the timeframe of study. They would be relevant to an extended study, though. For
example, George Eliot sends one of her characters in Middlemarch, Raffles, to America only to
bring him back to England as a failure. This could appear to repeat Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit,
but Raffles, an unsympathetic character, left America because he did not want to work. Failure in
America appears to be caused less by any lack of opportunity than by the individual’s
incompetence among America’s “cool hands” (Middlemarch 328).4 Even this minor example
shows a shift in the depiction of America after its weakest moment in its civil war.
Although portrayals of America in British Victorian fiction became unfavorable by the
1860s, America regained soft power by the end of the century. Howard Temperley points out
how a rapprochement characterizes Anglo-American relations after 1866. Temperley describes
several circumstances that brought about this amelioration, which include easier transatlantic
travel with improved luxuries on ocean liners and comfort in re-establishing an ally (82). As
Temperley notes of the comfort found in sharing a language, “[t]o Britain’s increasingly uneasy
statesmen and politicians there was consolation to be had in the fact that at least one [of] the
newly emerging world powers was both English-speaking and friendly” (82). At a time when
British animosity was growing towards other powers such as the Germans and Japanese,
“genuine family and cultural ties” to Americans, many of whom had British ancestry,
encouraged amicable Anglo-American relations (Temperley 83).

4

Raffles, an unethical character who takes a bribe from the greedy Bulstrode, returns from the United States and
blames American culture for his failure. He says, “Things went confoundedly with me in New York; those Yankees
are cool hands, and a man of gentlemanly feelings has no chance with them. I married when I came back—a nice
woman in the tobacco trade—very fond of me—but the trade was restricted, as we say” (328). Because Raffles
really is no gentleman, willing to step over, manipulate, and be part of underhanded dealings for self-preservation,
his judgment of American manners and opportunity is not trustworthy.
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Wilkie Collins and Anthony Trollope, like the latter’s mother decades before, profited
from their writings about America, as did Robert Louis Stevenson, who even considered
permanent settlement in the United States. Oscar Wilde’s tour of the United States, too, cannot
be forgotten, even if its purpose was to try to impose valid (i.e., Wilde’s own) aesthetic
principles on American culture, which, according to him, lacked sound aesthetic judgment.
Although America still received considerable attention from prominent authors and tourists in
the latter portion of the century, I have chosen to focus on the middle of the century, where
American soft power steadily increases and then sharply declines, as I have shown. I admit,
though, that authors writing after the 1860s would be relevant to a longer study, one that
examines a different trajectory of soft-power gains and losses. Nevertheless, America and Great
Britain during this period most closely resemble the United States that Nye describes in the
twenty-first century. Twenty-first-century Anglo-American relations mirror those of the
nineteenth century. Historian Howard Temperley even quotes Ralph Waldo Emerson describing
in 1844 England determining much of the culture and “civility” of other countries, as it was the
strongest of nations at that time (4). Temperley then identifies the U.S. as “the strongest nation”
today, observing the parallel between nineteenth-century Great Britain and twenty-first-century
America (4). A major premise of Temperley’s research is that enmity and affinity both
characterize feelings America and Great Britain had (and still have) for one another (4).
Anthony Trollope, as I have mentioned, would make a natural target for further study, as
his chronicles of his transatlantic travels were influential and inspired characters and events in
his novels, such as He Knew He Was Right (1869). Trollope’s works, like Dickens’s, have
received much critical attention since their publication; the international relations theoretical
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framework I have been using would provide purpose in re-examining Trollope’s transatlantic
interest. Indeed, Trollope’s novels and travel experiences could be explored alongside America’s
soft-power restoration. He responded to the American Civil War and even predicted America’s
dissolution. Amanda Claybaugh, whose transatlantic research has gravitated towards Anthony
Trollope’s novels in scholarship such as “Trollope and America,” points out Trollope’s keen
awareness of the vicissitudes of a fledgling country post-colonization: “Once the British
established a settler colony in North America, it was inevitable, in his account, that the colonists
would one day rise up against them, inevitable that the British would try to put them down, and
inevitable that the Americans would ultimately succeed in winning their independence” (214).
And the American Civil War was just another part of the story of America’s growth and
competition with Great Britain. Claybaugh discusses the influence of Trollope’s transatlantic
travels on his expectations regarding the fate of America: “He acknowledges from the beginning
[of a speech in London] that English sympathies tend to be with the Confederacy – in part
because its cause seems the more chivalric, and in part because it is attempting to break up a
nation that sometimes presents itself as a rival to Britain. But he urges his listeners to remember
that their sympathies more properly belong to the Union” (218). By Claybaugh’s account,
Trollope recognizes that the British have interest in a “rival” country in its darkest hour if that
means the rival loses strength; clearly, Americans and British were perceived at that time to be
competitors, though not necessarily enemies. On moral ground, Trollope challenges the British
preference for the Confederacy, though he observes the self-interest that British have in
supporting the dissolution of the United States. A weak America secures British power; after all,
if a “rival” appears weak or corrupt, Great Britain can position itself to appear superior in
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strength and morals. Clearly, Joseph S. Nye’s theory of soft power would provide a valuable lens
through which we can view British interest in America during and after the Civil War. Trollope,
commenting on the Civil War and publishing years after the war, is a logical transition from the
authors writing about the American Civil War to the authors paying attention to America in the
years during Reconstruction.

III. Conclusion

This dissertation has value not only for its contributions but also for its suggestions for
further research, as I have shown. Also, as I am the first to make sustained use of this theoretical
framework in literary studies, my hopes are for literature from other periods in Anglo-British
history, such as during the Cold War, to become relevant subjects for study. This international
relations theory has proved useful in discussing nineteenth-century British fiction in showing the
international purview often neglected and the integral role of literature in a country’s diplomacy
and global stature. For these reasons, my theoretical approach would be an appropriate
application to study other time periods and even other cultures.
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